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Keep the earth below my feet,
For all my sweat, my blood runs weak,
Let me learn from where I have been,
Keep my eyes to serve, my hands to learn.
-Mumford & Sons.
To my sons, for whom the world awaits;
may you find it to be full of wonder.
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SUMMARY
Agents in most types of societies use information about potential partners to de-
termine whether to form mutually beneficial partnerships. We can say that when this
information is used to decide to form a partnership that one agent trusts another, and
when agents work together for mutual benefit in a partnership, we refer to this as a form
of cooperation. Current multi-robot teams typically have the team’s goals either explicitly
or implicitly encoded into each robot’s utility function and are expected to cooperate and
perform as designed. However, there are many situations in which robots may not be inter-
ested in full cooperation, or may not be capable of performing as expected. In addition, the
control strategy for robots may be fixed with no mechanism for modifying the team struc-
ture if teammate performance deteriorates. This dissertation investigates the application
of trust to multi-robot teams. This research also addresses the problem of how cooperation
can be enabled through the use of incentive mechanisms. We posit a framework wherein
robot teams may be formed dynamically, using models of trust. These models are used to
improve performance on the team, through evolution of the team dynamics. In this context,
robots learn online which of their peers are capable and trustworthy to dynamically adjust
their teaming strategy.
We apply this framework to multi-robot task allocation and patrolling domains and
show that performance is improved when this approach is used on teams that may have
poorly performing or untrustworthy members. The contributions of this dissertation include
algorithms for applying performance characteristics of individual robots to task allocation,
methods for monitoring performance of robot team members, and a framework for modeling
trust of robot team members. This work also includes experimental results gathered using
simulations and on a team of indoor mobile robots to show that the use of a trust model




1.1 Defining the Problem
Agents in most types of societies use information about potential partners to determine
whether to form mutually beneficial partnerships. We can say that when this information
is used to decide to form a partnership that one agent trusts another, and when agents
work together for mutual benefit in a partnership, we refer to this as a form of cooperation.
A large body of research exists on cooperation and trust in multi-agent systems for e-
commerce, computer networks and social networks. In these domains, issues of trust and
cooperation have been studied extensively. Examples of cooperation also exist in animal
and even plant and microbial societies.
Multi-robot teams are advantageous because of the ability for a team of robots to operate
more efficiently and be more robust to failure than a single robot. There is an abundance of
research interest in cooperative multi-robot teams, and cooperative robot teams are used in
real world environments today. However, many of the current approaches make assumptions
about the teaming and control strategies that will not apply to dynamically formed and
federate teams. In traditional multi-robot systems approaches, each team member explicitly
operates as part of a team and has the team’s goals either explicitly or implicitly encoded
into a utility function or are expected to cooperate and perform as designed. In addition,
the control strategy for these robots is also generally fixed and the teams have no mechanism
for dynamically modifying the team structure and control strategy if teammate performance
deteriorates.
Trust is an obvious mechanism for cooperation in human and business relationships,
although we may not be able to definitively know if it is used in other natural societies.
However, we would like to consider this question for robot teams: Should members of robot
teams apply trust to each other, and would this help them to cooperate more effectively?
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This research seeks to answer this question, and investigates the application of trust to the
formation of multi-robot teams.
As a motivating example, consider a large rescue operation in which many responders
from different organizations, agencies and countries arrive at varying times and each deploys
one or more robots. Each of these organizations and robots has the ultimate goal of searching
for survivors and would like to cooperate with other robots if this would make the rescue
operation more efficient. However, the robots would likely have different capabilities and
levels of reliability. To cooperate, they would need to dynamically form partnerships with
other team members. In the presence of varying capabilities and changing performance
characteristics, these robots should be able to decide which team members they will continue
to cooperate with and have a flexible control strategy based on the trustworthiness of
potential partners.
For smaller multi-robot teams that can be tightly controlled, explicit cooperation and
control design may be sufficient. However, as the prevalence of robotic systems increases,
there will be a need for robots to cooperate if economies of scale are to be achieved. Consider
the number of UAV manufacturers and platforms that exist today, see Figure 2. Although
these systems currently have lower levels of autonomy, as the levels of autonomy increases,
there are efficiencies to be gained by having the vehicles cooperate with each other and
across organizational boundaries.1 In order to form dynamic partnerships, such future
robot teams will need to discover which potential partners are trustworthy and adjust their
team composition and tasking strategies accordingly.
Robotic systems can be classified by the degree of their autonomy and also the degree to
which they are deployed in real world environments, as shown in Figure 3. The vertical axis
reflects the level of autonomy present in a robotic platform placed in a dynamic environment,
while the horizontal axis reflects the degree to which a platform has matured and has been
deployed in relevant real world environments. For example, autonomous automobiles have
recently been developed by several research labs and universities for participation in DARPA
1The current approach of having multiple operators and centralized control of individual vehicles does
not scale well for dynamic environments.
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Figure 2: Examples of the variety of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in operation at the time of this
publication. Similar systems are widely deployed, come from different manufacturers and are oper-
ated by various agencies. As the level of autonomy of such robotic systems increases, the ability to
form dynamic teams will become important. Shown clockwise from the top left: General Atomics
Predator (photo credit Leslie Pratt), AAI Shadow, AeroVironment Raven RQ-11, Sikorsky S-97,
Lockheed Martin Sentinel (all photos courtesy of Wikimedia Commons).
grand challenge competitions [92]. These vehicles have a high level of autonomy, yet are
not fully mature or deployed to end users. Similarly, collaborative research robots are used
to perform experiments and demonstrations of robots working in teams. Some examples
are of aerial and ground vehicle cooperation on a target detection task [54], and indoor
robot cooperation on an intruder detection task [59]. While these vehicles require high
levels of autonomy on the individual platforms and methods for cooperation, these are
largely research platforms and are not mature and widely available. On the other hand,
there are robot platforms that have wide deployment and levels of production, but have
little autonomous capability. For instance, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are widely
used in military, energy and homeland security domains [101], as are small unmanned
ground vehicles (SUGVs), such as bomb disposal robots [164]. However, while the platforms
are mature and mass produced, the vehicles themselves are generally remotely operated.
Similarly, factory robots have been heavily used in factory automation for decades, but they
work on statically defined problems and do not require the ability to reason in dynamic
environments.
As the use of unmanned systems becomes more prevalent and robotic platforms become
more autonomous, there will be a need for these systems to form dynamic partnerships.


















Figure 3: As the level of autonomy of deployed systems increases, there will be a need for these
systems to dynamically form teams and collaborate.
cooperate on tasks. In situations where platforms have a high level of autonomous capability
and are widely available and in use, the need will arise for robots to form heterogeneous,
dynamic teams. In addition to search and rescue operations, other example scenarios include
dynamic allocation of robot teams to disaster locations, security applications, and detection
of forest fires.
While there are many examples of multi-robot systems working on a team, this research
addresses robot teams that are both heterogeneous and dynamically formed. See Table 1 for
a categorization of robot teams across the homogenous vs. heterogeneous and the statically
formed cooperation vs. dynamically formed cooperation dimensions. As described above,
statically formed robotic teams exist today to perform various cooperative tasks, such as
soccer planing and target detection. However, the cooperation is generally explicitly en-
coded. There are also examples of dynamically formed cooperation with multi-agent swarms
that are primarily reactive to the agents in their vicinity. Even in the case of homogenous
robots, these systems will need an active approach for dealing with failed units [16]. This
thesis aims to explore mechanisms to enable dynamically formed cooperative teams, with
robots of different capabilities working together and with mechanisms for determining how
well they can trust each other.
The explicit design approach requires that robot designers to build standards and ca-
pabilities into these systems at design time and to explicitly incorporate logic that enables
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Table 1: Cooperation in dynamic, heterogeneous, multi-robot teams: This work explores ways
in which teams of heterogeneous robots can use incentives and evaluation to dynamically form
cooperative teams.
Homogenous Heterogeneous






Dynamic Cooperation swarming robots dynamic team formation via
partner selection
and encourages robots to cooperate with each other in future scenarios. However, this is
not practical for several reasons: robot designers may not be able to predict all situations
and scenarios in which robots should cooperate, full standards may be difficult to design in
advance, such a design would allow for malicious designers and agents to exploit the system,
and the large number of manufacturers makes this impractical. The very existence of com-
puter viruses serves as an everyday example of exploitive uses of computers and networks
that were not intended by the original system designers.2
The approach presented in this thesis is to design incentives for robots to cooperate mul-
tilaterally, to build robots with capabilities for recognizing situations in which cooperation
would be effective, and for recognizing when other team members are not participating or
performing as expected. Of course even this approach requires some degree of communi-
cation amongst the robots on a team and, this work will assume that the robots have the
ability to exchange a set of standardized messages that allow them to perform task alloca-
tion. For them to be effective, the robots will need the flexibility to select from numerous
partners and this also assumes that partners are uniquely identifiable and observable. In
addition, robots will need the ability to evaluate and monitor partner performance, where
the cost of doing so is less than the additional benefit gained from the resulting cooperation.
The next section will present the research questions that are related to this approach.
2Early research into computer worms showed difficulties in controlling them through explicit design, as
unintended consequences of the designs resulted in undesirable behaviors [142].
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1.2 Research Questions
As a part of this research proposal, the following hypotheses are presented. The research
to be performed will be in direct support of these claims.
Hypothesis 1
The use of trust and reputation mechanisms will provide incentives for cooper-
ation on dynamically formed, heterogeneous robotic teams.
On robot teams that are dynamically formed and composed of self-interested entities,
mechanisms and incentives will need to be in place to support cooperation. For a self-
interested robot to cooperate, the benefits of doing so must outweigh the cost. Furthermore,
trust and reputation mechanisms can support partner selection and punishment in the case
of exploitation.
Hypothesis 2
The use of trust and reputation mechanisms will result in improved performance
on dynamically formed, heterogeneous robotic teams.
If trust and reputation can be used to incentivize cooperation, then improved coopera-
tion will result in better global performance for the team as well as the individual coopera-
tors. Here, the performance metric considered will be the time taken to perform an assigned
task. While other metrics (such as robustness, sensor detection probability, etc.) could be
used on multi-robot teams, the use of time will provide for an easily accountable basis that
can be easily compared across heterogeneous teams.
Addressing these claims as part of this thesis will lead to the following research question
and set of supporting questions as shown below.
Primary Research Question
How can trust and reputation in dynamically formed, heterogeneous, multi-
robot teams be used to improve task performance?
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Corollary
How can heterogeneous, multi-robot teams utilize trust and reputation to evolve
interactions with these partners?
Related to this research question are a number of supporting questions that must also
be answered. This research will focus on the following four questions:
Supporting Question 1
How should the heterogeneous characteristics of each robot team member be
included into the task assignment approach?
In dynamically formed, heterogeneous teams, robots will likely have different sensor
characteristics. When these robots work together in teams, how can their different capa-
bilities be considered? Investigation into this question is presented in Chapter 4, including
the use of expected utility to predict probabilities for successful task performance, as part
of an the auction based framework. This chapter also presents an approach for performing
dynamic allocation on a multi-robot patrolling task.
Supporting Question 2
How can incentives be used to enable rational team members to cooperate?
On statically formed teams, cooperation is generally built into the system. However, on
dynamically formed teams, incentives will be necessary to encourage cooperation. The use
of incentives is presented in Chapter 7.
Supporting Question 3
How can team members use trust and reputation as a basis for selecting a
cooperation and team formation strategy?
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Dynamically formed teams will also need mechanisms to observe and evaluate the per-
formance of their team members. This will require the use of mechanisms for building and
scoring models of peer behavior. The robots can reason over these models and determine
whether to continue cooperation with a given team member in the future or to select a
strategy for cooperation based on the composition of the team members present. Work on
this question is introduced in Chapter 6 and applied experimentally in Chapter 7.
Supporting Question 4
How can a team member monitor performance of other team members in an
online fashion to update the models for trust and reputation?
Team members may begin with initial models and a priori information about other
team members, but will need to update these models from observations of peer interactions.
Monitoring costs and techniques should also be considered. Work on this question is also
introduced in Chapter 5.
1.3 Preview of Contributions
There are several unique contributions that have resulted from this dissertation. They
include:
• Algorithms and methods for learning and applying performance character-
istics of individual robots to task allocation (Chapter 4). We demonstrated
that task allocation mechanisms can incorporate robot sensor characteristics (Section
4.1). We have conducted an experiment in simulation with robots having three dif-
ferent sensor characteristics, and applied an expected utility formulation to the task
allocation mechanism. We showed that considering individual sensor characteristics
on a robot team can result in better detection performance than if sensors perfor-
mance is not considered. In addition, we have shown that even robots having poor
sensor detection rates can still be useful if the tasks to be performed by the poorly
performing sensor are low cost, even if this results in multiple sensor tasks by different
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robots to achieve the desired result. In addition, we demonstrated an approach for
learning which robot team members accurately estimate costs for task allocation (Sec-
tion 4.2). We also presented the bucket brigade algorithm, for robots with different
known performance characteristics to dynamically adjust the task allocation approach
in a multi-robot patrolling domain (Section 4.3).
• Algorithms and methods for robots to monitor performance of team mem-
bers (Chapter 5). We presented an approach based on statistical methods from
operations research for detecting when a robot was performing poorly on a task in
relation to its team members (Section 5.4). We also demonstrated this approach us-
ing a central monitor for observing robot performance in a multi-robot patrolling task
(Section 5.5).
• A framework for modeling trust of robot team members (Chapter 6). We
presented an approach for modeling multiple dimensions of trust for individual robots,
based on observation histories. We included mechanisms for sharing reputation with
other team members. We also demonstrated this approach using a team of UAVs
performing a patrolling task, with a single UAV performing observation and trust
modeling (Section 6.3).
• Demonstrations that using the trust model can improve performance on
multi-robot teams in the patrolling task (Chapter 7). We presented game-
theoretic foundation for the application of the trust model and demonstrated that the
use of a trust model can help to sustain cooperation on multi-robot teams (Sections
7.1, 7.2 and 7.3). We also demonstrated the use of the trust model on a team of
eight robots performing a multi-robot patrolling task, and showed that the use of
the trust model allowed for the robot team to dynamically reallocate tasks away from
poorly performing robots (Section 7.4). While many examples exist for applying trust
and reputation in multi-agent systems and online communities, our work serves as an




Having described our research goals, we review background material and related work in
Chapter 2, and describe our contributions in this context. Chapter 3 presents the problem
domain and a taxonomy for robot cooperation and discusses and a contextual representation
for the concepts used in this dissertation.
Chapter 4 provides algorithms and approaches for adjusting interaction strategies on
multiple examples of robot task allocation, when the performance characteristics of in-
dividual robots are known or can be learned. Next, Chapter 5 discusses approaches to
observation of robot teammates and presents algorithms and statistical methods from the
field of Operations Research for monitoring teammate performance. Chapter 6 introduces
the framework for modeling trust based on observation histories and Chapter 7 relates ap-
proaches for applying the trust model to adjust robot interaction strategies and partner
selection in task allocation and multi-robot patrolling domains.
Chapter 8 presents a recipe for robot system designers to follow to adopt this method-
ology in other robot domains. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation, reviews the
contributions made and discusses future research directions. Where relevant, several chap-




TRUST AND COOPERATIVE MULTI-ROBOT TEAMS,
A REVIEW
In traditional multi-robot systems approaches, each team member explicitly operates as
part of a team and has the team’s goals either explicitly or implicitly encoded. Other
approaches to multi-robot teaming include the careful design of utility functions and the
use of negotiation strategies from game theory. Market based methods are used in many
domains for exchanging goods among a selection of partners. However, they often assume
the exchange of currency or explicit cooperation. Related to these approaches, partner
selection and evaluation are necessary components for incentive based team formation.
Our research into this subject is related to work in diverse areas, including the multi-
agent systems community, game theory and economics, and robotics. In this chapter, we
first review relevant approaches to multi-agent and multi-robot systems that rely on explicit
cooperation, and present the motivation for trust and reputation mechanisms.
There is a rich body of literature in the multi-agent systems community on trust and
reputation in multi-agent systems. From the robotics community, our work has relevance to
the formation of multi-robot teams as well as the game theoretic approaches to cooperation.
One of the contributions of this thesis is the application of trust and reputation to the
formation of multi-robot teams. In the sections that follow, we review the formative and
recent work from others in each of these areas.
2.1 Explicit Cooperation
In classification of multi-robot teams, Cao et al. [27] considered the organization of multi-
robot teams along dimensions of cooperation and relate the following:
In almost all of the work in collective robotics so far, it has been assumed
that cooperation is explicitly designed into the system. An interesting research
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problem is to study how cooperation can arise without explicit human motiva-
tion among possibly selfish agents.
Also recognizing this problem, Brafman and Tennenholtz present an early distinction
between two types of agents in a multi-agent system: controllable agents, which are con-
trolled or explicitly designed by a system designer and uncontrollable agents, that are not
under a designer’s direct control [20]. As such, systems that contain both of these types are
referred to as partially controlled multi-agent systems. This work further breaks down the
uncontrollable agents into two groups which have different structural assumptions about
their motivations: rational agents which seek to maximize expected utility and learning
agents. Rational agents can be considered in the context of incentives and enforcement of
social laws. Social laws and enforcement of these laws can place limits on how agents from
different designers can work together. This work showed that through the use of a sufficient
number of punishment agents, social norms can be enforced and incentives to deviate from
the social laws can be reduced. Consequently, the punishment mechanism should not be
needed and the number of punishers can be minimized. In the second case, with the under-
lying assumption that uncontrollable agents are learning agents, a teacher can be used to
apply punishment and reward and guide the learning agent toward cooperative behavior.
In this case, the teacher may have to temporarily sacrifice optimal behavior on their part
in order to punish or guide the learner toward optimal behavior.
Howard, Parker and Sukhatme present the results of experiments involving a large
heterogeneous team of heterogeneous robots performing mapping and exploration tasks
[59]. The team consisted of approximately 80 robots consisting of two different types with
varying capabilities. The robots were explicitly designed to cooperate in teams, with team
leaders coordinating tasks of simpler, helper robots.
2.1.1 Social Laws
Early work in the multi-agent system community by Shoham and Tennenholtz [143], consid-
ers the use of social laws for agent societies, which are incorporated into a system at design
time. The laws can be useful in constraining the set of actions in a multi-agent setting to
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those that enable cooperative behavior and are beneficial to all agents. An example is that
of traffic control, where for instance, robots can be designed to always drive on the right
side of the road. A criticism of this approach is that there is nothing in the design that
forces agents to follow the social laws, but rather that agents are assumed to follow the
laws. Related work by the same authors [144] continues on the work of social rules as an
off-line design tool and expands their use to the case in which a society of agents converges
on rules over time. The authors describe a framework in which multi-robot teams develop
social conventions through a stochastic game process. Agents interact with each other and
make observations about the system. The system eventually converges on a set of social
conventions. Their approach also uses techniques which are similar to reinforcement learn-
ing for updating agent behavior in a system. This example represents an early recognition
in the field for an improvement to the assumption of explicit cooperation in agent societies,
and provides a motivation for additional mechanisms that would enforce cooperation.
2.1.2 Biological Inspiration for Partner Selection
Representative examples from biology provide motivation for a mechanism that can elicit
cooperation among agents that cannot be explicitly programmed. Recent work on cooper-
ation between chimpanzees has shown that the animals will cooperate on a task, but only
if the cooperation would result in greater reward for each partner than by working alone.
In this task, both animals must simultaneously pull on a separate rope in order to bring a
food tray toward them. If one of the animals does not pull, the rope slips away and they
miss the opportunity for reward (this task is similar to the multi-robot box-pushing task
described above). In addition, the experiments showed that the animals will learn from
interactions with different partners and remember which partners are effective cooperators.
Then, given a chance to select between two partners for completion of a task, they will
choose the partner that has the best observed performance [88]. Elephants are also able to
recognize the need for cooperation on the same rope pulling task. However, in experiments
[122], one subject learned that she could merely step on her end of the rope and let her
partner do all of the pulling, resulting in both animals receiving reward. Those experiments
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did not allow for partner selection; however, so cooperation with an exploitive partner was
the only option available for the other subject to gain the reward.
Cooperation in biological systems is not limited to animals. In one example involving
plants and microbes, selection from a market of potential partners occurs in symbiotic
relationships in which a single plant interacts with soil microbes [145]. In this relationship,
nutrient exchange is critical to the success of both partners for the fixation of nitrogen.
However, cheating occurs when ineffective strains of bacterial partners obtain benefits of
nitrogen fixation with the plant, but do not exchange the resulting nutrients back to the
plant. Plants have abilities to punish cheaters by removing nutrients and isolating those
strains. In addition they have the ability to recognize the signature of the cheating strains.
The work further suggests that partner choice can constrain cheating, but only if there is a
selection of partners available to choose from, there is a mechanism for selecting from those
partners (as well as for observing the cheating) and that the benefit derived from selecting
a good partner outweighs the cost of monitoring partners.
Biological markets research [95] uses game-theoretic models to describe the formation
of collaborating pairs of individuals for partner selection. A critical component of these
models is that the decision to cooperate is dependent on the ability to select from various
partners with different potential offers.
These examples from biology serve as additional motivation for this problem. Natural
environments are often used for inspiration in multi-agent systems because of the dynamic,
open and complex nature in which federate agents (plants and animals) with very simple
behavioral sets can form partnerships.
2.2 Trust and Reputation Models
This work presents related work on trust and reputation models. This thesis presents the
application of trust and reputation models to multi-robot teams operating in real world
environments. However, recently there has been a significant amount of research in the
multi-agent systems, networking and human-robot-interaction communities. We present
relevant work from each of these areas below.
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2.2.1 Trust and Reputation in Multi-Agent Systems
Pinyol and Sabater-Mir provide a comprehensive review of trust and reputation approaches
in mult-agent systems [113]. They posit that these mechanisms are often a key design con-
sideration for multi-agent systems, and that a main feature of open multi-agent systems is
that agents have unknown intentions. They also present the recent growth in the number of
cognitive modeling based approaches in the agent literature. In the multi-agent community,
cognitive based approaches may be desirable because they are easier for humans compre-
hend than numerical or game-theoretic approaches. This may be particularly relevant when
these mechanisms are applied in environments with high degrees of human interaction, such
as in online social networks or e-commerce.
An approach for learning trust strategies is described by Fullam and Barber[46]. That
work enumerates the types of decisions and strategy profiles that an agent can learn and
compares reputation based strategy learning (based on indirect observations) with expe-
rience based learning (based on direct observations.) Other work investigates reputation
with the concept of multi-dimensional trust[2]. Trust can be described by different charac-
teristics, such as quality, reliability and availability. They show that modeling trust with
multiple dimensions can lead to greater agent rewards.
Rosaci et al. consider the relation between trust and reliability in multi-agent systems
[132]. In their model, they dynamically compute the weighting factor for reliability as part
of an agent’s reputation.
Partner selection in a multi-agent formulation can be implemented using graph models
to describe trust relations between members on a team. For instance, in [43], distrust
relations are used to build coalitions of mutually trusting agents.
Trust in terms of E-commerce based customer relationships is discussed in [87]. The
authors present a vocabulary for discussing trust models, from various fields such as so-
ciology and psychology. A social network model for trust is presented in [129], in which
human participants have the ability to perform partner selection by breaking or maintaining
links in a social network, based on interactions with other humans. That work showed that
cooperation could be maintained through the rewiring of the social network. A review of
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challenges for trust and reputation systems in online markets and communities is presented
in [65]. Reputation learning in an e-commerce setting is presented in [157]. Buyers learn
to trust which sellers are reputable through the use of a reinforcement learning algorithm.
Agents learn to avoid purchasing low quality goods by maintaining models of reputable sell-
ers. Each buyer has a mechanism for evaluating the quality of the item purchased. Buyers
first seeks to trade with reputable sellers that offer a good at a maximum expected value.
If there are no sellers that submit bids at that value, then the buyers seek to trade with
non-reputable sellers. Also, buyers will perform exploration with probability p into set of
non-reputable sellers. After a good is purchased, the buyer applies a quality function to
determine a valuation for the good. If value of the good exceeds the expected value, the ex-
pected value function can be updated. Furthermore, if the quality is less than anticipated,
the expected value is updated with a smaller value and may cause that seller to not be
selected in a later round. In addition to the expected value function, the reputation rating
of the seller is updated. If the reputation rating falls below a threshold, then that seller
is moved to the list of non-reputable sellers. Finally, an excellent review of computational
trust and reputation models is presented in [136].
2.2.2 Trust and Reputation in Communications Networks
In [84], trust is applied to the information fusion problem, by incorporating it into a Kalman
filter process. Trust is describe as being multi-dimensional, based on the domain. For
instance, in computer networks, trust can refer to the trustworthiness of a sensor (whether
it has been compromised), the quality of data from the sensor, or the security of the link
between sensors. The work shows that the fusion algorithm that uses trust can effectively
avoid including information from untrusted sensors.
Yu, Singh and Sycara investigated approaches for exchanging reputation information in
peer to peer networks [169]. They discuss a process for requesting reputation information
from peers and for gathering information in the aggregate.
The use of trust metrics to plan a most trusted path through a network is described
further in [11]. Here, the domain is that of autonomic networks, in which self-interested
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agents come together to dynamically form a coalition because through collaboration they
can do better than through working alone. The work assumes that a trust value is provided
by some monitoring mechanism. The agents play repeated games to determine if the benefit
of forming a link with a neighboring node outweighs the cost in repeated interactions. This
work is related to the thesis in the use of game theoretic approaches to providing incentives
for link formation, which is similar to a partner selection mechanism. In addition, it frames
the formation of a network coalition from a viewpoint of self-interested agents seeking to
maximize utility. Finally, the work shows the benefit of using such approaches, by being
able to plan trustworthy paths through the network.
The evaluation of trust models in ad-hoc networks is also presented in [155]. Here,
the concept of indirect trust (second hand evidence) is discussed more thoroughly, with
nodes being able to “vouch” for the trustworthiness of other nodes. If a node is sufficiently
trusted, then it is taken at its word as to the trustworthiness of a node that it vouches for.
Furthermore, an interesting concept presented is that the desired path through a network
might not always be the shortest path, but rather the most trusted path.
In another work on the use trust in Ad-hoc networks [171], the network is modeled using
game theory, with payoff to each node being related to the trust relations in a collaboration
graph. These payoffs are used to provide incentives for cooperation, to encourage mutual
cooperation, rather than exploitation of the network by individual nodes. The results
showed an improvement in network performance when a trust based approach was applied
in Ad-hoc wireless networks.
This work is also related because of the modeling of the game using game theoretic
methods and through the use of incentives to encourage cooperation. This serves as another
example of the use of trust in ad-hoc networks, which has similarities to multi-robot col-
laboration. However, it is worth noting again that the multi-robot domain faces additional
challenges related to mobility, communications, observations of behaviors, and heteroge-
neous capabilities.
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In [58], the communication infrastructure is studied as a factor that affects the per-
formance of a networked system. The work describes the interdependence of the com-
munication infrastructure on collaboration. The agents in the system use a “gossip” like
algorithm to observe collaboration styles of their neighbors in a learning algorithm, before
playing a series of 2-player games. The learning algorithm attempts to classify neighbors
into a type, which relates how they might play the game. Neighbors in the system share
estimates of other agents cooperation as a stochastic matrix, and compute locally whether
they should coordinate with other agents based on this matrix. After the games are played,
a collaboration graph is formed to include all of the agents who collaborated during the
interactions.
This work is related in using observations to model the collaboration of another player.
It is also useful to treat these interactions as a 2-player game, for modeling purposes. The
use of collaboration graphs is also related, in that this thesis considers that each player can
build direction trust edges in a similar collaboration graph, as part of performing partner
selection.
Another example of the use of trust for anomaly detection in computer networks is
presented in [170], where trust is interpreted in terms of network security. That work
presents a network with 2 layers: the regular sensor nodes and the monitoring nodes. The
monitoring nodes are use to obtain observations about the performance of the regular sensor
nodes and to incorporate the observations into a trust model.
In [85], the authors incorporate the use of trust into Kalman Filter for use in state
estimation of power systems. In this domain, multiple separate agents exchange state
estimates for the system with their neighbors. The inclusion of a trust model in this system
improved the accuracy in the estimation for the state in 2 cases: 1) when the estimates were
inaccurate as an interpretation of variance, and 2) when the estimates were unreliable as a
measure of disagreement with neighbor estimates. Of particular interest is the notion that
the use of trust can be used to protect against situations when a node has been compromised
and is no longer reliable.
The accuracy and reliability interpretations of trust are related to this thesis; however,
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the problem domain constrains the problem in a way that is not relevant to multi-robot
systems. Unlike nodes in a network, robots are not fixed in position and may have hetero-
geneous characteristics. In addition the multi-robot domain presents additional challenges
in observation, dissemination of reputation information and dynamic neighborhoods.
Similar to the work on trust based information fusion in a network, in [44], a distributed
reputation system is used to improve odometry systems in collaborative robot systems. So-
cial odometry methods perform information fusion on each robot’s position estimation based
on confidence levels. In that work, robots placed more trust on the more capable robots in
the system. Those capabilities were estimated to be one of multiple categories, based on a
priori knowledge of each robot as well as observations. That work presented experiments
that showed the use of a reputation system improved social odometry performance.
2.2.3 Trust and Reputation in Human Robot Teams
There has also been considerable recent interest in trust relations for mixed human and
robot teams. Ososky, et al. consider the implications of humans considering robots as
possible teammates and present the importance of considering human mental models of
trust when applying these models to human-machine relationships. Human mental models
are related to behavioral, but also physical characteristics of robots. In these situations, it
is important for humans to have correct and complete mental models of the capabilities of
a robot.
Robinette, et al. allow for a robot to maintain the level of trust that humans have toward
it, through an algorithm for selecting behaviors that maintain trust [131]. In that approach,
a robot predicts a mental model for humans that it is assisting in an emergency evacuation
and selects actions that might increase the human’s confidence in the robot’s capabilities.
Desai, et al. recognize the importance for robots to operate in dynamic and unstructured
environments and that trust is an important component in human-robot interaction [35]. In
real robot navigation experiments, the authors found that humans are more likely to allow
the robots to navigate autonomously when they have a high level of trust in their reliability.
As the robots’ reliability decreased, the humans were more likely to take manual control.
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The research on human to robot trust is related to our work in several ways. The focus on
operation in dynamic environments, reliable operation and the recognition that robots will
need to be trustworthy partners applies to multi-robot teams as well. However, modeling
human trust requires higher level mental and cognitive modeling that is not necessary for
robot models of trust. In addition, our research considers how these trust models could be
applied to adjust partnering and task allocation approaches on multi-robot teams.
2.3 Incentives from Game Theory and Economics
Work by Groves from the field of economics on incentives in teams [55] deals with the
problem of providing incentives for agents to behave as if they were working on a team.
This work defines the team decision problem as a situation in which the individual team
members make decisions with varying information but are motivated toward a common
goal. Therefore, a team decision problem is one in which all of the team members share the
goals and preferences of the organization’s leader. However, if the individual units do not
necessarily share the goals of the organization, but rather are motivated by compensation,
then the decision problem can be represented as an n-person game, with the set of compen-
sation rules defined as an incentive structure. Grove presents as an example the problem
of a conglomerate that consists of a set of semi-autonomous units. The conglomerate’s
head organization wishes to have all units making optimal decisions. However, there may
be situations in which the units could do better for themselves by acting in ways that are
not optimal for the conglomerate. Similarly, different strategies are presented for incentives
that can lead to optimal behavior by the head. In the first, if the conglomerate has full
information about the performance of each unit, then the unit is compensated based on
their performance and has incentive to perform well. in the second, the entire profit of the
conglomerate is shared across all of the units. In this case, the conglomerate does not need
to have full information about each unit’s performance. In this strategy, there is nothing in
place to prevent a unit from operating sub-optimally. In the final case, each unit’s compen-
sation includes a portion of the overall profit as well as a component that represents how
well their contribution benefits other units. In that case, the goals for all units are aligned
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and units have incentives to perform optimally, thereby maximizing the group reward. The
significance of this work is that it provides an early example of using incentives to bring
together semi-autonomous groups. With the proper use of incentives, the group shares a
common goal. This work also allows for the head to operate without full knowledge of each
unit’s state. However, this does make the assumption that payments in the form of profits
will be transferred between the central node and the units.
Monitoring and incentives can also be applied in a decision-theoretic approach to miti-
gate risk in agent interactions [23]. Models of trust can be maintained about potential team
members based on repeated interactions and these models can be used to calculate expected
utility decision trees for cooperation with other agents. Ahn, DeAngelis, and Barber fur-
ther investigate reputation with the concept of multi-dimensional trust [2]. Trust can be
described by different characteristics, such as quality, reliability and availability. They show
that modeling trust with multiple dimensions can lead to greater agent rewards. Game the-
ory approaches are used to perform dynamic team formation in network routing problems
in [17], [62], [148] and [10]. Other work describes the use of incentives using the Tit-for-Tat
strategy for improving robustness in the peer to peer file sharing network, BitTorrent [33].
Kandori presents the social norm strategy as an approach to the random matching game
for situations when agents may not interact with the same partner repeatedly, but perform
interactions within a society. That work shows that with the addition of a reputation mech-
anism, community enforcement of social norms provides sufficient incentives for cooperation
[68]. Blanc et al. [17] applied Kandori’s social norm to the peer-to-peer routing task.
McGrew and Shoham present the use of contracts to enforce behaviors in multi-agent
teams [86]. In that approach, there exists a centralized node, the center, which performs
three functions. First, the center presents contract arrangements to all players and collects
their assent (signatures). Second, in the execution stage, the center can monitor the actions
of all players that signed the contract and observe whether they followed the contract.
Third, in the enforcement stage, the center enforces the contract by fining those agents that
didn’t follow the contract. The use of this central node provides incentives for agents to
cooperate and when the agents follow the equilibrium strategy, the center does not need
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to administer fines in the enforcement stage. The authors also show approaches that allow
for there to be less burden on the center: if the agents are able to negotiate and sign the
contract parameters in advance, then the center does not need to collect signatures. During
the execution stage, the center’s monitoring costs can be reduced if the agents report when
team members did not follow the correct action. In this case, the center punishes deviators
by a large amount, rewards correct complainers by a small amount, and punishes incorrect
complainers by a small amount. This requires that the center have a monitoring mechanism
for determining the true outcome of a complaint.
Arslan, Marden and Shamma describe game-theoretic approaches to distributed task
assignment of a multi-vehicle team [7]. They investigate formulations for the local utility
functions of self-interested agents that can be aligned with a global utility. This reduces
the multi-robot task assignment problem to one of designing proper local utilities and ne-
gotiation mechanisms. One option is to set the local utility to the global utility; however
this requires continuous sharing of global information across all vehicles, similar to central-
ized optimization approaches. Another approach is to set the local utility to the marginal
contribution of utility generated by the vehicle’s participation, but this requires an appro-
priate negotiation mechanism to eliminate inefficient assignments. The vehicles in these
algorithms announce their preferred target assignments and calculate local utility based on
their assignments and the announced assignments of other vehicles.
Similarly, Xiong, Christensen and Svensson [168] described a multi-agent negotiation
mechanism using a sub-game perfect equilibrium strategy for performing target distribu-
tion. Each sensor was represented by an agent that negotiated on behalf of the sensor and
interacted with opponents to receive more assignments and achieve better payoffs. Strat-
egy profiles were created to allow agents to come to agreement with minimal delay. Kraus
[72, 73] provides an excellent review of strategic, competitive negotiation mechanisms for
multi-agent systems and discusses approaches from game theory and economics.
Game theory has also been used to model conflict and cooperation in evolutionary bi-
ology and behaviors [146], warfare [8], nuclear deterrence [138], economics, business and
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politics [103]. The applications to evolutionary biology and behaviors are particularly in-
teresting, because they represent agents in nature that exhibit conflict and cooperation
that can be described using game theory. For instance, John Maynard Smith describes
cases in animal conflict in which animal behaviors were previously thought to have evolved
because the behaviors benefited the population as a whole, for the“greater good”; however,
he showed that these behaviors could be described using self interested agents that employ
evolutionary stable strategies [147, 146] . This result is useful in multi-robot applications:
when robot designers assemble robot teams, rather than expecting the robots to behave
for the greater good (and for robots from other designers to do so), robots that are self
interested can be used to put bounds on the behavioral outcomes. Recent work on trust
has also shown the importance for robots to be able to recognize when the use of trust
models might be necessary [162].
2.3.1 Self interest vs. Team Interest
There is often a tradeoff between designing systems that optimize a local function for self-
interested robots, and that optimize a global function for team-interested robots. Paruchuri,
Tambe, et al. [109] present a formulation for explicitly modeling this tradeoff on teams that
are partially competitive within a cooperative setting.
2.4 Dynamic Team Formation
A significant component of this thesis is the use of trust models to perform dynamic team
formation. The related research in this area highlights the importance for heterogeneous
teams to be able to form dynamically. The relevant work into dynamic team formation
on multi-robot teams includes approaches using task and role descriptions, synergy, and
altruism mechanisms.
2.4.1 Task Descriptions
Parker and Tang [107] describe a mechanism for multi-robot teams to perform tasks that
are typically performed by single robots through the use of task representations that use
schemas to represent the specific task to be performed. Single robots or teams of robots
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with complementary characteristics are able to respond to tasks requests that meet the
schema definition. In addition, Parker and Tang define a coalition as a temporary and
short lived formation of a robot team that can be dynamically formed to meet the needs
of a task description. This is another example of robots having capabilities to dynamically
form teams in combinations not anticipated or explicitly created by the human designers.
One of the common tasks described in the multi-robot literature is box-pushing [37, 107].
This represents the type of task in which multiple robot cooperation is necessary to complete
the task. The cost of cooperation for both robots is high in this case, but there is no
alternative if the robots wish to collect the utility for completing the task. Other types
of tasks, such as distributed localization, can be completed by a single robot but may
benefit from assistance by another robot, with minimal effort required by the assisting
robot. Additionally, there are tasks that can be referred to as transportation and assignment
problems, where robots may benefit by exchanging tasks amongst themselves.
Regarding task characterization, Balch provides a taxonomy of robot tasks and an ap-
proach for applying metrics to robot tasks across various dimensions, including time, re-
sources, movement required and the subject of the action [9].
2.4.2 Dynamic Teams
Dynamically formed ‘pickup teams’ are presented as being necessary for robot teams to
dynamically meet and form into teams, without prior knowledge or explicit programming
[63, 67]. Stone and Veloso presented a framework for placing robots into roles and forma-
tions, and membership in formations could be dynamic, based on the capabilities of the
robot [150]. In situations where there is high agent turnover and agents may not have time
to build models of partners, stereotypical trust can be used to judge the trustworthiness of
potential partners, using visible features [22].
Jones et al. present the problem of ‘forming pickup teams’ of heterogeneous, cooperative
robots to perform tasks using an auction framework. The ability to form dynamic teams
has several advantages: robots may be expensive or scarce, and it makes sense to share
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them across organizational boundaries; robots may need to be organized quickly into ad-
hoc teams (such as at disaster locations), and robots should be easily replaced when they fail
[63]. The auction framework presented allows for the specification of roles that are needed
to perform a task. Robots that are added to the team are labeled with the roles that they
can fulfill. Each task that is given to the system is announced to all team members, and
they negotiate task assignments based on local bid estimates and the roles that they can
perform. This assumes, of course, that the robots all negotiate using the same auction
protocol, that they accurately define roles and calculate utility using the same basis and
that they correctly perform tasks that they bid on.
2.4.3 Synergistic Teams
Liemhetcharat and Veloso have investigated an approach for modeling the synergy of po-
tential multirobot teams and forming a team from those team members that have been
observed to maximize the synergy function [78]. Their work is one of the most similar to
our research, based on the idea that robots can consider the capabilities of their peers and
to dynamically select those that they work well with to form a team. In our work, rather
than a metric of synergy, we model the desirability of the relation using a trust model and
allow for this relation to change over time. We present multiple implementations of this
model and demonstrate its use in experiments with real robots. Nevertheless, the recent
work in this area demonstrates the relevance to the multi-robot research community for the
ability to perform dynamic formation of a multi-robot team that works efficiently and is
robust to failures.
2.4.4 Altruistic Teams
Robots can learn to form altruistic models of trust for determining bidding rules in [94, 32].
Altruism as defined as the amount of cost (in terms of time) that a robot is willing to spend
to perform a task for another. This approach relies on a control law to drive the level of
altruism that roboti will allow for robotj to be the observed level of altruism displayed by
robotj . This level of altruism is used to determine whether a robot will bid on another’s
task, if the task cost is less than that amount.
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In contrast, our research will investigate the use of multiple dimensions of trust, including
whether other agents have bid, and the quality of the bid as well as completion of tasks bid.
This research will also investigating approaches for sharing the knowledge of altruism/trust
across a community. Furthermore, this work will show that incentives from game theory
can be used to induce cooperation, and will consider the effects of noise on the reputation
and observations.
2.5 Cooperative Task Allocation
There is a large body of literature on approaches to task allocation on multi-robot teams. In
this thesis, we have selected task allocation and multi-robot patrolling domains to illustrate
the application of trust and reputation mechanisms. Cooperative task allocation problems
are well suited to a discussion of dynamic team formation in a dynamically changing envi-
ronment, due to the difficulty in computing optimal solutions and the challenges inherent
with heterogeneous, federate robot teams. Therefore, we provide a brief background of
multi-robot task allocation mechanisms that are relevant to this thesis.
2.5.1 Task Assignment
The problem of assigning a number of agents to a number of tasks, with minimal cost,
is well known as the optimal assignment problem from operations research, and can be
solved using linear programming methods [74]. However, centralized approaches to the
assignment problem can be a source for communications and processing bottlenecks in the
system and allow for a single point of failure [41]. Also, in dynamic environments it may not
be practical to keep central nodes up to date with the current state of the environment and
of other agents. Furthermore, centralized approaches, while able to find optimal solutions,
may not scale as easily as a distributed system and are less practical when changes in a
dynamic environment require frequent re-planning. Conversely, distributed, multi-agent
approaches can operate using local state information. They can work on tasks in parallel,
perform distributed sensing and operate in multiple locations at once. Furthermore, a
team of robots adds redundancy to the system. Unfortunately, a tradeoff is that these
teams must communicate and work together and uncertainty can exist regarding robots’
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intentions towards each other. For instance, a team member may have trouble cooperating
due to communication errors, or because they are busy performing other tasks, or even
because of conflicting goals [5].
2.5.2 Market-based Approaches
There are many different methods for performing distributed cooperation, including central-
ized optimization algorithms and game theoretic techniques described above. However, auc-
tion based algorithms generally have low communication requirements (agents coordinate
tasks through bid messages), and therefore are well suited to environments with communi-
cation constraints. Auctions can perform computations in parallel and the methods take
advantage of the local information known to each agent [36]. For instance, an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) would not need to communicate a low fuel state to the entire team
for allocating tasks, but could implicitly include this knowledge in their own task selection
through cost-based bidding. Finally, these approaches are also amenable to standardization
and cooperation across teams, as heterogeneous teams that are dynamically formed need
only implement the auction messages in order to participate in cooperative tasks.
The assignment of robots to tasks is known as the multi-robot task allocation (MRTA)
problem [51]. Auction methods are a class of decentralized algorithms that solve this prob-
lem by splitting computation across multiple nodes and iteratively performing task assign-
ments [15]. In a specific type of the MRTA problem, there are multiple robots and multiple
sequential tasks, which are locations to be visited, with the goal being to assign a robot to
each of the locations while minimizing the overall team cost. Gerkey et al. [50] showed that
the MRTA problem can be reduced to the well known optimal assignment problem from
operations research [74], which can be solved using linear programming methods.
The basic auction approaches to the task allocation problem assume that team members
can be trusted and are explicitly designed with the goal of the team in mind (to reduce the
overall cost) [70]. Zlot and Stentz et al. implemented a market based mechanism on a team
of indoor robots to perform a multi-robot exploration task [173]. The robots negotiated new
areas available for exploration and revenue was exchanged for information. The multi-robot
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team showed a significant performance improvement over teams that did not negotiate.
Several other researchers have investigated the use of market-based mechanisms for multi-
robot coordination. Examples of robots explicitly formed into cooperative teams using
auction approaches are seen in the multi-robot mapping [173], coordinated box-pushing
[49], and Mars rovers [139] domains; as well as in simulated UUVs [137], and UAVs [134].
An excellent survey of market-based multi robot coordination is provided by Kalra et al. in
[67].
In many of these market-based approaches, self-interested robots operate in a virtual
economy and exchange goods (information, task performance, etc.) for virtual revenue,
which is not necessarily exchanged. While each agent seeks to improve their virtual profit,
the entire team benefits from the cooperation. There are alternative market-based schemes
that use the actual exchange of virtual currency to provide incentives. An overview of
incentives for cooperation in these types of systems is provided by [72]. Such incentives in-
clude the use of contracting through monetary schemes and the exchange of credits between
systems and their owners, as well as through bartering. Currency exchange mechanisms re-
quire agents to share a common valuation, to keep accounting of interactions and to have
a secure mechanism for performing the currency transfer. Bartering depends on agents
needing assistance from each other and may not work well when one agent can provide help
and does not need any help itself, or in situations when agents may not be available in the
future. Auction based approaches express tasks and costs in terms of a common utility and
do not require the actual exchange of money. However, the use of incentives in contracting
can inform the use of incentives for cooperation in auctions. For instance, [72] shows that
the use of monitoring a task’s completion can improve an agent’s utility when it is risk
averse.
Work on auctions with untrusted bidders in an e-commerce setting is presented in [21].
The authors show that by constructing the allowable types of bids, an auctioneer can
identify the submitted bids as belonging to trustworthy or untrustworthy agents. However,
this requires that each agent know their type in advance. Furthermore, this approach may
not result in improved social welfare.
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2.5.3 Distributed Multi-Agent Teaming
The ALLIANCE multi-robot cooperative architecture [108] relies on a set of motivational
behaviors which control the activation of tasks on individual robots in a task allocation
problem. Each robot calculates a local function that determines whether a robot will
perform a task that has been announced. The function is dependent on observation of
whether other robots are performing the task, whether the robot is capable of performing
the task and the amount of time that a robot has been inactive.
2.5.4 Decentralized Data Fusion
Decentralized Data Fusion architectures consist of a network of sensor nodes that do not
require centralized coordination or control. Each node relies on the use of information filters
to keep the state estimate up to date at each node. Task allocation for target tracking in
Decentralized Data Fusion is referred to as sensor management [81, 53]. Each sensor com-
municates to neighboring nodes their preferred target and expected utility for being tasked
to that target, as a function of information gain. Each sensor then maximizes the expected
utility function to determine target assignments locally, with minimal communication after
the initial preferences have been announced.
Related research by Cameron and Durrant-Whyte [26] investigated the use of statisti-
cal decision theory to determine optimal sensing locations for performing localization and
recognition tasks. Their work investigated the use of decision theory for a single robot
with a manipulator to more effectively manage sensor placement. Bourgalt, Furukawa and
Durrant-Whyte [19] investigated the use of decentralized Bayesian methods for allocating a
team of UAVs in a search mission. The agents in this system exchanged target probability
information, and each agent sought to maximize their own utility. Similarly, in the work by
Tisdale et al. [156], multiple UAVs exchanged PDFs to update a target location estimate.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have reviewed the relevant work in the multi-agent systems and network-
ing, game theory, and multi-robot communities. This chapter also provides an overview of
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algorithms and design approaches to multi-robot cooperation that will inform this work.
Following are the key design considerations, motivated by the work described in this section.
• Market based methods can be used to perform decentralized task allocation, and
also provide a mechanism for partner selection based on the partners’ promised goods.
• Partner selection is key to the use of incentives and dynamic team formation.
Examples from other works in economics and biology were presented to illustrate the
use of partner selection.
• Community enforcement can be used to enforce incentives in populations in which
agents may not frequently interact with the same partners [68].
• Multi-dimensional models of trust and reputation can be also be used to inform
partner selection [2], and can be used to bias expectations and task assignment func-
tions. Models can be built from repeated observations.
This research presented in this thesis will differ from the related work in several ways,
as presented below.
• Trust and Reputation models have been considered rigorously by the multi-agent
systems community, for use in agent based communities and for applications in e-
commerce and online social networks. We can leverage from the research into the
application of these models. Computer networking research in particular is also sim-
ilar to the problems of multi-robot systems in many ways: the individual nodes or
robots may be federate, and have resource constraints. However, robotic teams present
additional challenges. Robotics systems have physical mobility, varying communica-
tion constraints and heterogenous characteristics. In this work, we apply trust and
reputation models to multi-robot teams and consider the challenges related to mo-
bility and the varying characteristics of robotic platforms. To our knowledge, others
have not yet performed an in depth investigation into the application of trust models
to the formation of multi-robot teams.
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• Game Theory and Economics research on cooperation, partner selection, and ne-
gotiation provide the necessary incentive based structure that enables cooperation
through community enforcement. This research will differ from the related work in
several ways. First, we are concerned with building a framework for cooperation in
multi-robot, dynamic environments, rather than studying the effects of specific strate-
gies in forced, repeated play. Secondly, we wish to build mechanisms for cooperation
that do not require currency exchange or detailed accounting mechanisms. Finally, we
wish to investigate the use of monitoring, models, and incentives to build robot teams
that cooperate effectively and reliably. While many approaches to cooperation con-
sider intentional defection, here we are primarily interested in detecting the relative
performance levels of team members using models with multiple dimensions, and in
adjusting the task assignment function according to the learned abilities of the team.
• Dynamic Team Formation research is closely related to our work. Approaches from
the literature have considered game-theoretic, altruistic and ad-hoc based approaches
to task exchange and cooperation. Ad-hoc teams have considered role or schema
based exchanges for solving the composition constraints of a team. Recent work
into synergistic teams has considered how to select a group of agents that have been
observed to work well together. Our research is related to these approaches, in that we
also place importance on the ability to form dynamic, multi-robot teams. However,
we consider the team formation problem using robot-to-peer trust, with multiple
dimensions of trust, and demonstrate the sharing of the trust information between
team members.
Given the large and relevant body of work on trust and reputation from the multi-agent
systems community and the recent interest in dynamic team formation, we believe that this
dissertation will be of interest to the multi-agent and robotics communities and applicable
to dynamically formed, multi-robot teams. In the next chapter, we present our research
methodology and contextual framework for applying trust and reputation on robot teams.




This chapter presents the methodology that is used in this dissertation. We begin with a
discussion of taxonomies for cooperation in multi-robot systems. The next section presents
how models for trust and reputation are applied in this dissertation. We then present
our conceptual model for a multi-robot system that incorporates trust and reputation.
Finally, we integrate our approach with ideas from game theory to show how incentives for
cooperation on a multi-robot system relate to trust and reputation models and multi-robot
task allocation.
3.1 Taxonomies of Cooperation
When evaluating the cooperative makeup of robots on a team, it is important to consider
whether robots are benevolent or competitive, as described by Stone [151]. This spectrum is
presented in Figure 4. At the far left side of the spectrum, robots are benevolent, and can be
thought of as fully cooperative. These robots work together to achieve the global utility and
goals of the team, either because of explicit design, programming or configuration. Many
of the existing multi-robot teams approaches could be described as benevolent. On the
other end of the spectrum are robots that are fully competitive, and operate in competitive
environments. These robots seek to maximize local utility and view the environment and
other agents as a zero-sum game. Therefore, they not only seek to maximize their own
utility, but may also prevent other robots from achieving their goals. In between these two
extremes, are self-interested robots, which seek to maximize their own utility, but are not
opposed to working with other robots if it is also in their own interest to do so. There
has been a lot of interest in the Game Theory community on providing incentives for self-
interested agents to cooperate to the benefit of the team, as described in Section 2.3.
At this point, a discussion of robot design choices is warranted. In order to highlight de-





Figure 4: Cooperative multi-robot teams can span the spectrum from benevolence to competitive-
ness. Self interested agents can be cooperative under the correct incentives.
according to communication, coordination, computation and other dimensions [39]. Dudek
posits the conditions over which a task should be solved using one robot or a collective:
• Tasks that require multiple agents (i.e. spatially separate or synchronized tasks, such
as box-pushing.)
• Tasks that are traditionally multi-agent (i.e. agriculture and forestry, transportation
and delivery).
• Tasks which are inherently single agent (some tasks such as a single task at a specific
location that can only be occupied by one robot, would not benefit from multiple
robots.)
• Tasks that may benefit from the use of multiple agents - this lies between the extremes.
A collective might perform a task faster or more reliably than could a single agent.
Dudek classifies robot teams as a whole by using the following dimensions.
• The size of the collective - The number of autonomous robots in the environment.
• The communication range - The range is a function of the communications medium
and distribution of robots in the environment. Along this dimension, robots may
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not communicate at all, only communicate with others nearby, or communicate with
everyone.
• The communication topology - Example topologies include broadcast, direct ad-
dress, tree, and graph.
• Communication bandwidth - The bandwidth is expressed in relation to the cost
of moving robot to different locations.
• Collective reconfigurability - Whether the physical arrangement of robots is static,
coordinated or dynamic.
• Processing ability - The computational model used by the robots on the team.
• Collective composition - Whether the robots are heterogeneous or homogenous.
Cao et al. identify Traffic Control, Box Pushing and Foraging as typical multiple robot
tasks, and they consider additional dimensions for organizing robots related to the genera-
tion of cooperative behavior as follows:
• Group Architecture - The architecture determines the overall design of the group
system and determines whether the system is centralized or decentralized, homogenous
or heterogeneous; it determines communications and sensing structures and capabili-
ties for modeling other agents intents and beliefs.
• Resource Conflict - This dimension relates the degree to which conflict exists over
shared resources, such as space, communications media and other resources in the
environment.
• The Origins of Cooperation - This dimension describes whether cooperation is
explicitly built in, is emergent or the result of interactions between selfish agents.
• Learning - It is desirable for multi-robot systems to learn control parameter values
and be able to adjust to their environment.
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• Geometric Problems - As robots navigate a physical world, they must be able to
interact with each other. This dimension includes the ability to perform multi-robot
path planning; as well as distributed formation and control.
Dudek’s dimensions of collective reconfigurability and collective composition reflect the
axes along which robots could dynamically organize themselves into teams, while Cao’s
origins of cooperation dimension would allow for the use of incentive mechanisms. Taking
this further and considering team structure, the levels of cooperation in multi-robot teams is
organized into a taxonomy relevant to this thesis, as shown in Figure 5. The classification of
robots working on a team can be divided into the centralized and decentralized case. In the
centralized case, a group of robots is guided or commanded by a centralized agent. In this
case, remaining members on the team are explicitly designed to follow the commands from
the central agent and can be modeled as extension of the central agent [151]. In contrast,
decentralized multi-robot teams spread the decision making capabilities among the different
agents on the team. Teams that are enabled with explicit cooperation are fully benevolent
and execute the goals of their designer. They do not have to decide whether to cooperate,
to do so is built into the structure of the system. Teams that exhibit emergent cooperation
cooperate as a side effect of some local behavior. An example of this type of cooperation is
seen in multi-agent swarms, in which team members compute a local function that relates
how close they should move in relation to their neighbors. Finally, deliberating cooperative
agents are the subject of interest. These agents process information about their neighbors
and goals and decide if and how to cooperate with team members. Team-interested robots
seek to maximize a team utility, while self-interested robots are concerned with a local
utility maximization. Self-interested robots may simply always maximize a local utility,
they may calculate incentives for cooperation, or they may be competitive.
3.2 Trust and Reputation Model
As presented above, cooperative agents interact with their team members in order to jointly
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Figure 5: A taxonomy of cooperation in multi-robot teams.
Therefore, cooperation implies a dependence relationship on other team members. Castel-
franchi and Falcone describe trust as the mental state by which an agent may decide to rely
on another agent [28]. For the dependence relationship to exist, an agent first must have a
goal that needs to be achieved. Secondly, an agent must have a belief about a team mem-
ber as to whether that team member is reliable and capable of completing the goal. With
both of these conditions: the need for a goal to be completed and the belief that another
agent is capable of delivering the goal, an agent can decide to delegate the goal to another
agent. Therefore, Castelfranchi and Falcone present trust as the “mental counter-part of
delegation”. In most cases, the mental state of trust is necessary for delegation, and the
corollary is often true: delegation implies trust.1 However, as described above, cooperation
and thereby, trust is often explicitly built into multi-robot teams. On deliberative teams,
team interested agents consider the global utility of the team and implicitly cooperate with
all team members, while self-interested agents cooperate when it improves their utility or
there is some incentive to do so. We can also view utilities and incentives in this trust
framework: an incentive to have a goal completed, as well as the belief that it will be
completed are necessary conditions for cooperation. Therefore, in this work, we build upon
1Castelfranchi and Falcone are careful to note that delegation may occur counter to trust (coercive
delegation) or without trust (blind delegation).
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Castelfranchi’s idea that trust implies a decision to rely on another. The mental state of
a robot will contain a model of trust for other team members and will be used to decide
whether to rely on or cooperate with other team members.
While the terms trust and reputation are often used interchangeably, we adapt the
common definitions [113]. Trust is defined as above to be the mental state that leads to a
decision to cooperate. Reputation is the social component of trust, and is the information
that is shared between agents about the trustworthiness of an agent. It can be used to
calculate trust.
Pinyol and Sabater review the three levels of approaches to trust and reputation to
solve the problem of uncertainty of potential behavior in agent communities [113]. These
approaches are similar to those used in human societies and are listed below.
• Security Approach - At this level, basic properties of identity are considered. This
includes approaches from the fields of computer and network security. The systems
and communities are secured using identity, authentication, authorization using es-
tablished theory from cryptography, employing digital signatures and certificate au-
thorities. At this level, systems can be used to control access to a community and
guarantee identity, but the quality of the information (or the performance of individual
agents) is not considered.
• Institutional Approach - This approach uses a central hub or authority to monitor,
control and enforce behavior in the system. Improper behavior, if noticed by the
central authority, can be punished. The enforcement is focused on the set of allowed
actions and behaviors. However, each individual agent may have subjective views of
quality that are difficult to enforce centrally and uniformly.
• Social Approach - This level uses reputation and trust mechanisms to enforce social
norms. Individual agents are capable of monitoring behaviors and punishing non-
desirable behaviors of others in the community. Possible punishment may include
not selecting partners for future cooperation. This level requires models of trust and
reputation and mechanisms for sharing and communicating reputation information.
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Each of these approaches covers a different area of trust and reputation in multi-agent
systems and all three are active research areas. In this thesis, we are primarily concerned
with the social approach, relating how communities of robots can use trust and reputation
mechanisms to enforce cooperation and form teams. In later chapters, we relate this social
aspect to Kandori’s social norm [68] from the game theory literature and consider how
teams of robots can monitor each other to build peer models for partner selection. The
institutional approach is also of tangential interest, and we consider an approach in which
a central trust authority could be used to monitor a team of robots, and contrast that with
a fully distributed approach. Finally, practical solutions may contain a mixture of these
approaches. For instance, the monitoring and partner selection components of the social
approach could be combined with a centralized trust authority.
3.3 Conceptual Model
This section will present a conceptual model for robot teams that work together to perform
a set of tasks. Let R = (r1, r2, . . . , rn) be the full set of available robots. The team selection
structure is represented as digraph, with robots as nodes, and directed edges representing a
cooperative relationship. The edge, E{ri, rj} in the graph denotes that robot ri considers
rj a team member and also that ri is willing to cooperate with rj . If the team structure is
fixed such that the robots cannot perform partner selection, then the team is represented
by the complete digraph, as shown in Figure 6(a). Also, let Ri = (ri1, ri2, . . . , rik), where
Ri ∈ R, denotes a subset of the available robots that a given robot has locally selected
as partners. This consists of the edge set E = {{ri, r1}, {ri, r2}, . . . , {ri, rk}} in the team
selection graph. As such, each robot may select partners from all available robots, however;
the partner selection may not be reciprocal. Therefore, when robots are able to perform
partner selection, the set of directed edges in this teaming graph will not form a complete
directed graph. An example of a set of robots with each robot performing partner selection
is shown in Figure 6(b).
In this work, the tasks are defined to be a set of surveillance tasks, where for each task,














Figure 6: The team selection structure for a set of robots. a) In the fixed structure, each robot
considers each peer to be a team member. b) With dynamic team formation, each robot can select
the partners with which it will interact using a trust model.
detect the presence of a known target. However, various other tasks could apply to this
model. Let T be the full set of tasks to be assigned across all robots, T = (T1, T2, ..., Tm).
Note that here, the number to tasks may not be the same as the number of robots. Applying
similar notation as described in [69], each robot to task assignment is represented by the
set A = (A1, A2, ..., Am) where for all tasks, Ai =< ri, Tj > reflects that a task, Tj is to
be executed by a specific robot, ri. Also, if a subset of the tasks are initially assigned to a
robot, denote that initial assignment as Tri = (Tk, Tk+1, ..., Tk+l) for robot ri.
Multi-Robot System
The multi-robot system is defined as the set of architectural components (Robots, Cost
Functions, Utility Functions and Communication Architecture) that will be applied to the
set of tasks T .
SR = (R,C,U, ζ)
The number of robots on this team could be fixed to include all robots in the initial set R
or it could be updated dynamically. Each robot on the team uses a cost function, C, to
compute the cost for performing a task. The cost can be based on several factors, including
time, distance, resource consumption or risk. Each robot may have a separate cost function,
but it is necessary for every robot on the same team to use the same units of currency (such
as time or energy necessary to complete a task) for cost calculations.
The multi-robot system also includes a utility function for each robot, which encodes
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the probability that the robot will complete the task and collect a payoff. This function
is specific to each robot on the team, U = (U1, U2, ..., Un). This function maps the utility
awarded to a robot for completing a given task and quantifies the payoff for robots that
are self-interested. In the target detection task, the utility is the probability that the robot
will detect the target, P (T ). The inclusion of the utility function specifies how each team
member approaches cooperation.
Another important consideration on multi-robot teams is the communication archi-
tecture [39, 151]. Communicating agents can explicitly negotiate over tasks and request
assistance. Related to the ability to communicate are the practical limitations of the com-
munications medium: the cost of communication, in terms of utility or resources, protocols,
range and reliability. In terms of the robot team model, let ζ = (ζ1, ζ2, ..., ζn) represent
the communication strategy of each member of the team. This also describes the topology
for communication between robots on the team. This includes the range of communication
between pairs of robots, whether the robots have the ability to communicate using broad-
cast protocols, peer-to-peer messaging, mesh networking. The approach to communication
affects the ability to assign tasks, perform monitoring and status updates, and to coordinate
robots on shared tasks.
Strategy
The strategy architecture, K, captures how a multi-robot system relates assignment algo-
rithms, negotiation, trust and team composition. The task assignment strategy, Γ, deter-
mines how tasks are distributed across the robot team, and should also be considered as
part of the model. The robot team will require a mechanism for assigning tasks among
its members, either in a centralized or decentralized manner. Example assignment strate-
gies include linear programming, currency exchange methods, and multi-agent auctions, as
described in Section 2.5.1.
The assignment strategy can also include components for negotiation, trust and repu-
tation peer models, and team composition. Related to communication is the negotiation
strategy for each robot, Θ = (Θ1,Θ2, ...,Θn). Explicitly cooperative robots have simple
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negotiation strategies, while competitive robots may not negotiate at all. Negotiation could
also be built upon observation of actions, rather than explicit communication. Negotia-
tion strategies could also include auction protocols and multiple offer negotiation based
approaches.
If the robots maintain a model of their peers, they can use that model to reason over
the probabilities of behavior of the team members. Models of reliability in multi-robot
teams are discussed in detail in [106]. Trust can be used as a metric for the belief held by
one robot that another will complete a task. Reputation can be models of trust that are
learned over time and shared across the team. If a robot team incorporates such models
for reasoning about each team members, it can be included in the robot team model. Let
Φ = (Φ1,Φ2, ...,Φn) represent the trust and reputation model that each robot on the team
employs. Additionally, let the set of observation histories for all robots’ actions be
O = (O11, O12, ..., O1j , ..., Oij)
denoting the observation histories of robot j as known by robot i. Each robot on the team
can use the models and observation histories of team members’ actions to reason about
whether to cooperate with other individuals and the community as a whole. Let the full
team composition strategy be represented by Ψ = (Ψ1,Ψ2, ...,Ψn), with each robot having
a strategy for partner selection, Ψi. This strategy can be used to describe whether each
robot is initially part of a team, and how they dynamically select or deselect others to be on
their own team, Ri. As shown in Figure 6, robots that explicitly cooperate may have static
team structures throughout their experimental lifetimes. However, self-interested robots














Figure 7: The multi-robot system, tasks, assignment strategy and planner. In the general case,
the planner takes as input an assignment strategy, K; the full set of tasks, T ; and the robot system
architecture, SR; and generates assignments, A, to the robots on the full team, R.
Putting this all together, the full assignment strategy consists of the negotiation strategy,
the peer modeling architecture and the team composition strategy.
K = (Γ,Θ,Φ,Ψ)
Planner
The multi-robot planner takes as input the set of tasks, the assignment strategy and the
multi-robot system to perform task assignments.
A = Planner(T,K, SR)
The planner seeks to maximize the utility of the system (minimize the cost) by using
the negotiation architecture, peer modeling, and team composition approach of the task
assignment strategy. The general case for this process is shown in Figure 7, for which the
task assignments can be performed by any number of methods. For instance the planner
could be centralized and task assignments could be performed using integer programming
methods.
There are numerous variations to this model that are outside of the scope of this study.
For that reason, the following specializations to this model will be considered in this work,
as summarized in Table 2. The task assignment strategy will use market based auction
algorithms, with the cost function for performing a task being a function of the amount of
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Table 2: The Conceptual Model approach used in this work.
SR : multi-robot system
Ri Roboti team
Ci Cost function
U Utility based on time
ζ Communication Strategy
K : strategy architecture
Γ Task assignment strategy
Θ Evolving negotiation and control strategy
Φ Trust models from observation
Ψ Team formation strategy
Planner














Figure 8: The multi-robot system, tasks, assignment strategy and planner for decentralized cooper-
ation on dynamically formed teams. Each robot runs its own planner, takes as input the set of tasks
initially owned by that robot TRi; an assignment strategy, K; a local negotiation strategy, Θi and the
set of observations, O. Robots can dynamically adjust their team, Ri using the composition strat-
egy, Ψi; peer models, Φi; and observations. Finally, robots can request task assignments, A, from
others as well as receive task assignments from others through the negotiation and communication
mechanisms.
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time needed for a robot to complete the task, as well as simple task exchanges. These robots
do not exchange virtual currency or tokens upon task completion. The example tasks will
be for a robot to visit a 2D location and perform a sensor reading (or to visit a location
repeatedly during patrols). It is assumed that each robot is capable of performing the task
(although the performance characteristics may vary), and that the tasks are unimodal. It
is also assumed that each robot understands a simple protocol for exchanging auction mes-
sages. The communication topology is a mesh network, with each robot being able to send
messages to others but only within a limited range. Each robot may apply a negotiation
strategy to the decisions for cooperation, including tit-for-tat, fully naive and fully distrust-
ful strategies, as well as reputation and community enforced strategies. In addition, each
robot can choose to employ evaluations, trust mechanisms and shared reputation data to
build models. The planner is localized to each robot and attempts to maximize the robot’s
localized utility. This more specific conceptual model is shown in Figure 8. It should be
noted that each robot can negotiate with others to re-assign their tasks as well. Finally, the
robots each can maintain a list of robots with which they will cooperate, applying dynamic
partner selection and thus forming their local robot team.
3.4 Cooperative Task Allocation using Incentives
In this section, we present incentive mechanisms from the game theory literature that can
be used to elicit cooperation. We include these incentive mechanisms as part of our method-
ology, and illustrate it with a basic cooperative task exchange example. We also make the
observation that unlike some of the assumptions from classical game theory discussions of
repeated play, robot teams are not required to participate in repeated interactions. That is
to say, robot architectures can include decision mechanisms for partner selection (or have
the ability to select no partners at all.) We motivate this discussion with the theory from
Vanberg and Congleton [159] on the ability to exit from repeated play. In later chapters,
we show how this can be combined with Kandori’s social norm [68] to punish robots that
do not cooperate through the use of trust and reputation mechanisms. This will form the
basis for our approach to team formation in multi-robot cooperative task allocation.
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3.4.1 Prisoner’s Dilemma
The well known prisoner’s dilemma (PD) two player game has been used to describe a
number of social situations [8]. In particular, the game illustrates the dilemma of a situation
in which two players would benefit from mutual cooperation but the rational choice is for
each player to not cooperate. An example payoff table for the game is shown in Figure
3, with the dominant strategy for each player being to defect (D), regardless of what the
other player does. However, Axelrod presented strategies that have been shown to sustain
cooperation in repeated play [8], including tit-for-tat.




C R, R S, T
D T, S P, P
Prisoner’s Dilemma with Exit
Much of the analysis of the prisoner’s dilemma assumes that the players are forced to play
the game. However, there are many situations in which players are free to choose whether to
interact with each other. This version of the game is called the prisoner’s dilemma with exit
[159] and has been studied widely in various fields, including sociology [102], psychology [57],
conflict resolution [140], economics [56], and multi-agent systems [93]. An example payoff
table for the updated game, including the exit option is shown in Figure 4. The ability to
model PD games with an exit option is interesting in the context of modeling multi-robot
interactions, because robots may not be forced to interact with others on the team, but
rather could choose partners. If a particular partner is determined to be unreliable, then a
robot can choose to refuse interaction and operate alone or seek a matching with a more
desirable partner.
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Figure 9: There are situations in which mutual cooperation can result in lower costs for task
completion.
3.4.2 When to Cooperate
In task assignment problems, there may be opportunities for agents to exchange tasks with
each other, when the exchange would result in each agent having their task completed at
a lower cost. Consider a simple example, shown in Figure 10. Each robot has predefined
task that must be completed. For instance, robot R1 must complete task T1 and Robot
R2 must complete task T2, each at a cost of 3 units. The robots are better positioned to
complete each other’s tasks, with a cost of 1. However, to exchange tasks, the robots will
need to communicate with each other, discover the opportunity for improvement, negotiate
the exchange and have an expectation that the other will complete the task.
Assume that when a task is completed, a reward of 2 units is given to the agent that
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initially owned the task. This matching can be represented as a 2-player prisoner’s dilemma
game, with the payoffs shown in Table 5. If the players are able to negotiate the task
exchange, where each player cooperates with the other and performs the task, then each
player receives the payoff of 1. However, if one of the players defects by not performing
the agreed to task, while the other cooperates, then this means that the player that was
defected against has to complete both tasks and receives a payoff of -2, while the defector
receives a payoff of 2. If both players defect, then each must complete their own task with
a payoff of -1. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, the dominant strategy for each player is to
defect, resulting in no cooperation. However, cooperation can be enabled if the game is set
up as a repeated 2-player game with an infinite (or unknown) number of matches.




C 1, 1 -2, 2
D 2, -2 -1, -1
However, in the multi-robot problem setup, there is no requirement that 2 robots interact
with each other, they can in fact choose not to interact. In this view, the set of robots
in the environment can be thought of as members of a multi-robot team, with dynamic
partner selection. At any time, a robot can choose to not interact with another robot in the
environment, effectively forming a local subset of the team. This is modeled as a 2-player
prisoner’s dilemma with exit game, with the payoffs shown in Table 6. If either player takes
the exit option, this results in a payoff of N to both players. The value of N can vary;
for values of N → 0, the payoff represents that the player chose not to play with the other
player and will likely select another partner, with little loss of resources and continuity. For
values of N → −1, this represents that the player may choose not to play with the other
player and would rather perform the task on its own.
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C 1, 1 -2, 2 N, N
D 2, -2 -1, -1 N, N
E N, N N, N N, N
0 ≥ N ≥ −1
Consider the experiment from Vanberg and Congleton [159], in which repeated play of
the prisoner’s dilemma with an exit option is simulated. The experiment is reproduced
here using Matlab to illustrate the benefit of applying the exit option. The simulation is
performed with four types of players, one of each type: AC : always cooperate, AD : always
defect, TFT : Tit-for-Tat, and PR: Prudent. Every player is given the chance to play the
PDE game against every other player for a number of rounds, using the payoffs shown in
Table 6. Each player keeps a history of actions in the previous match for all other players.
The AC players and AD players play the same strategy regardless of what the other players
have done in the past. The TFT player starts with cooperation, and then does whatever
the opponent did on the last time they two met. The PR strategy only plays with other
players who have never previously defected, and always cooperates when it plays another
player, but exits otherwise. The results are shown in Figure 10. The TFT players quickly
switch to defection against the AD players, but are still required to play the game and
collect the payoff, -1, in each such meeting. The PR players, after the first round, choose to
exit when matched against AD players, and therefore only engage with other cooperative
players, resulting in higher cumulative scores. Note that there is a cost with being initially
cooperative and learning from the actions of other players, but that this is made up after 7
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Figure 10: Vanberg and Congleton’s experiment illustrating the prudent strategy in a repeated
Prisoner’s Dilemma with exit game.
pairings.
We performed additional experiments as part of this thesis in which the prudent agents
are matched in repeated rounds against agents that regularly defect, with equal numbers of
each type, to illustrate the motivation for the use of the exit option as part of the incentive
mechanism. In the first experiment, prudent players are matched against players that always
play defect. In the second experiment, the defectors sometimes defect with probability 0.5.
At each round, every player is randomly matched with another player. If a player exits,
they are re-matched until all players have an agreeable match or have refused to be matched
multiple times. Next, each player plays the game, receives the payoffs listed and keeps a
history of the opponent’s action. This repeats for 100 rounds of play, and the results are
shown in Figure 11. During the initial rounds, there is a period of learning in which the
prudent players learn the histories of the defectors, but eventually have experience with all
defectors and effectively isolate them from future play, resulting in higher scores for the
prudent players. The defectors that only defect sometimes are more difficult to detect and
it takes more observations for the prudent players to detect them.
In the third set of experiments, the problem setup is similar to the above, but the
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(a) Against agents that always defect












(b) Against agents that sometimes defect
Figure 11: The repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma with an exit option. The prudent strategy plays
against the a) always defect strategies with randomized partner selection. After being exploited by
the defectors, the prudent players refuse to select them for future interactions, resulting in higher
scores for the prudent players. b) When playing against the sometimes defect strategies, it requires
more interactions before they are isolated.
histories of player interaction are shared globally with all players using a reputation mech-
anism. After each encounter the with a player, the global history for that player is updated
with the result of the last interaction. The results are shown in Figure 12. The prudent
players rely on observations from other players rather than direct experience, and are able
to quickly isolate the defectors from future interactions. This approach of course assumes
perfect communications between all players and that players truthfully report interaction
histories; however, it reflects the usefulness of monitoring peer performance and sharing
reputation information between players.
These experiments provide very basic examples of interaction between multiple robots
performing partner selection for cooperative tasks. Nevertheless, they are instructive be-
cause they serve to illustrate the methodology that we apply in this dissertation. When
robots are able to observe and model peer behaviors, share their observations using a rep-
utation mechanism, and perform partner selection by choosing which team members to
cooperate with, they can improving their performance when non-cooperating robots are
present, while simultaneously providing incentives for cooperation. We further illustrate
this methodology in additional experiments and examples using multi-robot teams, in the
chapters that follow.
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(a) Against agents that always defect












(b) Against agents that sometimes defect
Figure 12: The repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma with an exit option. The prudent strategy plays
against the a) always defect and b) sometimes defect strategies with randomized partner selection
and community enforcement. Using the shared reputation information, the prudent players are able
to isolate the defectors very quickly.
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CHAPTER IV
APPLYING TEAMMATE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
TO MULTI-ROBOT TASK ALLOCATION
Up to this point, we have discussed the importance for heterogeneous robots to form teams
and deliberate over levels of cooperation based on the peer models that are created. How-
ever, before we discuss approaches to observation and trust modeling it is important to
consider how robots with varying performance characteristics might evolve their teaming
and interaction strategies.
When a robot’s operators observe that the robot is not performing as well as expected,
the first impulse might be to replace that robot with one that performs better or to pause
operations and repair the robot before continuing. However, this may not always be possible
or cost effective. Consider robots the are operating in remote locations (a mission on
the Moon, or on the ocean floor) and cannot be repaired. Further, as described in this
dissertation, robots may be operating as part of a federate team, with several different
owners (consider a large rescue operation). Finally, the time or constraints may not allow
for robots to be replaced or removed from the team, and the existing team should perform
as efficiently as possible under these conditions. This chapter presents three examples
where robots can adjust their task assignment strategies, based on known performance
characteristics of their peers. In later chapters, we consider situations in which the peer
performance characteristics are unknown.
In section 4.1, we consider a task assignment function where a team of Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) operates with sensors of varying quality and performs task assignment, tak-
ing each peer’s sensor characteristics as part of the task assignment function. In section 4.2,
we again consider an auction based task assignment, where robots underestimate the time
for performing tasks and a learning method is used to discover the correct cost function to
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use for specific team members. In section 4.3, we present an approach for dynamically allo-
cating robots based on each robot’s performance characteristics, in a multi-robot patrolling
domain, using the bucket brigades algorithm from the field of operations research.
4.1 A Bayesian Formulation for Task Allocation
This section describes the use of expected utility for including target detection probabilities
into an auction based framework for performing task allocation across a heterogeneous
multi-robot team. Consider a scenario with multiple robots, each carrying a single sensor.
The tasks in this case are to simply visit a location and detect a target. The sensors are
of varying quality, with some having a higher probability of target detection. The robots
use knowledge of their environment to submit cost-based bids for performing each task
and an auction is used to perform the task allocation. The auctioneer assigns task to the
robots based on an estimated utility formulation. Analysis and results of experiments with
multiple air systems performing distributed target detection are also presented.1
4.1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement
The need for assigning tasks to teams of agents with different capabilities applies to many
domains; however, the search and rescue domain presents an interesting case in which
multiple assets are combined. In a lost persons scenario, there are multiple assets that have
different probabilities of detection of the victim, such as helicopters, searching dogs and
people spaced out in a grid search [153]. In many cases, the probability of detection by
an asset increases with repeated visits to a probable target location. With helicopters, the
victim might be obscured by vegetation and may later be visible. Searching dogs can be
highly effective, but their effectiveness varies based on terrain, weather and other factors.
Teams of people that are sweeping an area with a specific spacing may miss a victim on
the first pass and still spot them on the second or third. Of course, combinations of assets
and multiple assets are possible. Search organizers can use known probabilities of detection
(POD) for assets and asset combinations and consider the effect of multiple passes by sets
1The experiments in this section appear in [115].
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of assets. For instance, a team of searchers spread out with only 20 feet between them,
performing a single pass, are about as effective as a smaller team of searchers that is spread
out at 60 feet, but that performs two passes [153]. The problem for search organizers then, is
to consider the search assets available, the probabilities of detection for each of those assets
and the probabilities that a target will exist in a given location. However, in such a search
and rescue setup, there may be only a few victims and therefore detection of false positives
are not a big concern, as victims can easily be identified once detected. Furthermore, these
assets are suited to a centralized organization model.
In robotics and unmanned systems domains, events may happen more quickly and the
environment may be more dynamic in nature. As such, task allocation is better suited for
a decentralized and dynamic strategy. Yet, the problem is similar in many ways; the ideal
team would leverage all assets available, even if some are more accurate than others. This
may mean that some assets make multiple passes of a target to attain the same detection
confidence that another might make in only one pass. In the search and rescue domain, false
negatives are very important. That is, searchers do not want to miss a target that exists
due to sensor error. In other domains, false positives are more of a concern. In a target
detection scenario, it is important that a target’s existence be verified with confidence,
before additional (perhaps more expensive and dangerous) assets are deployed.
Problem Statement
In the basic problem setup there are multiple agents, each carrying a single sensor, varying
in quality of detection. An auction mechanism is used to divide tasks among the agents,
and the tasks in this case are to simply visit a location and perform an observation with the
sensor. Targets are static (non-moving) and will be present only at some of the locations.
Also, targets are assumed to be independent of each other. The auctioneer could in principle
be any of the agents, but this work will assume a static, external auctioneer that periodically
auctions new tasks (locations to visit.) This work also assumes perfect communications
between the agents and the agents will exchange bid information with the auctioneer.
A basic auction mechanism that performs distributed task allocation might only consider
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Table 7: Probabilities of detection for example sensors
target present no target
S1
sensed target 0.80 0.10
not found 0.20 0.90
S2
sensed target 0.70 0.20
not found 0.30 0.80
S3
sensed target 0.95 0.01
not found 0.05 0.99
the cost of executing a chosen task (i.e., visit a location and acquire a sensor reading). In
such a model it is implicitly assumed that tasks execute and acquire perfect information.
Thus there is no integration of sensor characteristics.
In the target detection task, there are two cases that need to be predicted with reasonable
certainty: whether a target exists at a given location, and whether it does not exist at the
location. When noisy sensors are considered, these cases correspond to the true positive
case (the case that a target exists and is sensed) and the true negative case (the case that a
target does not exist and is not sensed). Expressed as prior probabilities, these are P (T |S),
the probability that a target exists given that it was sensed, and P (T̂ |Ŝ), the probability
that a target does not exist, given that it was not sensed.
This work assumes that sensors have prior estimates for probability of detection and
that these estimates are known in advance. Consider for example, a multi-agent team that
consists of three different sensor types, (S1, S2, S3). These sensors return a binary detection
value (positive, negative). Also, assume that the probability that a target will exist at a
given search location is P (Target) = 0.25. The Sensor-Target Probabilities for P(S) are
given in Table 7, and the probabilities vary for each of the 3 sensor types. S1 is considered
reasonably accurate, S2 has the least accuracy, with a high false-positive rate, and S3 is
very accurate. Given the prior probabilities, P (T ) and P (S), Bayes’ rule can be used to
find the posterior, P (T |S) as shown in Equation 19. As one might expect, using Sensor S3
leads to a very high probability (or confidence) that a target exists if the sensor returns a
positive detection.
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P (T |S) = P (S|T )P (T )
P (S)















In the basic auction algorithm, the problem is to assign a number of tasks to agents (ex.,
UAVs with different sensor characteristics). The tasks in this case are to visit a target
location and perform a sensor reading, resulting in a binary detection result (detection, no−
detection). In the auction framework, each robot is a bidder and the items to be auctioned
are the visit tasks. For ease of analysis, this work assumes that a central auctioneer exists
to allocate the task, however; any of the agents in the system could serve as an auctioneer
in a fully distributed implementation. This approach can easily be used on teams with
different robot characteristics: each robot knows their own location and cost function and
submits cost based bids to the auctioneer. While costs and rewards use the same basis for
calculation, no revenue is actually exchanged.
In the auction mechanism, the auctioneer periodically auctions new tasks to each mem-
ber of team. The agents each maintain a current task list and compute the incremental
cost to complete a proposed task. This incremental cost is known as the cheapest insertion
heuristic: for each pair of tasks in the current task list, the agent compares the additional
Euclidian distance based cost for inserting the new task, and selects the insertion that
minimizes that cost. This insertion cost forms the agent’s bid. The auctioneer selects the
lowest cost bid as the winner of that auction and performs the task assignment. When
an agent wins and is assigned a new task, the task is inserted into the agent’s task list,
again using the cheapest insertion heuristic. Auctions that proceed with a single item being
auctioned at a time in this manner are referred to as Sequential Single-Item (SSI) Auctions
[70]. SSI Auctions provide reasonable theoretical performance guarantees for the sum of
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travel distances and communications, even when using the cheapest insertion heuristic [75].
Multiple Sensor Observations
After an observation has been performed and the posterior probability of the target, P (T |S),
is calculated, the auctioneer can determine if the confidence threshold has been met. If the
threshold is not met, then the system will require another observation to verify the target,
increasing the overall team cost. However, additional observations would lead to increasingly
more accurate estimates for P (T |S). For instance, it may be worthwhile to request a sensor
to sweep a target location multiple times, or perhaps send separate platforms, each with less
accurate sensors if the platform with the more reliable sensor is not available or too costly.
The equation for binomial probabilities, shown in Equation 2, can be used to compute the
probability that a sensor returned k detections out of n target visits. Joint observations
from different sensors are combined using Bayes’ rule to get the probability that the target
exists, given one or more detections from one or more sensors. This provides a framework for
evaluating the probability that a target exists by combining sensor readings from multiple,
different sensor visits of a target location. The system designer can place an acceptable






pk(1− p)n−k; k = 0, 1, ..., n (2)
As an example, the probability of S2 returning 1 true detection out of 2 trials as well as the
probability of 1 false detection out of 2 trials is given by:





(0.7)1(1− 0.7)1 = 0.42





(0.2)1(1− 0.2)1 = 0.32
(3)
Also, the probabilities of S1 returning 1 true detection out of 1 trial, as well as 1 false
detection is given by:





(0.8)1(1− 0.8)1 = 0.8





(0.1)1(1− 0.1)1 = 0.1
(4)
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Finally, assume that each of the observations are independent and combine their joint
probabilities using Bayes’ rule to evaluate the probability that the target exists, given 2
positive detections out of 3 target visits from 2 different sensors in (5):
P (T |S11 , ..., Snm) =
P (S11 , ..., S
n
m|T )P (T )
P (S11 , ..., S
n
m)






A detailed discussion of statistical decision theory applied to analyzing decisions under
uncertainty is given by Raiffa[128]. In particular, the notion of expected utility, Eu, is
useful for estimating future reward in an uncertain environment. Expected utilities of
dynamic, uncertain environments can be modeled as a decision tree, as shown in Figure 13.
Each circular node is a chance node, and the possible outcomes or branches of that node
are show along with the probabilities. The expected utility is the sum of the probabilities
times the reward of each branch. An example using the decision tree in Figure 13 is shown
below. For each target location, a target will exist with probability P (T ). Upon successful
completion, each task delivers a reward, R, and each agent’s bid consists of a cost, C, to
perform the task. A sensor detection is correct if the target exists and is reported by the
sensor or if it does not exist and is not reported by the sensor. Rewards are assigned when
the sensor detection is correct for the task and the detection likelihood is greater than the
target detection threshold, α.
Eu(Sn) = P (T )(P (S|T )(R− C) + P (Ŝ|T )(0− C))
+P (T̂ )(P (S|T̂ )(0− C) + P (Ŝ|T̂ )(R− C)) (6)
This reflects the probabilities at each decision point and the awarded utilities. As
an example, assume that a constant Utility of 100 units is awarded whenever an agent
successfully detects a target and that 0 units are awarded otherwise. Now, assume that
each sensor’s agent calculated their individual cost, per the basic auction framework, to














Figure 13: The Expected Utility Decision Tree.
S3 = 30 units. Following each path in this tree, the expected utility, Eu, is calculated as
shown in Equation 7. In this example, even though the more accurate sensor has a higher
POD, the less accurate sensors are closer to the target location, having lower cost, and
therefore the Eu values are approximately equivalent.
Eu(a1) = (0.75)((0.90)(80) + (0.10)(−20)) + (0.25)((0.80)(80) + (0.20)(−20)) = 67.5
Eu(a2) = (0.75)((0.80)(90) + (0.20)(−10)) + (0.25)((0.70)(90) + (0.30)(−10)) = 67.5
Eu(a3) = (0.75)((0.99)(70) + (0.01)(−30)) + (0.25)((0.95)(70) + (0.05)(−30)) = 68
(7)
This expression of cost, incorporating Expected Utility, could be used to inform a bid in
the auction framework. As such, the auctioneer selects as the winning bid the agent sensor
combination with the maximum expected utility for performing that task. The cost for the
agent to perform the task is propagated through each branch of the tree to determine the
expected utility, Eu. In selecting the best sensor for performing the task, the auctioneer
can apply the above Eu calculation to the agent’s cost bid, using the known sensor model,
to arrive at the Eu of assigning the task to that agent. The auctioneer then simply assigns
the task to the sensor that maximizes the Eu for performing the task.
Sequential Analysis
In addition to modeling the expected utility the decision tree can also model the effect of
multiple, sequential sensor visits. This can be used to calculate a more accurate expectation
in the case of multiple observations. The expected utility as described above can result in
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infinite recursion if the depth of the decision tree is not limited. In those situations in which
sensors oscillate between correct and incorrect detections (albeit with decreasing probabil-
ities), the likelihood of a target may not reach the desired threshold and the expectation
can be analyzed further in the future. Rather than setting an arbitrary depth on the ex-
pectation, it would be better to inform the decision process with an understanding of the
amount of utility that additional information would provide.
Sequential Analysis, as described by Wald [163], is a technique from decision theory that
provides a framework for analyzing the expected utility of repeated decisions. Sequential
Analysis is often used by decision makers in business to determine whether to seek more
information about a process or to stop sampling and make a decision. In the distributed
task allocation problem, it is important for the auction algorithm to assign the most ef-
fective sensor combinations to each task by predicting those assignments in advance, with
consideration that some sensors may perform multiple target visits if the detection thresh-
old is sufficiently high. However, in practice, the system will observe the outcome of each
trial (sensor task) and decide whether that task is complete (stop sampling) or if more
information is needed (continue sampling by assigning the task to another sensor.)
In this framework the expected utility tree is performing an estimate of the expected
cost for performing the task, including the cost for additional sensor visits if the detection
likelihood threshold is not met. The task of visiting a target and performing a sensor detec-
tion is viewed as testing the hypothesis that the target exists, given the sensor observations.
Each time that a sensor task is complete, a decision is to be made. The choices are to accept
the hypothesis and stop the decision process, reject the hypothesis and stop the decision
process or perform additional observations. The approach using sequential analysis allows
for the hypothesis to be accepted or rejected when the likelihood falls above or below stated
thresholds. In the last case, the decision whether to keep sampling is determined by the
additional expected utility that further sampling would gain, noted the Expected Net Gain
from Sampling (ENGS)[166].
The ENGS is simply the difference between the expected utility with the current ob-
servations and the expected utility if an additional sample was to be taken. With this
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approach, the sequential decision process continues, calculating the likelihoods and ENGS
for different sample sizes of n, until the value for n that maximizes the ENGS is found.
This is the value that will be used to approximate the Eu for task assignment. For example,
with reward and cost values of R = 100 and C = 20, the related sequential decision trees
are shown in Figure 14. After all payoffs are considered (using the Eu), the ENGS of the
additional sample is computed as shown in Equation 8.
ENGS1 = Eu(S1)1sample − Eu(S1)0samples = 47.5− 0 = 47.5
ENGS2 = Eu(S1)2samples − Eu(S1)1sample = 58− 47.5 = 10.5
(8)
In the above example, the Eu is greater with n = 2, but the ENGS is maximized with
n = 1. Therefore, the appropriate sample depth for the Eu tree is 1. Intuitively, this reflects
that it is not worth the resources to continue sampling for little added gain. In other cases,
the value for n that maximizes the ENGS value leads to a deeper Eu tree, as shown in
Figure 15(c). With the sequential analysis approach, reward values are only granted to
the leaf nodes if the detection threshold, α is met. For instance, if an initial sensor visit
did not provide the desired confidence, then another observation would be required. If
sequential analysis is not used, then the expected utility tree can either be optimistic (often
over-estimating the utility) as shown in Figure 15(a) or pessimistic, possibly resulting in
negative utilities. The sequential analysis approach therefore provides for a more refined
estimated utility.
Discounted Reward and Cost Factor
An issue with relying too heavily on the expected utility approach alone is that it tends to
favor the vehicles with the more accurate sensors. This would cause the other sensors to
be underutilized. To address this issue, a discounted reward can be used to perform task
assignment, as described in [139]. A discount factor, γ, between 0 and 1, is applied to the
reward t time steps into the future, γtR. This results in a more even distribution of tasks.
The discounted reward factor rewards tasks that are performed sooner, rather than later.
Furthermore, this forces some tasks to be re-bid later when the vehicles have fewer tasks












































Figure 14: Sequential Analysis: different sample sizes can result in varying estimates for the
expected utility for the task assignment. Final leaf nodes are outcomes that met the given probability
threshold and are shown as diamond shapes. The cost is propagated to all leaf nodes and rewards



























































(c) 2 samples, SA
Figure 15: Sequential Analysis vs Optimistic Look-ahead: a) If sequential analysis (SA) is not
used, the expected utility can be overly optimistic. b) The sequential sampling approach provides
for a more refined estimate of Eu. c) In this example, when using the SA method, the ENGS is
maximized when n=2.
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re-auctioned until they are won (only bids resulting in Eu > 0 will be awarded). At the
time they are awarded and assigned, the agents may be closer or have a smaller task list.
All of the auction methods in these experiments used the discounted reward factor to ensure
that any one agent was not overloaded with tasks.
4.1.3 Experimental Results
Experimental Setup
The MASON multi-agent simulation framework [80], further described in Appendix A.1,
is used to perform simulations of multiple UAVs performing distributed task allocation
using an auction based mechanism. The simulation consists of multiple simulated UAVs,
modeled as points in a 2D plane. Vehicle dynamics and attitude are not modeled in these
simulations. The simulation environment was 600x600 units, with target locations randomly
distributed. During an experiment, the simulation engine executes for a number of time
steps until all tasks are complete. The simulation also includes a centrally located auctioneer
which introduces new tasks to the system every n time steps by announcing a new auction.
At each time step, each UAV evaluates their position and adjusts their heading toward the
next task. The vehicles’ velocities are held constant at 1 unit per time step. The UAVs also
evaluate their current task list and respond to auction messages with bids.
A UAV’s task is considered complete when the UAV visits the task location and notifies
the auctioneer. The auctioneer calculates the posterior probability that each task was
successfully completed by comparing the target detection likelihood, given all sensor visits,
P (d|S). If the threshold is not yet met, the task is re-auctioned after r steps for assignment
to UAV. Rewards are only granted to the UAVs that successfully complete a task. The
simulation keeps a running count of each UAVs cost (expressed as the number of time
steps) and reward. UAVs that have no task still accumulate cost at a constant rate.
Detection Threshold Experiments
Experiments were performed in which the following three auction methods were compared
against each other while varying the required detection threshold for each task. In the
Basic Auction method, the cost function considers only the cost for the UAV to visit the
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target location and does not consider the sensor qualities. The Expected Utility method
applied the Eu to the agents bid with the expected utility tree pruned at the first level with
optimistic look-ahead. The Expected Utility SA method used the ENGS stopping rule to
prune the Eu tree.
In the Expected Utility SA method, the sequential analysis for multiple sensor visits to
a single target models a future visit to the target location, re-using the same sensor type
in the decision tree. In theory, any of the sensors could be assigned the visit task and the
expectation could be taken over all available sensors. Another option is to cluster each
sensor’s task locations and assign the closest sensor. The cost bid for future visits could
be modeled similarly, or by taking an even distribution of sensors. However, in practice
these assumptions work well and can be though of as placeholders for a sensor with similar
characteristics and costs.
Sets of experiments were performed using teams of 2 and 6 UAVs. The 2-UAV team
consisted only of the first two, less accurate, sensor types in Table 7 and the 6-UAV team
consisted of two of each sensor type in Table 7. For each target probability threshold value
the experiments were performed 30 times with random UAV starting locations. In each
experiment, the auctioneer allocated 200 tasks, using SSI auctions. Tasks that did not meet
the detection threshold upon completion were later re-auctioned, resulting in additional
team cost. The results of each experiment were averaged over all of the runs.
4.1.4 Summary
The results of these experiments are plotted in Figure 16. In both sets of experiments,
the global team cost for the Expected Utility methods performed better than when using
the Basic Auction algorithm. The Eu methods are able to more efficiently allocate sensors
to tasks because they explicitly consider the sensor detection probabilities as part of the
task assignment. The Expected Utility SA method performed slightly better than the Ex-
pected Utility method with optimistic lookahead. The additional expectation provided by
the sequential analysis likely resulted in a more efficient allocation of sensors to tasks by












































Figure 16: Experimental Results: The results of multiple experiments with different values for
the target detection threshold, α. The unit score is the total team’s reward/cost over the entire
experiment. The Eu methods for task assignment perform better than the Basic Auction method
which does not explicitly account for sensor characteristics. The Expected Utility SA method using
sequential analysis performs better than the Expected Utility method using optimistic look-ahead.
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Multi-agent teams may consist of agents with different sensor qualities and characteris-
tics. In many domains, multi-agent teams may need to perform cooperatively assign tasks
across the team in order to maximize the overall team efficiency. In teams with different
sensor capabilities, the sensor characteristics should be accounted for explicitly in when
performing the task assignment. When the quality of the sensors on the team varies, it
may be better in some cases to assign multiple, less accurate sensors to the detection task,
rather than overload a more accurate sensor. In adopting this approach, the auctioneer will
sequentially re-auction tasks until the detection threshold is met.
This section described an approach for applying an estimated utility to the task as-
signment function, along with an approach for calculating the number of future samples to
consider when performing an estimate. The experiments show that when expected utility
for performing a task is applied to the agent’s bid, the overall performance of the team is
improved over a basic auction mechanism. Furthermore, we showed that using sequential
analysis to maximize the expected gain of additional samples could be used to approxi-
mate the appropriate tree depth when calculating the expected utility. Experiments with
this approach result in slight performance improvements over an optimistic expected utility
calculation, when detection confidence requirements are high.
4.2 Learning Performance in Task Allocation
This section describes an approach for learning which team members perform tasks at costs
that accurately reflect the estimated costs. This approach can be used to more effectively
perform auction based task allocation by using a reinforcement learning algorithm to adjust
a cost factor that is applied to each team member’s bid estimates.2
4.2.1 Motivation
In the previous section, robots had varying sensor characteristics and the sensor performance
characteristics were known in advance. In this section, the performance variance is related
to a robot’s ability to estimate tasks.
2The experiments in this section appear in [117].
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An example of learning opportunity costs in auctions was performed in simulation of
Martian rovers [139]. The appropriate opportunity costs allow for the specialized robots
to avoid becoming underutilized. Over multiple simulations, the different types of robots
adjusted their opportunity costs such that neither was underutilized.
Agents learned what valuation to bid by direct observations of similar other agents
in [100]. The approach in that work is for the agent to learn to adapt their valuation
(and the resulting bid) to market conditions in a simulated, electronic market, using a
reinforcement learning algorithm. The market domain was inspired by real world electronic
commerce applications in which physical resources, such as trucks, and workers, competed
to win tasks. The related problem of learning whether an agent should submit a bid is
useful in domains in which computing a bid can be expensive because communication and
computation costs can be considerable [25].
Jones, Dias and Stentz investigated techniques for learning proper task cost estimates in
oversubscribed domains, using auction algorithms [64]. In that work, each robot attempted
to learn their own bid estimates, and had full knowledge of their own state vectors, including
their own schedule. In this section, we are interested in learning whether bids accurately
match their estimated values, but from the viewpoint of the auctioneer. The auctioneer has
less visibility into the state features that can be used to estimate a bid and relies on the
estimated vs. actual cost to apply a cost adjustment to future bids.
This section uses a learning approach that is very similar to that used in Kohl and
Stone for learning fast gaits on quadrupedal robots [71]. They applied a policy gradient
reinforcement learning algorithm to learn control parameters for leg motions. The policy
gradient algorithm was also applied by Mitsunaga et. al. to adapt robot behaviors to human
partners [91]. This section will apply the policy gradient learner to the task of learning a
cost factor for other robots’ cost estimates in market-based auction algorithms.
4.2.2 Approach
In this work, the agents each maintain a current task list and locally compute their bid to
complete the proposed task. The bid consists of the time-based cost to perform the task.
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A potential source of error in task estimation is in the use of an insertion heuristic for
calculating the marginal cost to perform a task, in addition to those tasks already assigned.
In this section, each robot plans to visit the targets in the order in which they were assigned
(using the O1 assignment rule from [41]). For each auction announcement received, each
robot calculates their bid as the amount of time required to complete the task in addition
to those on the current task list. When the winning bidder is assigned a new task, the task
is appended to the robot’s assigned task list.
Learning the Cost Factor
The learning method used in this work is the policy gradient reinforcement learning (PGRL)
algorithm. This is a reinforcement learning method that is used to estimate the policy
gradient when the true value function is not known. The PGRL algorithm is presented in
detail by Baxter and Bartlett in [13], and it is shown that this approach converges towards
a local optimum.
The PGRL Algorithm
The pseudocode for the PGRL algorithm, adapted from [71] and [91], is shown in Figure 17.
At the beginning of the algorithm, the policy vector, Θ, is initialized. In this section, we
are using the algorithm to learn a single parameter, θ, which is the cost factor to apply to a
robot’s task estimation. Therefore, we initialize θ = 1, reflecting the belief that each robot
perfectly estimates tasks that they will perform. In the main loop, the algorithm generates
a set of random permutations for the policy by adding either +ε, 0 or −ε to the policy.
Next, each of these permutations is evaluated by the system and the resulting reward is
received. Averages of the rewards are maintained for the permutations of each type. After
all of the permutations have been evaluated, the gradient is approximated by calculating
the adjustment, aj , related to each parameter in the policy. Each parameter’s step distance,
εj , and the global step distance, η, are applied to aj and the values are normalized. Finally,
the policy is updated with the adjustment.
An example of learning a cost factor, θ, using the PGRL algorithm is shown in Figure
20(a). In this example, the unknown cost factor is 2, and θ is initialized to 1. After about
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100 evaluations, the learned policy begins to converge near the true value.
Learning in Auctions
The PGRL is applied to multi-robot auctions by applying the learned cost factor to each
robot’s bid, as shown in Figure 18. Each auctioneer maintains a PGRL learner for each
known team member. After auctioning a task, the auctioneer will receive a set of bids from
team members, where each bid represents the time-based cost for the bidder to complete
that task. The auctioneer then queries the learner to get the cost factor, θ, related to that
agent. This cost factor is multiplied by the original bid in line 3 to get an updated estimate
for the agent to perform the task. The resulting bid in the set with the minimum cost is
then awarded the task.
When a task is completed by an agent, the auctioneer that assigned the task is sent
a message with the completed task information. The auctioneer can then compare the
updated estimated cost for the task with the actual cost for completion, as shown in Figure
40. The ratio of these costs is used to determine the reward signal used by the reinforcement
learner. The PGRL reward function, shown in Figure 20(a), calculates the scalar reward
signal from this value. The reward is used by the PGRL algorithm, as described above, to
calculate adjustments to the cost factor.
4.2.3 Experimental Results
Experimental Setup
A set of experiments were performed in simulation to test the cost factor learning approach
in a multi-agent auction environment. In these experiments, each robot has 50 tasks that
arrive at regular intervals and are sequentially auctioned by that robot’s auctioneer. As
part of the auction process, they also bid on their own tasks. The robots in the simulation
have a limited communications range and can therefore only perform auctions with a subset
of the other team members at a given time.
Rewards are given for task completion to the robot that originated the task. Each robot
submits bids that represent the time-based cost for completing a task. Specifically, the
bid represents the number of time steps until the task could be completed. Once a robot
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1: Θ← initial policy vector of size N
2: while NOT done do
3: ΘT ← t random permuations of Θ
4: for i = 1→ T do
5: Run system using parameter set Θt
6: Evaluate reward
7: end for
8: for n = 1→ N do
9: Avg+ε,n ← average reward for all Θt that have a positive perturbation in dimension
n.
10: Avg0,n ← average reward for all Θt that have zero perturbation in dimension n.
11: Avg−ε,n ← average reward for all Θt that have a negative perturbation in dimension
n.
12: if (Avg0,n > Avg+ε,n AND Avg0,n > Avg−ε,n) then
13: aj ← 0
14: else
15: aj ← (Avg+ε,n −Avg−ε,n)
16: end if
17: end for
18: A← A|A| ∗ η
19: aj ← aj ∗ εj ,∀j
20: Θ← Θ +A
21: end while
Figure 17: The Policy gradient reinforcement learning algorithm pseudocode, with N policy pa-
rameters. During each iteration, t random policies are sampled near the current policy for evaluation.
The resulting reward from each sample is used to estimate the gradient and move by a small amount
in the correct direction.
Input: The set of posted bids, B.
Input: The set of bidders, A.
1: for all a : A do
2: θ ← GetTheta(Learnera)
3: B∗a ← θ ∗Ba




Figure 18: HandleBids() pseudocode. The policy gradient reinforcement learning method learns
the cost parameter, θ, for each team member. This cost factor is applied to future bids for that
agent.
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1: ActualCost← (CompleteT ime− StartT ime)
2: CostFactortask ← ActualCost/EstCostBa
3: UpdateRL(Learnera, CostFactortask)
Figure 19: TaskComplete() pseudocode. The estimated vs. actual task completion time is used to
evaluate the value of θ in the reinforcement learning algorithm.
finishes all tasks in their list, they no longer accumulate costs in the simulation. The initial
locations of the robots and the tasks are randomly chosen for each iteration.
Task Estimation
In this section, the source for estimation error is assumed to be due to poor performing
robot having an incorrect model of its own performance capabilities. To simulate robots
that bid poorly, a percentage of robots on the team are modeled as poor performers by
randomly assigning a cost factor at the start of the experiment, using a normal distribution
with µ = 2 or µ = 3 and σ = 0.1. When a poor performer bids on a task, the unknown
cost factor is drawn from this distribution and is applied to the robot’s task performance
to simulate error in estimation and execution.
Learning and Applying the Policy
During the learning phase, 1000 auctions were performed with the PGRL algorithm running
with a varying number of poor performers on the team in order to learn the cost factors.
These experiments used a centralized learner to share the results across each agent’s auc-
tioneer.
After the cost factors were learned, they were loaded and a set of experiments were
performed to perform auctions using the learned cost factor as the PGRL initial policy.
The algorithm continued to learn online, but the step distance, εj was reduced to minimize
exploration. This policy learner method is compared against a naive auction method which
does not consider performance; a known state method that has access to the true cost factor
for each team member; and a no cooperation method in which each team member performs
all of their tasks without the benefits of cooperation. For each experiment, the average






















(a) Learning the Cost Factor







(b) Cost Factor Reward Function
Figure 20: PGRL approach to learning the cost factor: (a) The policy gradient reinforcement
learning method learns the cost parameter, θ. In this example, the agent’s unknown true cost factor
is 2. (b) The reward function used by the PGRL algorithm converts an observed cost factor to a
reward value.
each set of experiments, results were averaged over 100 runs.
Results
The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 21. The average global score using
each strategy is plotted against teams with 2, 3 and 4 poor performers on a team of 6 robots.
The error bars represent 1 standard deviation.
The known state strategy represents the best score on average that a team could achieve
given the number of poor performers on the team. This strategy has access to an oracle




























Figure 21: Task Performance: The learning method is compared with a method that knows the
state of each agent in advance, a naive auction method that doesn’t consider performance and with
the case of no cooperation.
to apply to each bid. The scores for the policy learner strategy approach the scores of
the known state strategy. The policy learner also scores better than the naive strategy
which only uses a basic auction and does not consider bid estimation accuracy of each team
member. Finally, the no cooperation strategy scores the worst, demonstrating that it is
better to have poor performers on the team than to work on tasks in isolation.
The results indicate that the policy learner strategy can result in up to a 10% im-
provement in team performance than over the basic auction approach alone. Intuitively, we
expected that the gap between the policy learner and the naive approaches would be larger.
However, the auction method distributes task effectively as the poor performers get behind.
That is, as the number of tasks begins to back up for the poor performers, the costs to
add a task to the end of their schedule increases, and they win fewer auction assignments.
This occurs even though their costs are underestimated. We intend to explore additional
bidding and task insertion heuristics using this technique in future work. Nevertheless,
these experiments demonstrate that the application of a learner to the cost estimates can
be more effective than methods that do not consider estimation accuracy.
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4.2.4 Summary
This section presented a reinforcement learning method for recognizing which agents are
more likely to submit bids that accurately reflect the true cost for performing tasks. The
above experiments showed that a learning mechanism can be effective for detecting poorly-
performing team members in auctions, when compared to the naive approach. This may
prove useful in situations in which auction based teams are dynamically formed and not all
team members are likely to estimate costs correctly. The algorithm learned the cost factor
to apply to each team member’s bid estimate in a multi-robot auction. The results show
that by learning the performance characteristics of individual robots, tasks can be allocated
more efficiently.
The next section presents a decentralized coordination mechanism for a team of robots to
cooperatively patrol an environment. The robots dynamically allocate tasks, using knowl-
edge about the relative performance characteristics of each teammate. The multi-robot
patrolling task has practical relevance in surveillance, search and rescue, and security ap-
plications. In this task, a team of robots must repeatedly visit areas in the environment,
minimizing the time in-between visits to each. This task can be performed more efficiently
by a team of robots, but challenges remain related to team formation and task assignment.
In this work, we apply a particular form of task partitioning, a bucket brigade, from the
field of operations research to the multi-robot patrolling problem. Using a bucket brigade
protocol, individual robots can dynamically partition the work tasks in the environment, re-
quiring little or no communication between robots. A set of realistic simulations using ROS
is presented and the results show that a team of robots can effectively use this approach to
dynamically partition the patrol tasks.
4.3 Dynamic, Performance Based Multi-Robot Patrolling
using Bucket Brigades
It may be desirable to dynamically form teams in some situations (such as after a natural
disaster) and approaches to cooperation should incorporate team members with heteroge-
neous capabilities. In addition, in practice, robot performance may be dynamic in nature:
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robots may learn from experience, sensors may be affected by changes in the environment
and batteries can run low. Multi robot patrolling approaches should also address these
considerations.
The multi-robot patrolling problem is a surveillance task that uses multiple robots to
visit every important location in a known environment [31]. Each location in the environ-
ment must be visited repeatedly, with the problem being to minimize the time in-between
visits. This problem is interesting from a multi-robot research perspective, because it
presents challenges in optimization and task assignment, cooperation, communication and
reliability. This problem also has useful implications for real world scenarios, including those
in the surveillance, security, and search and rescue domains. Cooperation is important in
this task, as it is necessary for the robots to work together to improve the efficiency of the
system as a whole. An effective multi-robot patrol team should be able to visit points more
efficiently and with greater reliability than a single robot.
The bucket brigade protocol is an approach from the operations research field for dy-
namically partitioning tasks across workers in a production line, based on the relative pro-
ductivity of each worker. Bucket brigades allow for a fully decentralized task partition and
can adjust to dynamic environments. The bucket brigade protocol consists of a simple set
of rules that are to be followed by each worker in the system, and results in a balanced
production line.
This section presents an approach for applying a bucket brigade protocol to the multi-
robot patrolling problem to perform dynamic and decentralized partitioning. The bucket
brigade approach allows the robots to order themselves according to relative performance,
and requires little or no communication between robots. In addition, the protocol allows
for reconfiguration of the patrol partitions if robot performance characteristics change.
4.3.1 Background and Motivation
Bartholdi and Eisenstein introduced the mathematical model and key concepts behind
bucket brigades as a dynamical system [12]. Anderson et al. relate the use of bucket brigades
for task partitioning in insect colonies [3]. Bucket brigades are used in real world situations
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in which new team members are introduced to a production line, and the work is partitioned
based on individual performance.
The ability to form dynamic teams has several advantages: robots may be expensive or
scarce, and it makes sense to share them across organizational boundaries; robots may need
to be organized quickly into ad-hoc teams (such as at disaster locations), and robots should
be easily replaced when they fail [63]. Jones et al. present the problem of ‘forming pickup
teams’ of heterogeneous, cooperative robots to perform tasks [63] in dynamic situations.
Regarding cooperative, multi-robot teams, the bucket brigade approach has recently
been applied to the multi-robot foraging problem [105, 141, 76]. A simple approach using
bucket brigades [105] demonstrated that the robots could cooperate using only local sensing.
The use of bucket brigades in this domain also reduces the amount of interference between
robots. However, in the foraging task, robots explore a given search area and return items
to the home base. In the partition based patrolling task, each robot repeatedly patrols a
section of a linear patrol path.
The problem of cooperative patrolling by a multi-robot team has received considerable
attention recently in the robotics literature [42, 60, 152, 61, 123]. This problem is similar
to the well known ‘Art Gallery’ problem [90], in which each location in an art gallery must
be viewable by a guard. However, here the tasks are to repeatedly visit the locations in the
environment and to minimize the time in-between visits.
A theoretical analysis of the patrolling problem is provided by Chevaleyre [31]. The
results showed that the problem could be solved with a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
approach. This is extended to the multi-robot case by spacing each of the robots evenly
along the path [42, 31]. Chevaleyre also showed that it makes sense to partition the graph in
some cases, particularly when there are long corridors or edges separating clusters of nodes.
Other authors performed experiments in simulation using existing real robot architectures
and realistic simulation environments [61, 123]. Recent work on patrolling a harbor using
a local method and neighbor interaction is presented in [82].
This section presents a decentralized approach to the patrolling problem, by allowing
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each robot along the patrol path to dynamically adjust its partition, based on the perfor-
mance of its neighbors. We apply a simple bucket brigade mechanism to implement this
partition, allowing each robot to rely on local observations.
Multi Robot Patrolling
Many recent approaches to the patrolling task represent areas in the environment with a
topological map (a graph) [124]. The nodes in a graph represent areas of interest in the
environment, and edges in the graph represent traversable paths between two locations.
Applying the notation from the literature, we can refer to the graph as G(V,E), where
V = 1 . . . n is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. A weight is associated with each
edge, ei,j , representing the distance between each edge. The graph is assumed to be metric
and undirected. Let R = 1 . . . r be the team of robots to assign the set of nodes in each of the
r graph partitions. When the patrol task begins, there is an initial startup time for all robots
to navigate to their assigned starting nodes in the graph and to begin patrolling. Robots
patrol simultaneously and repeatedly along the graph, visiting their assigned patrol nodes,
according to a given strategy [31]. The performance criterion considered in this section is
the refresh time, which is the time gap between any two visits to the same location3. The
maximum refresh time reflects the bounds on the effectiveness of a robot team in detecting
events in the environment [112].
Chevaleyre presents two main classes of patrolling strategies, the cyclic strategy and
partition based strategies [31]. In the cyclic based strategies, a single closed path, s, is
generated that visits all of the nodes in the graph at least once. In the single robot case, a
robot travels this closed path indefinitely. In the worst case, the amount of time for a robot
to visit a node twice while following this strategy is equal to the length of s. Calculating
the closed path is known to be np-hard, and this problem is closely related to the Travelling
Salesman Problem [31].
In the multi-robot case, the simplest approach is to space the robots along the closed
path such that during the patrol they maintain a constant distance between them [31, 42].
3In the literature, this is also referred to as the idle time of a node.
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Cyclic strategies have known optimality bounds and are preferred when the graph does
not contain long edges that connect clusters of nodes [31]. In addition, these strategies
have a deterministic behavior and this may not be desirable for security application [123].
From a reliability perspective, when one robot malfunctions, the remaining (r − 1)team
members can simply space themselves evenly over the patrol cycle and continue patrolling.
However, there are situations in which robots may have degraded performance, but continue
to function. In these situations it would be desirable to allow the poorly performing robot
to continue to perform a subset of its original patrol path.
Graph partition approaches divide the graph into subsets of nodes and assign these nodes
to individual robots on the team. Pasqualetti et al. present optimality bounds for three
major types of partition based patrol graphs: cycles, trees, and chains, and remark that the
selection of the roadmap may not be unique for an environment and that the performance
can vary based on the choice of the graph structure [112]. For the partitioning case, a cyclic
graph can be transformed into an acyclic roadmap using min-max path cover approaches
or a chain partition approach. For acyclic graphs, a tree based approach can be used. For
the purposes of these experiments, we convert a cyclic roadmap of the environment into an
open tour using the approach described in [111].
Tour Creation
We start with the bitmap image file which represents a map of the environment generated
from an offline mapping process and use the EVG-THIN software from Beeson [14] to
generate a Voroni graph. This is the same approach used by Portugal and Rocha [124].
Next, we perform additional pre-processing on the graph to prune short leaf nodes and to
merge nodes that are close together.
From this graph, we calculate the minimum spanning tree (MST) to remove cycles in the
graph. Next, we compute an open tour of the edges that visits all of the vertices (nodes) in
the graph by starting with a leaf in the MST and visiting each branch of the tree, shortest
edges first. The open tour for our test environment is shown in Figure 24.
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4.3.2 Bucket Brigades
The bucket brigade protocol for task partitioning is widely used in the operations research
and supply chain communities to optimize production lines in a factory or distribution center
[12]. The authors showed that this approach works well because it is self-organizing, with
a set of simple rules that each worker should follow, resulting in a balanced distribution of
work, and yielding optimal throughput. A challenge in the layout of a factory assembly line
is to reduce the bottlenecks in the system. Similarly, in the multi-robot patrolling domain,
the challenge is to reduce the maximum amount of time in between visits to a node; a single
slow robot that increases the max visit time for the patrol results in a bottleneck. Central
approaches to distributing work in the assembly line require knowledge of each component
in the system and can also be expensive to compute. Furthermore, when the productivity
of individual workers changes, the work assignments should be re-allocated. This can be
difficult to perform in practice, as it could require significant computation or it may be
difficult to fully observe each worker.
In the general bucket brigade, workers maintain a sequence along the production line
from slowest to fastest. Each worker moves a product along the line and performs additional
steps towards its completion. Without this ordering, it is possible for a faster, more efficient
worker to become blocked by a slower worker.
When the last worker completes the product that he is working on, he moves in the
reverse direction down the production line until he meets the next slowest worker and takes
over the work on their product. This happens recursively back down the line until a new
product is started by the slowest worker. The faster workers set the pace of the production
line by “pulling” products from their slower neighbor, toward completion.
The bucket brigade approach has the advantage that workers dynamically adjust their
partitions along the line in a decentralized manner, without intervention from a central
process. In addition, little or no communication is required between the workers, once the
process has begun. Once the workers have been sorted along the line, a simple protocol is
used to transfer unfinished product to the next faster worker. Finally, the process is simple
to implement and requires only a small amount of computation at each node.
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By analogy, we consider the bucket brigade production line to be the open tour that
must be partitioned for the multi-robot patrolling problem. In this analogy, the robots
are workers, ordered from slowest to fastest and the work to be performed is to visit the
patrol nodes along each section of the line. However, we further consider the case in which
robots are not initially ordered along the path. Armbruster et al. present a bucket brigade
production system in which workers learn and improve their performance over time [6].
In a practical example, when a new employee is added to a production line, he starts at
the slowest end; however, as a the worker’s performance improves, the ordering of the
workers along the line may need to shift. Armbruster showed that if the bucket brigade
system allows for re-ordering of its workers, the system will rebalance itself without central
intervention. This ability to self organize is desirable in a multi-robot team as individual
robot performance may change over time: batteries may discharge at different rates or
sensors may have different capabilities. Furthermore, it may be desirable to be able to
add new robots to a team during production and have the team adjust itself to an optimal
configuration. In the next section, we apply the dynamic bucket brigade approach to a
robotic team, using an example from nature as a motivating example.
4.3.3 Approach
An example of bucket brigades in nature was observed in ant colony behavior [3], in which
the insects organized themselves for collecting food, without centralized control. Rather,
coordination behavior emerges through a simple set of rules. The ants are not initially
ordered as in the general bucket brigade case, but enter and leave the production line
dynamically. However, the ants follow a basic protocol that allows for the exchange of
tasks, and resulting division of the production line, through the use of an externally visible
label, namely the size of the ant. In this case, the production line is a path from the ants’
home nest to a food source, such as a location containing seeds that should be carried back
to the nest. This process is illustrated in Figure 22, with the ants being replaced by robots
to adopt this analogy to the multi-robot patrolling scenario.














Figure 22: An example of patrol node partitioning using a bucket brigade with two robots. The
virtual food source is shown on the right side of the path with the home on the left. (a) Robot
1 returns from the source with food, and (b) continues home after meeting a slower robot 2. (c)
The robots later meet again as robot 2 returns from the source with food. (d) The faster Robot 1
takes the food and returns back to the nest, while robot 2 returns to the source, resulting in the
robots covering different areas of the path based on their relative patrol velocities. The robots order
themselves by speed, with the slowest being closest to the food source.
source. If it encounters no other ants along the way, it picks up a seed and returns to the
nest. It important to note that the ants could each carry out this process independently
and in parallel. However, ants have also been observed working together by performing a
bucket brigade protocol which divides up the path to the food source [3]. The larger ants
are able to carry a seed a farther distance in the same amount of time as a smaller ant,
and are organized at the end of the process (near the home nest.) As an ant is returning
to the nest, if it encounters a larger ant heading in the opposite direction, the larger ant
wrestles the seed away, and returns to the nest, while the smaller ant must return to the
food source. In this manner, the production line becomes divided, and the workers become
sorted by size (which correlates to their speed), after the initial organization period.
At this point, we can describe in more detail the bucket brigade protocol, applied to the
multi-robot patrol chain. A team of robots are available to perform the tour, and the size of
the team can change dynamically. We note that is not necessary for the robots to explicitly
communicate; they can instead rely on a publicly visible label for each robot that displays a
robot’s speed, the direction of motion along the line (forward or backward) and whether the
robot has a product that needs to be completed. We further assume that when a robot is
added to the team, it begins patrolling from the start of the chain, the home node location
using the insect analogy, and begins traveling in the direction of the last node along the
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chain, the food source node in the insects example. In addition, for illustration we employ
the use of the virtual food item, although no tokens are actually exchanged. When a robot
encounters another robot along the tour, the following protocol is observed, refer to Alg. 1.
The robots follow the patrol tour, described in Section 4.3.1, to visit the nodes. Each
robot is constrained to travel along the same path, and two robots traveling along the path
in opposite directions will eventually meet. When they do, each robot inspects the other
robot’s label. The label provides the information about the robot’s current production
speed, the direction that the robot is heading, and whether the robot is returning with
virtual food. The production speed, ẋr, for robot r represents the maximum forward velocity
of the robot as it navigates in the environment.
If a robot is heading away from the end of the production line (the home node), toward
the source node, and is patrolling at a production speed greater than or equal to the other
robot, it performs a handoff (lines 7-8) by taking taking the virtual food and reversing
direction. Likewise, the slower robot submits to the handoff (lines 12-13) by reversing
course and returning toward the source node.
When each robot in the environment follows this protocol, the robots will eventually
become sorted by production speed, with the faster robots being located closer to the
home node, and covering more patrol nodes per unit time. This approach also includes the
addition of the passing rule to allow a faster robot to move in front of a slower one along
the tour. Therefore, the order in which robots begin patrolling is not important, as they
will order themselves along the tour. When a faster robot encounters a slower robot headed
in the same direction, the faster robot is able to pass; however, if the faster robot meets a
slower robot returning with food, then the slower robot must return to the food source. In
addition, if a robot’s speed changes or if robots are added or removed from the team, then
the robots will dynamically reconfigure their positions along the the patrol chain.
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Observation Only
The approach described above relies on the externally observable label that each robot dis-
plays4. When a robot meets another robot along the patrol tour, it inspect the other’s label
and simply follows the bucket brigade protocol. However, this leads to some inefficiencies
in the cumulative patrol paths. In the multi-robot patrolling problem, the refresh time of
each node is the performance metric and the traversable edges do not have to be covered by
a robot path. This leads us to an improvement over the basic approach: the bucket brigade
direction reversals can be made to occur at node locations if we introduce communication.
Explicit Communication
In the basic bucket brigade approach, robots handoff work or reverse direction, according to
the protocol in Algorithm 1, when they meet by coming into close contact with each other,
possibly along an edge in the graph. However, it is more efficient to reverse direction when
robots visit adjacent nodes. Therefore, If robots have the ability to send messages to each
other, even if the range is limited, the algorithm can be improved to reduce unnecessary
edge traversals during bucket brigade handoffs. Each robot periodically sends a message to
each of its neighbors, including the label information, the identifier of the next node being
visited, and the estimated time of arrival at the next node. We can amend Algorithm 1
with the following cases for determining how robots meet. In all three situations, the robots
are heading toward each other from opposite directions, with one of the robots returning
from the food source.
robots are approaching the same node The robots are approaching the same node. In
this case, the robot that will reach the node first continues to the node and reverses
directions after visiting the node. The other robot reverses direction immediately.
robots are approaching the same edge The robots each are approaching nodes that
are joined by an edge along the tour. In this case, each robot plans to reverse directions
after visiting the node.
4The label information could also be implemented with explicit communication or through access to a
central monitor.
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robots are on the same edge The robots each are approaching each other along the
same edge in the tour. In this case, each robot reverses directions immediately.
For partitioning to be effective, it is important to remove long edges in the graph between
nodes in different partitions [31]. Therefore, the ideal communication radius should be
greater than the longest edge in the graph. If the range is shorter than the longest edge,
then the last case will allow the robots to reverse direction once they become within range.
input : An open tour N of nodes
1 while Patrolling do
2 move in direction along N ;
3 if meet other robot, Rj then
4 read label Rj ;
5 if ẋi ≥ ẋj then
6 if direction == S and hasFood(Rj) then




11 if direction == H and hasFood(Ri) then





17 if n == H ∈ N then
18 drop food;
19 reverse(direction);





Algorithm 1: Bucket Brigade Protocol for Patrolling
4.3.4 Experimental Results
To demonstrate this approach in a multi-robot patrolling scenario, we implemented the
protocol in a robot simulation using the Stage multi-robot simulation environment [160],
shown in Figure 23. This section describes a set of experiments in simulation using a team
of robots. Our results show that the the bucket brigade protocol can be effective in a low
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communication setting, when robots have different performance characteristics.
Simulation Setup
The open-source Robot Operating System (ROS) architecture [127] was used to implement
the robot messaging, low level control, and behaviors. Each robot uses the ROS navigation
stack for navigation, localization, and obstacle avoidance. Each robot also runs a custom
Patrol behavior which implements the bucket patrol protocol, and repeatedly navigates to
the nodes in the robot’s patrol path. We allow the robots to access the true localization
information. Messages between robots are sent using broadcast messages over the local
network.
Each robot is given a map of the test environment with 5cm resolution, as shown in
Figure 24. A topological graph of the environment is generated from this map in advance
and is also provided to each of the robots. The nodes in this graph represent the areas that
are to be visited during the patrol. At startup, each of the r robots on the team locally
calculates an open tour from the MST of the graph, as described in Section 4.3.1.
Simulation of Bucket Brigade
In the first experiment a team of three robots performs a multi-robot patrol using the bucket
brigade protocol, using Alg. 1. This protocol relies on the observation of labels by robots
on the team. However, we implemented this in the simulation, using a basic label message
that each robot broadcasts over the network. The robots in the simulation can access these
messages when they are within one meter of a teammate.
Table 8: The production speed for each robot, in ms−1.
ẋ1 ẋ2 ẋ3
0.25 0.20 0.15
This experiment was run for two simulated hours. Each robot was limited to a different
production speed, which corresponds to the maximum allowable forward velocity for the
robot’s controller, shown in Table 8. The home and source locations are represented by the
first and last nodes on the open tour, respectively. The robots were started from an initial
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location in the environment, ordered from fastest to slowest. Each robot had an initial
startup time to navigate to the first node on the tour and begin patrolling.
After the first visit to all nodes along the tour, the robots reached the source location and
returned home. On the second trip back to the source, the faster robots each encountered
a slower robot returning from the source and performed the bucket brigade protocol to
perform a handoff, and reversed directions. From this point on, the robots maintained the
ordering from slowest to fastest (starting from the source). The trajectories of each of the
robots over this experiment, after the initial ordering occurred, are shown in Figure 25. The
trajectories show a partitioning of the robots into different sections of the environment, with
overlap on the partitions. As expected, the slowest robot covers a shorter section of the
tour, with the next fastest robots covering more area. A different view of the trajectories
is shown in Figure 37(a). Here, the cumulative distance along the tour is plotted against
the time since the beginning of the patrol. The handoffs during the patrol are visible in the
trajectories plot at the locations where two trajectories intersect and then reverse directions.
Observe that the partitions are not statically preserved along the tour. Rather, to use the
bucket brigade metaphor, when the fastest robot returns to the node, it heads back along
the production line, and seeks out the next robot to “pull” work down the line.
Simulation with Explicit Communication
In this experiment, the robots have the ability to send explicit bucket brigade messages to
neighbors, as described in Section 4.3.3. The trajectories from this experiment are shown in
Figure 37(b). In this case, the robots are able to avoid unnecessary edge traversals during
the handoff phase of the bucket brigade protocol. This can be seen in the gaps between
trajectories at the points where the robots reverse directions. By shortening the patrol tour
for the robots, this has the effect of reducing the maximum refresh time of the nodes.
4.3.5 Summary
This section presented an approach for applying a dynamic task partitioning mechanism
from operations research to the multi-robot patrolling problem. The key benefits of this
approach are that it is fully decentralized and can be implemented locally with a set of
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Figure 23: The Stage multi-robot simulation is shown with three robots using ROS.
Figure 24: Starting with a cyclic graph of the environment, the MST is calculated to remove cycles
and then the following open tour is generated for patrolling: [0, 3, 4, 2, 4, 8, 4, 5, 6, 1, 6, 7, 6, 9, 10,
11, 12, 22, 32, 30, 29, 31, 29, 28, 25, 24, 25, 28, 27, 26, 23, 17, 13, 17, 20, 21, 20, 18, 14, 18, 19, 16,
15].
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Figure 25: A set of trajectories is shown for a team of three robots that used the bucket brigade
protocol to partition the patrol chain. After initial startup, the robots patrolled and dynamically
partitioned the environment amongst themselves. (The trajectories are shifted slightly to make them
more visible.)
simple rules. In addition, this approach requires little or no direct communication between
robot team members. The protocol is responsive to changes in individual robot performance
and will adjust partitions as robot performance changes. Finally, robots can be added or
removed from the environment, and the task partitions will stabilize to a near-optimal
partition. This may prove useful in situations in which multi-robot teams are dynamically
formed or when not all team members are likely to perform effectively over time. The
experimental results showed that a team of robots with varying performance characteristics
could be introduced into a patrol environment and dynamically partition themselves over
the patrol chain with no centralized coordination.
In the bucket brigade experiments, the performance level for each robot was given, using
an observable label of the performance value for each robot. If the performance capabilities
of a robot are unknown, this approach could also be applied using a trust model. In this
case, each robot would query a trust authority to determine the established trust level for
the peer robot, and use that trust value in the bucket brigade algorithm. We present our
trust model approach in Chapter 6. Similarly, for the experiments using expected utility
from Section 4.1, the quality levels of the sensors are given; however, in dynamically formed
teams, the sensor characteristics for robot peers may be unknown. We consider such an
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Figure 26: The trajectories are plotted for the team of robots using the bucket brigade protocols:
(a) using only observation and (b) using explicit communication. At startup, the faster robots
reached the end of the tour first, but the robots later were ordered by speed.
example in Section 6.3, where the sensors with the same characteristics as those in Section
4.1 are used, but in this case, the characteristics are unknown and the relative reliability
must be discovered through observation and the application of a trust model.
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CHAPTER V
ROBOTS MONITORING TEAMMATE PERFORMANCE
THROUGH OBSERVATIONS
In the previous chapter we considered some situations in which the robots’ performance
characteristics were given or could be estimated, and provided examples for using these
characteristics to adjust the task assignment function based on each individual’s character-
istics. In this chapter, we consider situations in which a robot’s performance characteristics
are unknown, and could be changing or deteriorating over time. Traditional health mon-
itoring techniques call attention to an operator or assume a binary classification of either
success or failure. Robots that can identify poorly performing team members, as perfor-
mance deteriorates, can adjust the task assignment process dynamically.
In section 5.1 we define some terms that describe the types of robot interactions that
are to be monitored. In section 5.2, we discuss approaches that allow robots to monitor
the performance of their peers. Section 5.3 presents the tradeoff involved with the cost of
monitoring when there may be poor performers on the team. In section 5.4, we investigate
the use of statistical process control charts from operations research as a tool for monitoring
team member performance as part of a multi-robot task assignment framework. In section
5.5, we present an approach using control charts with a centralized monitor for robots
performing a multi-robot patrol on an indoor robot platform. Our experimental results
show that the monitor can detect poorly performing robots and reassign tasks to others
that are known to be reliable.
5.1 The Purpose of Monitoring
The purpose of monitoring is to discover which peers or team members are performing as
expected by a robot, robot team or central authority. A peer robot is one that is available
for partnering and interaction, but may or may not be trusted. Before a robot can decide
whether a peer can be trusted, it requires a series of observations from which to build a
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model of that peer’s behaviors. An observation is a single instance of behavior or interaction
which was observed by another party and can be used to update a trust model. After a
sufficient number of observations have been gathered using a monitoring process, then a
peer can be classified based on this model. A robot or agent defector is one that regularly
violates the trust of its peers by not performing or behaving as expected. We can also refer
to this type as a poor performer. Conversely, a robot that behaves as expected by peers is
a cooperator, and when it performs as expected, it is referred to as a good performer. We
may consider the labels of cooperator, defector, performer and poor performer to be the
unknown behavioral states from which robots derive their behavior, and these states cannot
be observed directly. Finally, when we update a trust model from the observations gathered
using a monitoring process, and use the model to decide whether to rely on other robots, we
can classify a robot peer as being either trusted or untrusted, and the set of trusted robots
forms a robot team. We discuss the trust model further in the next chapter.
5.2 Monitoring Approaches
Approaches to monitoring depend on the environment, but may include human observation,
observation by other robots, computer vision based techniques, and RFID tags for logging
visits to locations. Here, we only consider that a monitoring technique is available for use
by the system and that it can reliably report when a particular robot visits each node. Each
of these approaches is discussed further below.
• Self Reporting - Robots can self report their status and task completion. In this
approach, we assume that robots are able to communicate with the monitoring mech-
anism, and can report status updates in a timely and truthful manner. If we are
concerned with dimensions of robot performance rather than communication abilities
or deception, then this may be sufficient. This approach has the benefits of being
simple with a minimal cost for implementation.
• Human Observation - In some cases, human observers may be available and dis-
tributed throughout the environment for observing robots and reporting the successful
completion of tasks. For instance, in a sensor observation task, a human can verify
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the existence of an object that was reported by a robot, and may be easily verified.
However, for some performance dimensions, this may be subjective. As an example,
in a quickly executing environment, a human might not be able to verify the correct
action for a robot to take. In addition, it would be difficult to place human observers
sufficiently in large, remote or hostile environments.
• Robot Peer Observation - Robots themselves may be used to observe the behavior
of their peers. In situations where robots observe and report on their peers, direct
communication may not be desirable. Novitzky, et al. present an approach for un-
derwater robots to monitor their team mate trajectories using onboard sensors and
predict the behavioral state of a team member, when direct communication is not pos-
sible [96]. Similar to the human observation case, a robot with a trusted sensor can
be used to verify observations made by one of its peers. We define a robot shadow as
a trusted robot that can be used to verify the performance of team members through
observation by following it through and environment and reporting on its actions. In
Section 6.3, we present experiments using a UAVs in a sensing task, with a single
UAV in the shadow role. This type of monitoring approach is also subjective, because
it relies on information from a third party. However this can be mitigated by only
selecting highly capable or trusted robots as observers, and by taking care to ensure
that sensor modalities between two robots are compatible.
• Sensor Networks - A network of sensors can be placed throughout the environment
to observe the operation of robots and report results to a monitor system. For instance,
in indoor environments, a network of cameras could be used to observe the actions
and trajectories of robots in the environment. Similarly, in the patrolling domain,
a sensor, such as an RFID tag reader, could be used to verify that a robot visited
a location. We assume that this type of monitor would return objective results.
However, these results would be likely low level observation that would need to be
processed by a central authority. For instance, they might work well for detecting the
presence, trajectory and velocity of a robot, but may not be able to validate the sensor
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reading of a robot or infer behavioral intent. The major drawback to this approach is
that it may be expensive or even impossible to instrument large, dynamic or remote
environments.
In practice a combination of these approaches can be used, with performance metrics
that are specific to the problem domain. In cases where it may not be feasible to instrument
the environment or to rely on human observation, allowing for robots to observe their peers
is an alternative that provides the ability to reconfigure the monitoring network dynamically.
This can be useful in environments that change quickly or are remote. The tradeoff is that
monitoring using robots may come at a higher cost. However, in any of these cases, we may
wish to consider the cost of monitoring as part of the team formation strategy.
5.3 The Cost of Monitoring
This section presents a set of experiments to illustrate the tradeoff in monitoring when
monitoring has a cost. The tradeoff is between the cost of monitoring and the cost of failing
to discover poor performers, illustrated in Figure 27. In an ideal scenario, all robots on a
team perform well and cooperate effectively to complete tasks at a lower cost than if they
each acted independently. In this case, then a monitoring approach is not needed. However,
if one or more robots may perform poorly, and a monitor process can discover which are
poor performers with minimal cost, then they can be isolated or handled differently than
for the good performers. As the cost of failing to discover the poor performers increases,
the benefit to monitoring increases. If the robots are operating in an environment with
several poor performers and the cost of monitoring is high, it may be better for robots
to act independently, rather than risk assigning tasks to poor performers who may not
complete them or in spending precious resources determining which team members are
poor performers. Another approach to consider is the use of probabilistic monitoring, which
samples from a distribution weighted by the current trust level for a robot. This would serve
to focus monitoring resources on robots that are more likely to become untrusted.
A set of experiments was performed to test the probabilistic monitoring strategy in a


















Figure 27: The cost of monitoring should be considered against the cost related to the existence
of poor performers on the team. Recommended monitoring strategies are shown for various degrees
of these costs.
further described in Section A.1. In these experiments, the robots are represented as Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), and each UAV is assigned tasks to perform by an external,
Poisson process. Each UAV can negotiate with its peers using an auction mechanism to
exchange tasks with others, it they can be performed at a lower cost. Each UAV has an
auctioneer and can auction their tasks to other UAVs, assigning the task to the UAV that
submits the highest bid. The UAVs also bid on their own tasks. Rewards are given for task
completion to the UAV that originated the task, and rewards decrease linearly with time
until they reach 0. Each UAV submits bids that represent the surplus gain per unit time for
performing the additional task. The UAVs in the simulation have a limited communications
range and can therefore only perform auctions or exchange reputation information with a
subset of the other team members at a given time.
In addition, each UAV periodically re-auctions the last n tasks to other agents in range.
This allows tasks to be more optimally assigned by giving other agents a chance to bid
on them if they were not in range during the initial auction. Once a UAV finishes all
tasks in their list, they no longer accumulate costs in the simulation. Each experiment was
performed using 10 UAVs, 2 of which are defectors. Experimental results are averaged over
100 iterations. Each UAV has 50 tasks that arrive at regular intervals and are sequentially
auctioned. The initial locations of the UAVs and the tasks are randomly chosen for each
iteration. The results show the average score for each of the cooperator agents as the
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auctions are completed and rewards are assigned.
This set of experiments simulates the case in which the measure of cooperation is task
completion. When a defector agent does not complete the tasks assigned to it by a cooper-
ator, the cooperator loses the benefit of having that task performed. Therefore, it benefits
the cooperator to identify those agents that do not complete the assigned tasks and remove
them from consideration in future assignments. When an assigns a task, the agent can
select whether that task should be monitored. However, monitoring incurs a fixed cost.
When the cost of monitoring is high, it may not be worthwhile for an agent to monitor
each task. At each time step, the agent can query the monitor to determine the status of
the task, which is either completed, failed or pending. When a task is completed or failed,
the trust model for the assignee is updated, and when an agent’s trust value falls below a
specific threshold the agent is removed from the team and further cooperation. The trust
model specifics are presented in more detail in the next chapter.
In the experiments, the monitoring costs are high, equaling 4% of the possible reward. As
a result, the cost of monitoring is approximately equal to the benefit gained from cooperation
with the rest of the team, when there are 2 defectors present. The defector agents are
occasionally successful in completing tasks assigned to them, but fail to complete their
tasks most of the time. Defection is simulated by drawing from a normal distribution (with
µ = 0.4, σ = 0.15) and if the value is ≤ 0.5, the defector fails to perform the task. In the
no-cooperation case, the UAVs perform all of their original tasks, and do not attempt to
assign tasks to any team members.
In the first experiment, Cooperators that trust unconditionally, as shown in figure 52(a),
perform worse in the later auction periods because a number of their assigned tasks get
dropped and they do not receive the rewards associated with those tasks. The cooperators
that use trust and reputation mechanisms perform better, but because of the high moni-
toring costs, the average scores are similar to the scores obtained through no cooperation.
In the second experiment, shown in Figure 52(b), cooperators selectively monitor other
agents when assigning tasks, based on how much the assignee is trusted. For instance, if an
agent is highly trusted, then it will be monitored with low probability and vice-versa. As
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such, when a task is assigned, the probability that it will be monitored, given the assignee’s
trust value, x, is P (monitor) = −x+ 1. This results in the monitoring costs being applied
more to those agents that are untrusted. The agents that use the trust and reputation
methods with probabilistic monitoring learn which team members are defectors and isolate
them from future cooperation. This allows them to perform as well as the Naive and No
Cooperation strategies in the beginning, but to also achieve higher scores near the end of















































Figure 28: Task performance can be monitored, and agents that regularly fail to complete tasks
can be removed from the team. (a)When monitoring costs are high, it may be better for agents to
not cooperate at all. (b) Probabilistic monitoring allows for monitoring resources to be focused on
those agents likely to defect and the trust strategies perform better than the no cooperation strategy.
The choice of the appropriate metric is also important. To this end, it is important
to define the gradation by which we determine what defines a good performer. In some
cases, it may be simple to verify whether a robot is cooperating or has completed a task.
In others, due to challenges related to operating in dynamic environments, the definition
of a reliable or well performing robot may be relative to the performance of its peers. For
instance, if an outdoor environment is muddy, all of the robots might have trouble with
wheel slipping and navigation. However, if only one robot is struggling and the others are
performing much better in comparison, we might conclude that the single robot is a poor
performer. In the next section, we consider a metric for performance in the completion of
tasks and apply methods for operations research to determine when a robot is performing
poorly as compared to its peers.
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5.4 Performance Monitoring using Statistical Control Charts
This section describes approaches for using statistical control charts from the field of op-
erations research as a quality control technique, applied to the task performance of team
members in a multi-robot task assignment domain.1
Parker [106] describes two central issues2 related to robot performance on multi-robot
teams: 1) Can a robot detect when other team members are not performing tasks as
expected, and 2) what actions should a robot take when poor performance is detected?
In the first case, it is important to consider performance monitoring techniques from the
viewpoint of the robot, rather than from that of the human operators. Future robot teams
may be formed dynamically, and robots may choose team members based on observed
performance. In the second case, the robot could choose to notify the operator or complete
the task themselves [106], adjust the cost function based on performance characteristics
[23], [115], attempt to provide aid [83], or perhaps choose to remove the poorly performing
robot from the team [11]. This section will consider the first issue and present a model for
monitoring performance of bid estimates vs. actual task completion times in an auction
based multi-robot task allocation problem. In later chapters, we address the second issue,
and present approaches for adjusting team formation in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, and the task
allocation strategy in Section 7.4.
Control Charts
Statistical process control (SPC) is used in the operations research field to improve processes
through monitoring and statistical analysis. A commonly used tool in SPC is the control
chart [1]. Control charts are a widely used tool to monitor process quality and to detect when
a measured process deviates beyond an acceptable level of performance. In this section, we
apply control charts to the problem of detecting when a robot’s performance exceeds an
acceptable threshold. Control charts can be used to distinguish between acceptable noise in
the process and abnormal operation. In this thesis, we apply control charts to the monitoring
1The approach described in this section appears in [119].
2Parker also describes a third issue related to performance, that being how or whether to diagnose the
problem.
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of robot performance in relation to its peers, to allow robots to detect when team members
begin to perform poorly. If poor performance can be detected early, a robot could take
steps to address the issue and improve performance. Control charts are commonly used
to monitor industrial process performance but can be applied in many domains. Some
examples include animal production systems [34], machine fault detection [172], and public
health surveillance [167].
The ability to determine when a robot is not performing or functioning as expected can
be used to re-assign tasks or call attention to an operator. Parker’s L-Alliance framework
addressed the problem of improving efficiency and fault tolerance in a multi-robot team
[108]. The goal in that work was for robots to minimize the time to complete a task.
Therefore, time was treated as a quality measure, wherein each robot on the team kept
track of the average time, plus one standard deviation for that robot to perform a task.
That approach is very similar to the use of control charts described herein; however, the
robots relied on a behavioral framework as a mechanism for assigning tasks. This section
will also treat time as a quality measure, as compared to the initial task estimate. In
addition, this section further validates the running average approach by incorporating the
control chart methods which have been heavily researched in other domains. Additional
approaches to robot performance based metrics are also presented by Parker in [106]. This
included a discussion of qualitative and quantitative metrics, such as mean time between
failure or repair. The work also included the notion of effectiveness metrics, which seek to
evaluate the success or failure of a task in retrospect. Additionally, the work related the
use of statistical models to detect faults when a robot is in an inconsistent state as part of
a sensing task. An open challenge mentioned in the work was the need for techniques that
can infer the impact of robots that have partially failed, as well as approaches for handling
the partial failures.
The control chart can be applied to situations when a process needs to be monitored
over time against quality thresholds. Often, they are used as a graphical tool by managers
of the process to detect and communicate instability. However, the time series data can be
computed and used to monitor performance online. Control charts can monitor multiple
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process quality characteristics in the multivariate case, or a single feature in the univariate
case. Here we are interested in monitoring a single feature value. An example graphical
control chart is shown in Figure 29. In general, to use the tool, samples are taken from a
process over time and plotted, along with the known mean value for the process [1]. The
known mean value is referred to as the center line (CL). Two other known limits are plotted,
the upper control limit (UCL) and lower control limit (LCL).
The underlying concept of the control chart is that a process can have variation from
two causes, common causes or assignable causes. Common causes are those that are due to
small, unavoidable causes or noise in the production process. Assignable causes are those
that are due to an unplanned, irregular behavior of the system. Assignable causes may be
due to changes in the environment, a malfunction, or other unplanned change. When an
assignable cause occurs, the system is said to be out of control [34] . The challenge, then is
to separate the assignable causes from the common causes and seek to address the assignable
causes before they significantly cause damage, increase cost or slow the production process.
The purpose of the control limits is to allow for the process to experience some natural
variation before costly intervention occurs. Therefore, the selection of values for the control
limits can be arbitrary and is dependent on the risk tolerance for the designers of the system
and the tradeoff between the cost of false alarms and missed detections. Often, these limits
are set to three times the standard error of the process [1]. When the measured process
statistic exceeds the control limit, the process is determined to be out of control.
5.4.1 Applying Control Charts to a Multi-Robot Auction
While there are many mechanisms for performing multi-robot task assignment, here we
focus on an application using a decentralized, market based task assignment approach.
Market-based auction methods solve the multi-robot task allocation problem by splitting
computation across multiple nodes and iteratively performing task assignments [15]. These
algorithms generally do not explicitly consider individual team member performance when
allocating tasks. However, there are situations in which the individual robots on the team
may have varying levels of performance and task estimation accuracy. In order for tasks to
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Figure 29: An example control chart. The control chart includes a mean for the process, the center
line (CL); an upper control limit (UCL); and a lower control limit (LCL). When a statistical process
exceeds one of the control limits, the process is considered to be out of control.
be allocated efficiently, it is important to be able to reliably trust that robots will perform
their assigned tasks with costs that closely approximate their estimated costs and abilities. If
a robot regularly exceeds its estimated cost for performing a task, the assignment algorithm
should be able to detect this condition, and adjust the approach to task assignment.
In the basic multi-agent auction algorithm, the problem is to assign tasks to agents. In
this case, the task is to visit a target location and perform an observation. In the auction
framework for task exchange, each robot is a bidder and the items to be auctioned are the
tasks. Each of the agents in the system also participates as an auctioneer and periodically
auctions new task requests (it is assumed that the task requests are periodically provided to
the agent by an external process, such as a human operator or other event). This approach
can easily be used on teams with different robot characteristics: each robot knows their
own location and cost function and submits cost based bids to the auctioneer. While costs
and rewards use the same basis for calculation, no revenue is actually exchanged. Rather,
an agent awards itself a utility value when one of its own tasks is completed.
In this work, the agents each maintain a current task list and locally compute their
bid to complete the proposed task. The bid consists of the time-based cost to perform the
task. A potential source of error in task estimation is in the use of an insertion heuristic for
calculating the marginal cost to perform a task, in addition to those tasks already assigned.
In this section, each robot plans to visit the targets in the order in which they were assigned
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(using the O1 assignment rule from [41]). For each auction announcement received, each
robot calculates its bid as the amount of time required to complete the task in addition to
those on the current task list. When the winning bidder is assigned a new task, the task is
appended to the robot’s assigned task list.
Cost Factor Metric
At this point, we can define a performer as the robot that completes a task on behalf of
another robot, the originator, who requested assistance.3 As described above, the robots
can expect better performance if they are able to exchange tasks with other team members
that can complete them more efficiently. Upon task completion, the task performer notifies
the originator that the task was completed.4 When the task is completed, the originator
calculates the actual time to complete the task, tactual, and receives a reward according to
the decreasing reward function from [41]: f(tactual) = (a − tactualb), where a is the task
reward and b is the decrease factor. In the linearly decreasing reward problem setup, it
becomes even more important for tasks to be completed on time.
At this point, the originator can calculate the cost factor, CostFactorBa from the ratio
of the actual task completion time, tactual, to the estimated task completion time, test, for





It is worth noting that a robot could miss the original cost estimate for a number of
reasons: the cost function could be using an inaccurate insertion heuristic, the robot could
be low on power and moving more slowly during actual task execution, or it could have
unknown knowledge of its own internal state, for instance. Therefore, it would be useful
to be able to allow for occasional variation in the process, but to recognize when a robot
is performing beyond an acceptable degree of variation in relation to the team. To address
this issue, we employ control charts as a threshold mechanism to the process of robot task
estimation.
3The performer might also perform tasks on behalf of the team.
4The task completion notification could also come from an external monitor process.
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This section presented a method for recognizing which robot team members are perform-
ing tasks as expected through the use of control charts. This quality control mechanism can
be effective for detecting poorly-performing team members in a distributed task assignment
domain. This may prove useful in situations in which multi-robot teams are dynamically
formed and not all team members are likely to estimate costs correctly or when cost func-
tions change over time. Although this section considered auction based task allocation,
this approach for using control charts to allow for robots to monitor team members can be
applied more generally. In Section 6.2, we revisit the use of control charts, and incorporate
them into the use of a trust model.
The next section applies a performance metric to the multi-robot patrolling task to more
efficiently distribute patrol areas among robot team members. The multi-robot patrolling
task employs multiple robots to perform frequent visits to known areas in an environment,
while minimizing the time between node visits. Conventional strategies for performing
this task do not address situations in which some team members patrol inefficiently. This
approach applies the control chart based approach for monitoring robot performance in a
patrolling task and dynamically reassigning tasks from those team members that perform
poorly. Experimental results from simulation and on a team of indoor robots demonstrate
that in using this approach, tasks can be dynamically and more efficiently distributed in a
multi-robot patrolling application.
5.5 Performance Monitoring in Multi-Robot Patrolling
Robot teams may need to consider which team members are reliable and dynamically ad-
just their teaming and task assignment strategies accordingly. Reliability is particularly
important in security applications and if robots on a team do not perform as expected, the
system should degrade gracefully. The performance criterion considered in this section is
the refresh time, which is the time gap between any two visits to the same location5. The
maximum refresh time reflects the bounds on the effectiveness of a robot team in detect-
ing events in the environment [112]. If a robot fails to perform its assigned tasks or visits
5In the literature, this is also referred to as the idle time of a node.
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locations too infrequently, this will affect the performance of the team. To mitigate such
performance issues, other robots could be assigned some of these tasks, thereby decreasing
the maximum refresh time. This section presents a dynamic approach for observing which
team members patrol poorly, and can be used to more effectively perform patrol task allo-
cation by reassigning those locations with the greatest refresh time to other team members
using a bidding mechanism between the better performing team members.6
The problem of cooperative patrolling by a multi-robot team has received considerable
attention recently in the robotics literature [112, 123, 61, 152]. This problem is similar to
the well known ‘Art Gallery’ problem [90], in which each location in an art gallery must
be viewable by a guard. However, here the tasks are to repeatedly visit the locations in
the environment and to minimize the amount of time in-between visits. The patrol task is
described in more detail, in Section 4.3.1.
An approach for reassigning tasks from poorly performing team members was presented
in Parker’s L-ALLIANCE framework, in which a robot monitored a peer robot and took over
a task from when the time for completing the task exceeded a threshold [108]. Pippin and
Christensen presented an approach to monitoring robot performance as compared to the
performance of the team for determining when a robot’s performance could be considered
out of control [119]. Lewis and Weiss [77] developed a collection of metrics to measure
the performance achieved when collaboration is allowed among vehicles, including the gain
obtained over the base capability of the robots operating independently.
In other works, market-based auction methods were applied to the patrolling problem
as an approach to the initial node assignment [60, 89]. Auction methods are a class of
decentralized algorithms that solve the multi-robot task allocation problem by splitting
computation across multiple nodes and iteratively performing task assignments [15]. These
algorithms serve as a mechanism for distributed task allocation and generally do not explic-
itly consider individual team members’ performance characteristics. However, individual
robots on a team may have varying levels of performance. In this section, we update the
multi-robot patrol task with a mechanism for monitoring task performance and reassigning
6Experiments in this section appeared in [120].
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patrol locations using an auction based mechanism.
5.5.1 Approach
In determining our partitioning approach, we assume that the a map of the environment
is provided in advance, and that further a topological map is generated from this map and
provided to each of the robots. At startup, each of the r robots on the team partitions this
graph and assigns the rth partition to itself, calculating a closed cycle over the partition.
There is an initial startup time for each robot to navigate from its starting location to the
first node in its closed path. Once each robot begins patrolling, it is observed by a central
monitor process which keeps track of the maximum refresh time of each robot’s assigned
nodes. If a robot’s performance exceeds a threshold, based on the performance of its team
members, one of the poorly performing robot’s nodes is offered to the rest of the team and
re-assigned using an auction based protocol.
Graph Partitioning
To obtain the initial graph representation of the environment we perform a series of pre-
processing steps. We begin with the bitmap image file which represents a map of the
environment generated from a mapping process and use the EVG-THIN software from
Beeson [14] to generate a Voroni graph. This is the same approach used by Portugal and
Rocha [124]. Next, we perform additional pre-processing on the graph to prune short leaf
nodes and to merge nodes that are close together.
From this graph, we calculate the minimum spanning tree (MST) to remove cycles in the
graph. Next, we compute an open tour of the edges that visits all of the vertices (nodes) in
the graph by starting with a leaf in the MST and visiting each branch of the tree, shortest
edges first. Finally, we use the chain partition algorithm to divide the path among the r
team members. This determines the initial assignment of nodes to robots.
5.5.2 Performance Monitoring
In this set of experiments, we adopt the performance metric of maximum refresh time.
When the refresh time of any robot’s assigned nodes exceeds a threshold on this metric,
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we seek to re-assign some of that team member’s nodes to other team members. In our
approach, we assume the existence of an external monitor that can fully observe the visits to
each node. Each robot self reports node visits to the monitor which tracks the refresh time
for each node. At each time step, the monitor can calculate the node with the maximum
refresh time for each robot. We set the amount of time in between performance monitoring
periods to be the expected maximum refresh time for the patrol partition.
The monitor compares each robot’s maximum refresh time, defined as the maximum
refresh time of all nodes assigned to that robot, against the average refresh times of all
currently trusted team members. Specifically, we define a control threshold at one standard
deviation, σ, above the average max refresh time for the team. When a robot exceeds this
threshold, the monitor marks this robot as untrusted and performs a task reassignment.
The max refresh time for a robot is the maximum refresh time for all nodes assigned to
robot r. Let Irk be the set of the refresh times at the previous k node visits for a robot, r.
Let Irn denote the refresh time of a node visited by robot r and being the nth visit by r to
any node assigned to it. The running max refresh time, M rk = max(I
r
k..n), is the observed
maximum refresh time for a robot over the window (n, n− 1, . . . , n− k), where n > k > 0.
The threshold for the max refresh time, θmaxrefresh is defined as the average running max
refresh time over all robots, plus one standard deviation:
θmaxrefresh = Mk + σ (10)
We define a patrol period as the expected amount of time to perform a patrol of the
maximum partition plus a constant factor. This factor is included to capture the additional
time needed to navigate due to the non-holonomic motion of the robot and related to
time spent navigating around obstacles. At the end of each patrol period, the monitor
checks whether M rk > θmaxrefresh for each robot. In that case, a robot is considered to
be performing poorly and is marked as untrusted. The monitor then selects one node to
be reassigned from all poorly performing robots, using the process described in the next
section.
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5.5.3 Auction Based Task Reassignment
We use a market-based auction algorithm to perform task reassignment from the poorly
performing robots to the remaining robots on the team. This approach reassigns a single
node from the set of poorly performing robots during each monitor period. The pseudocode
for this process is shown in Figure 30. Recalling that the joint patrol partitions form a
single patrol chain, we seek to exchange those nodes that are the ends of a robot’s chain
partition. These nodes comprise the leaf nodes of a partition. Let L denote the set of leaf
nodes belonging to all known poorly performing robots. Then, our approach is to reassign
a node from L to another team member that is currently performing well and considered
to be a trusted performer.
This approach varies from the general auction approach in the literature in that tasks
are initially assigned according to the graph partitioning algorithm described in Section ??.
Here, auctions are only used to reassign tasks. A central auctioneer performs the auction,
announces the task winner and reassigns the task. The first step in the process is to calculate
the set L over the partitions. A separate auction is announced to all team members for
each node, n ∈ L, by sending an Announce Auction message with the node identifier.
Bid Calculation
Upon receiving the Announce Auction message, each robot calculates a bid for adding the
new, candidate node to its patrol partition as follows. The candidate node is added to the
list of the existing nodes in the robot’s partition, along with any intermediate nodes along
the minimal path to the candidate node. Next, the minimum spanning tree (MST) of the
subgraph is calculated and an open tour that visits all of the nodes in the MST is generated
by visiting each of the branches in the MST, shortest branches first, as described in [112].
The candidate max refresh time of the new partition, cmax(i), is calculated from the new tour
by computing the path distance along the tour for a round trip: cmax(i) = PathDist(tour)∗2.
Finally, Cmax(i) is submitted as the bid for this robot.
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Winner Selection and Task Reassignment
The auction approach seeks to reassign a node from one of the poorly performing (untrusted)
robots to a robot that is performing well by selecting from among the bidders that will result
in the smallest candidate refresh time. Intuitively, this reassigns a node from a poorly
performing robot to one that is comparatively underutilized by assigning it to the robot
that would still have the smallest candidate path. Note that this is different from assigning
the node to the robot with the smallest marginal cost for adding the candidate node. The
latter could result in robots that disproportionately grow their patrol paths.
The auction algorithm selects the bid with the minimum max refresh time from the set
of bids received from all trusted robots for all n ∈ L. To ensure iterative improvements, the
monitor also keeps track of the max observed refresh time during the current patrol cycle
and will not award a node to any candidate bid that exceeds this value. The winning bid
is sent as an Announce Winner message to the winning bidder. The auctioneer waits to
receive an acknowledgement message from the winning bidder before performing the task
reassignment from the original robot. This is necessary to ensure that at least one robot is
still including this node in its partition.
When a robot receives the Reassign Task message, it removes the node from its current
partition, and recalculates the MST and open tour for the new partition. It is assumed that
a robot will relinquish the node when this message is received. However, even if it does not,
this will still result in an improved refresh time for the node because the winner robot will
also cover that node.
5.5.4 Experimental Results
A set of experiments were performed to demonstrate that the use of the reassignment
approach can improve the performance of the team by re-assigning tasks away from poorly
performing team members, thereby reducing the overall max refresh time of nodes in the
graph. Each of the r robots is given a map of the environment and the full patrol graph.
At startup, each roboti locally partitions the graph into r separate partitions and assigns
the ith partition to itself. The central task monitor is available and has full visibility into
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1: for all p : PoorPerformers do
2: for all n : leaf nodes in Partitionp do
3: a← AnnounceAuction(n,R)
4: end for




9: if Receive ACKw then
10: ReassignTask(p, n)
11: end if
Figure 30: ReassignTask() pseudocode.
Figure 31: Using the chain partition algorithm, the graph is initially partitioned into approximately
equal tours for each robot.
Figure 32: The partitions have been updated after several task reassignment operations as a result
of poor performance by robot 2.
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the arrival of robots at nodes. Robots send node visit messages to the monitor using the
network interface. The monitor keeps track of the refresh time for each node, as well as the
maximum refresh time for all nodes.
In these experiments, a subset of the robots are marked as poor performers. The per-
formance for this type of robot is affected by randomly adjusting the maximum forward
velocity of the robot after each visit to a patrol node. The robots that perform normally
have a maximum speed of 0.25ms−1 and the maximum speed of the poor performers is
determined by sampling from a normal distribution with µ = 0.15ms−1 and σ = 0.10ms−1.
Experiments in Simulation
Three different experiment types were performed:
naive strategy The robots patrol the set of nodes in the initial partition. A subset (1 or
2) of the robots on the team are marked as poor performers.
auction strategy A central monitor observes the performance of the robots on the team
and reassigns tasks using the auction based approach as described in Section 7.4.1. A
subset (1 or 2) of the robots on the team are marked as poor performers.
all perform The robots patrol the set of nodes in the initial partition. None of the robots
are poor performers.
Simulations were run with 3, 5, and 8 robots on a team. Each simulation ran for 2 hours
of simulated time. For the 3 and 5 robot teams, 5 experiments of each type were performed,
while 2 experiments were run for each 8 robot team type, resulting in over 80 hours of
simulated patrols. The experiments used the Stage multi-robot simulation environment
[160], shown in Figure 33. The open-source Robot Operating System (ROS) architecture
[127] was used to implement the robot messaging, low level control and behaviors.7 Each
robot uses the ROS navigation stack for navigation, localization, and obstacle avoidance.
Each robot also runs a custom Patrol behavior which implements the graph chain partition
7The setup was patterned after the ROS patrol simulation from: http://www.ros.org/wiki/isr-uc-ros-
pkg#patrol.
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algorithm, and repeatedly navigates to the nodes in the robot’s patrol path. This behavior
also implements the auction protocol and calculates the robot’s bids. The simulation also
includes a central monitor node which listens for task completion messages and includes the
performance monitoring and task reassignment components. Robots communicated with
the central monitor by sending messages using UDP broadcast over the local network.
Figure 33: The Stage multi-robot simulator is shown with eight robots patrolling the environment.
The robots in the simulation run the ROS navigation stack and participate in auctions for task
reassignment.
For each experiment, we track the running max refresh time of the overall patrol. This
value represents the maximum refresh time of any node in the environment, computed over
a window of the last τ seconds. We set the value for τ to be greater than twice the expected
time to complete a patrol, to prevent cycling of the value, due to the out and back nature
of the open tour in each partition.
Robot Experiments
A second set of experiments was performed using the TurtleBot indoor mobile robot, de-
scribed in Section A.2. The experiments were performed using a team of three TurtleBots
in the same office environment, shown in Figure 34, that was mapped for use in the sim-
ulations. Three experimental runs were performed with a central monitor performing the
auction strategy and a single poor performer on the team. In the first two runs, after ob-
serving multiple patrol cycles, the monitor observed the poor performer on the team and
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used the auction-approach to reassign one of its nodes to other team members. Those runs
were ended after the successful node reassignments.
The third run was executed for approximately 90 minutes, with all three robots pa-
trolling continuously during that time. The robot trajectories during this run are shown
in Figure 37. After several initial cycles, the monitor auctioned and reassigned nodes from
the poor performer, robot 0 to robot 1. Later, after several more patrol cycles, the monitor
reassigned another set of nodes, this time from robot 0 to robot 2. At this point, no more
nodes were reassigned as the running max refresh times across the team were similar.
Figure 34: A TurtleBot shown patrolling in the hallways of an office building during the robot
team experiments.
Results and Discussion
In our first result, we compare the running max refresh time for each of the three types
over the full patrol time. An example result from experiments with three robots is shown
in Figure 35. In the case where all robots perform as expected, the running max refresh
time is approximately constant, and is close to the calculated value for the max partition
patrol time (it is slightly greater than the calculated value, due to the non-holonomic motion
and obstacle avoidance behaviors of the robot.) For both the naive and auction cases, the
running max refresh time values vary, due to the random sampling of the velocity for the
poor performer robot. However, after some initial task reassignment, the performance of the
auction method improves over that of the naive approach. The auction approach reassigned
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multiple nodes from the poor performer robot to robots with neighboring partitions. After
the neighbors were assigned these tasks, the poor performer is well below maximum refresh
time. Subsequent reassignments shifted tasks from the poor performer’s neighbors to their
neighbors.
The results for different team sizes were averaged over all of the experimental runs, and
are shown in Figure 36. In all experiments, the auction based approach to task reassignment
resulted in better performance than the naive approach to patrolling which does not consider
individual robot performance. In the set of experiments with 1 poor performer out of
8 robots, the auction approach unexpectedly resulted in better performance than the all
perform case. We attribute this result to the obstacle avoidance behavior of the robot.
Here, there are fewer nodes for each robot to visit, and inefficiencies in robot motion are
more noticeable. In this case, a robot that was modeled as a good performer had difficulty
navigating a narrow doorway on the right side of the environment, and this caused the
robot to slow down on this leg of its tour, resulting in unexpected poor performance and
increasing the max refresh time for the entire patrol. The auction based method reassigned
one of this robot’s assigned nodes to a neighbor robot and this resulted in a decreased the
maximum refresh time.
The experiments with the team of robots demonstrated the use of this approach in a
real-time patrolling scenario in an office environment. Here the poor performance dimension
of varying speed was artificially introduced. However, this approach could be applied more
generally to other performance dimensions.
In this section, the tasks being reallocated are patrol areas. However, it should be noted
that this approach to monitoring and task reallocation is not limited to graph partitions
in the multi-robot patrolling problem. More generally, this approach can be applied to
any domain that requires task allocation amongst multiple robots with the possibility of
variance in performance across team members. It is assumed that the team members
have the intent to perform tasks, but perform them poorly, due to errors in navigation,
control or hardware. Once a robot’s performance moved below the θ threshold, it was no
longer considered trustworthy for assigning new tasks. However, we observed that in some
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situations, an individual robot’s performance decreases when it takes on additional tasks
for the benefit of the team. An trust model should take this into account and not punish
robots that assist others. This is addressed in Chapter 6. Furthermore, while the auction
based task assignment mechanism is decentralized, in these experiments, the auctioneer and
monitor were implemented on a centralized node. However, the monitor and auctioneers
































Figure 35: Results are shown for a team of 3 robots with 1 poor performer and compare Max































Figure 36: The auction based strategy is compared to the naive strategy when there are poor
performers on the team and to the case where all robots perform as expected. The error bars
represent one standard deviation.
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(b) After Task Reassignments
Figure 37: A set of trajectories is shown for a team of three TurtleBot indoor robots while patrolling
an office environment, with 1 poor performer on the team (the leftmost, green trajectory). (a)
After initial startup, the robots patrolled and partitioned the environment using the chain partition
algorithm. (b) After observing multiple cycles, the central monitor auctioned and reassigned tasks
away from the poor performer to others.
5.5.5 Summary
This section presented a method for recognizing which robots are performing poorly in
a multi-robot patrolling task. Both simulated and robot experimental results using this
approach were presented. The experiments showed that a monitoring approach can be
effective for detecting poorly-performing team members. In addition, a task reassignment
mechanism can be effective for more efficiently allocating patrol tasks, when compared to
the naive approach which doesn’t monitor individual robot performance. This may prove
useful in situations in which multi-robot teams are dynamically formed or when not all team
members are likely to perform effectively over time. The results show that by observing
the performance characteristics of individual robots, tasks can be allocated more efficiently
than the approaches which do not consider performance.
This chapter presented the purpose of monitoring on multi-robot teams for gathering
observation histories that can be used to inform trust models. Multiple approaches to
monitoring were presented, along with a discussion of the costs related to monitoring. A
set of experiments demonstrated that for the use of monitoring to be effective, the cost of
monitoring must be less than the additional benefits gained through cooperation.
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We also presented experiments which demonstrated the use of monitoring using sta-
tistical control charts and for re-assigning tasks in a multi-robot patrolling domain. The
next chapter will expand the use of control charts to use them as part of an overall trust
framework. Further experiments will present monitoring in concert with a trust model to
demonstrate that the addition of a trust model can allow for additional noise in the ob-




INCORPORATING A TRUST FRAMEWORK
FOR MULTI-ROBOT TEAMS
In previous two chapters, we considered approaches for adjusting the task assignment func-
tion between team members, and for monitoring the performance characteristics of team
members. We can now revisit our discussion of cooperation and trust from Chapter 3. Our
definition of trust is the belief that another robot will reliably perform as expected. Once
a robot has the performance characteristics of a peer, it can deliberate as to whether it
should trust that peer to cooperate or complete a task. This chapter presents a framework
for deliberating over the observed performance of team members using a trust model. We
present our trust model formulation in section 6.1. In section 6.2, we continue our example
using control charts and show how this monitoring technique can be combined with a trust
model. In section 6.3, we present the results of modeling trust on a UAV platform in a
sensing task, when the sensor characteristics are unknown.
6.1 Trust Model
The performance monitoring techniques presented in the previous chapter can be used to
adjust task assignment and teaming strategies. However, these techniques alone present
challenges in practical implementation, they are not tolerant to noise and do not allow
forgiveness, there is no mechanism for sharing information gathered from different sources
as reputation and it is not clear how multiple characteristics can be combined into a mental
state for making a decision. These challenges form the desiderata by which we formulate
our trust model. We will describe them further below.
There are many different approaches to trust modeling, including continuous and dis-
crete numerical values, binary values, probabilities and entropy [84]. As Matei, Baras and
Jiang relate, there is no single correct representation for trust model, but that the model
should depend on the mission requirements and the environment [84]. A trust model can be
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used on a multi-robot team to represent the trustworthiness or reliability of a robot team
member across one or more dimensions.
Our approach relies on the use of a a probability based trust model, using the beta
distribution from Teacy et al. [154] and Jøsang and Ismail [66]. We rely especially on
the TRAVOS trust mechanism [154] for incorporating direct trust and reputation into a
probabilistic formulation. The benefits of using a beta trust and reputation mechanism is
that is is simple to implement, easy to combine trust and reputation from different sources
and has a statistical foundation [66]. This probabilistic view of trust represents the belief
that a robot has that another robot will perform a task as expected. Furthermore, this
mechanism provides not only a trust belief about an agent, but also a confidence value.
The approach can incorporate positive, α, and negative, β, histories to calculate the belief
and confidence values. As the number of observations is increased, a more accurate estimate
of the outcome is given by the model, and this leads to an increase in the confidence value
for trust. Two example beta distributions are shown in figure 38, with different values for
the number of α and β observations. When the number of α observations is equal to the
number of β observations, the probabilistic belief about the trustworthiness of an agent, τ ,
is centered about 0.5, and with fewer observations the distribution approaches the uniform
distribution. With more observations, the distribution becomes weighted more around the
belief, and the confidence, γ, increases. Furthermore, multiple beta probability distributions
can be combined into a single distribution, as shown in Figure 39.
The model can reside with one or more robots or be centrally located. The trust model
maintains a set of α and β vectors that represent the histories of interactions with each
team member. For a given team member, if the calculated trust value is less than the trust
threshold, τ , and with confidence greater than γ, it is not trusted. However, a succession of
positive observations (direct or indirect) can move an untrusted agent back to being trusted
again. Furthermore, this approach is tolerant of noise as it can take multiple observations
to move the value above or below the trust threshold. To better explain this model, the
equations from [154] for calculating the trust value τ and confidence, γ, are included below.
When a trust authority receives new α and β updates for a dimension of trust, it can
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α = 4, β = 4, τ=0.5, γ=0.42
α = 6, β = 2, τ=0.75, γ=0.48
Figure 38: The Beta Trust Model. The model reflects a probability distribution over the trust
probability value, τ . Two example trust models are shown. The dashed line reflects a trust model
with an equal number of α (positive) and β (negative) observations; τ is centered about 0.5. The
solid line reflects a trust model with more α observations and a higher value for τ .





The value, Etrusti,j , is the expected trust that roboti has toward robotj , given a set of
observations, O, from the start through time t. Therefore, the trust value, τ , is
τ = [Etrusti,j |O1:t] (12)
The confidence factor, γ, is calculated as the proportion of the beta distribution that is








We define the set of untrusted robots, U , to include those with a trust score below the
minimum trust threshold, τ < θτ and with confidence above the minimum confidence level,
γ > θγ . All other robots belong to the trusted set, T . The Trust Authority maintains the
current sets T and U , and can be queried to determine the set membership for a robot.
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α = 6, β = 2, τ=0.75, γ=0.48
α = 2, β = 3, τ=0.4, γ=0.34
α = 12, β = 4, τ=0.75, γ=0.65
α = 20, β = 9, τ=0.68, γ=0.76
Figure 39: The Beta Trust Model. Multiple trust models from different robots are combined into
a reputation model (solid magenta line), by incorporating the α and β observations from trusted
teammates. The combined reputation model has a higher confidence value γ, related to the increased
number of indirect observations.
6.1.1 Shared Reputation
In addition to the observations from direct interactions with other robots, this approach
allows for the robots to incorporate indirect observations from other trusted team members,
known as shared reputation information. The intent for sharing reputation information
among team members is to quickly spread information about trusted or untrusted robots
to the rest of the team. If a robot can rely on reputation information from other robots, it
might be spared from negative direct interactions with uncooperative robots. However, the
shared reputation information must be combined with the locally observed trust vectors.
In addition, robots only incorporate those updates from other currently trusted team
members. These shared, direct, observation vectors are easily integrated into the local
vectors and the scalar trust and confidence values are recalculated.
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Rumor Propagation
If the reputation matrix is centrally located, then the robots can simply share their direct
observations to the centralized reputation authority which consolidates them and shares
them back to each robot, as discussed further in section 6.1.2 below. However, for distributed
trust models, we consider how trust information can be shared using a distributed reputation
authority. The are two general decentralized approaches in the literature [130], as follows:
Direct Observations - in this approach, robots only communicate the private informa-
tion or direct observations resulting from direct experience with or monitoring of
another robot.
Rumor Propagation - robots forward all observations, direct and indirect to neighbor-
ing team members. In subsequent exchanges they can propagate observations from
neighbors of neighbors.
The rumor propagation approach can result in double counting of observation histories
as information is forwarded and counted multiple times, without discerning direct observa-
tions from indirect observations. A possible improvement is to perform detailed accounting
of the source of the message, but this requires additional overhead and the message size
increases over time [130]. An additional approach is presented in [130] for propagating the
observations relevant to the Dirchlet distribution with multiple trust dimensions. In social
and e-commerce networks, it may be important to propagate reputation very quickly, and
the increased accounting overhead and message sizes is an acceptable tradeoff. However,
for multi-robot teams that have localized communication constraints, it is more likely that
a robot will encounter another with direct experience of an unknown robot before it has
to encounter it directly. In this dissertation, we apply the direct observations approach for
distributing reputation information, as described below.
Sharing Direct Observations
Each robot maintains a set of α and β observations for every other known teammate.
N r =< nαi,j , n
β
i,j >; ∀i, j ∈ [1, n], r ∈ [1,m]; 1 ≤ m ≤ n (14)
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As such, the reputation matrix, N r contains the set of all outcomes, from both direct
and indirect observations that are known to robot r. The rth row represents the set of direct
observations, and the ith row, where i 6= r represents the set of indirect observations that are
aggregated from trusted teammates. In the case that robot r has not received observations
from teammates, then m < n. We assume that each robot teammate is uniquely identifiable
and that there exists a mapping from each teammate’s unique identifier to the indices used
here.
To share reputation information, each robot shares the cumulative α and β direct ob-
servations for each team mate that it has interacted with. For a team of n robots, this
results in a vector containing 2(n − 1) outcomes that are exchanged. To illustrate, the


















and this vector would be exchanged periodically with all teammates that are within com-
munications range. Each teammate then includes the observations from robot 1 into their
set of observations.
When a robot r receives an observation vector from another robot k, it updates its own
reputation matrix as follows. If robot k is trusted, then robot r incorporates the direct
observation vector from robot k into the kth row of its reputation matrix, N r.
Robot r can then calculate the trust value for another robot j by first calculating the
sums from the α and β columns (jth and (n+ j)th columns, respectively) from Nr, ignoring
the values for nαi,j and n
β
i,j where i == j. These sums represent the α and β values that are
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used in equations 11 and 13 to calculate the trust τ and confidence γ for robot j.
An example for incorporating observations from three robots is shown in figure 39. The
first three beta distributions represent the the α and β direct observations for a given robot
k, from three different other robots. These observations can be combined in to a single beta
distribution, the fourth distribution, which has more observations and a higher confidence
value, γ, for the trust belief, τ .
6.1.2 Reputation Authority
The reputation authority is the mechanism by which trust information from team members
is stored. It serves as a logical distribution hub for trust information within the robot team.
Recalling the game theoretic incentives described in section 3.4.1, the reputation authority
is used to enforce cooperation, and to allow for robots to benefit from the outcomes of
the interactions and observations from other trusted agents, without having to interact
directly with each peer. We will revisit the use of the reputation mechanism as an incentive
in section 7.1. There are several approaches for the physical placement of the reputation
authority in the trust framework. We will review them below.
• Centralized Repository A centralized trust authority is a single repository for trust
information that each robot updates from their direct interactions with peers. The
authority should only accept updates from members that are currently trusted. In
addition, the authority can be queried by robots to get the trust level and confidence
for any team member. Alternatively, the centralized repository sends periodic updates
to all team members, containing the trust levels of the current team members. The
repository architecture is logically separate from the multi-robot planning and task
allocation architecture. A centralized repository can be used even if a the multi-
robot architecture is distributed or it could reside along with a centralized planner
on a central node. The centralized repository has the benefits that it is easy to
implement and the aggregate information from a single source might more readily be
trusted. However, a centralized component might not be desirable in an otherwise
fully distributed system.
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• Distributed Repository With a distributed repository, each robot maintains a local
trust authority and incorporates updates from their trusted peers. With this approach,
for a team of n robots, there might be n repositories with different trust values. The
main benefit of this approach is that it allows for a fully distributed architecture.
Furthermore, if the communication range of the robots is small then this approach
may be necessary. Robots can exchange information when they reach communication
range with trusted peers, either by periodically sending messages or by responding to
queries.
• Local Repository With a local only repository, each robot maintains a local trust
authority but does not share updates with their peers. Rather, the trust score for
each robot is generated from direct observations only.
• Replicated/Hybrid The replicated approach combines both the centralized and
local mechanisms. This approach is appropriate when there might be different clusters
of robots working specific areas, but occasionally are able to communicate with one
or more reputation authorities. Each reputation authority is connected through a
communication network and can immediately provide updates to the other reputation
authorities to keep them synchronized. When robots are unable to communicate with
any of the reputation authorities, they cache their trust information on their local
repository.
In the centralized case, there would be a single reputation matrix, N c, contained in the
reputation authority, updated with periodic observation reports, N rd , from each robot. In
the distributed case, each robot would maintain a local reputation matrix, N r, containing
direct and indirect observations, that is updated with reports from teammates, as described
in section 6.1.1 above. In the local case, each robot only maintains the set of direct obser-
vations, N rd . In the hybrid case, each robot maintains a local set of observations, N
r, but
also sends less periodic updates, N rd , to the central repository, N
c, and similarly receives
updates when communication is possible.
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The centralized authority is the simplest to implement, but requires that robots be able
to communicate with the central node, and this allows for a central point of failure in the
system. However, the reputation authority would likely not be a mission critical component
of the system and there might be a tolerance for periodic updates, when communications
can be re-established, similar to a replicated or hybrid approach. An example of a cen-
tralized reputation authority is presented with experimental results in 6.2. A distributed
reputation authority requires more overhead and must use a messaging approach to share
the trust information with neighbors. A distributed authority is relevant in domains where
robots frequently interact with different teammates and can therefore benefit from receiv-
ing information from indirect observations. A fully local trust authority does not need to
be updated from neighbors, but contains only partial information, the direct observations.
This may be acceptable in situations where the neighbors do not change frequently or when
there is a single robot performing observations. We present the results using a fully local
trust authority in section 6.3.
These are tradeoffs that must be considered according to the mission requirements. In
the next chapter, we present additional examples for these cases, and apply the trust model
to task allocation and team formation. In sections 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3, we present experimental
results using a distributed reputation authority. In section 7.4, we present the results from
experiments on using a team of robots performing a patrolling task with centralized and
also a local reputation authority placement.
6.1.3 Dimensions of Trust
In a dynamically formed team, agents may encounter other agents for which they have no
prior experience. The use of a trust model would allow for a robot to reason about other
robot’s trustworthiness using observation histories and reputation information. In these
settings, there are multiple dimensions that could be used to define trust, such as whether
a robot cooperates and whether a robot successfully completes tasks that are assigned to
it. These dimensions of trust can be considered separately or in combination. Each robot
can build models of other team members behaviors from observation histories and use those
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Table 9: Example Performance Dimensions for UAVs
Perception
Probability of Detection Can the robot detect a target reliably, from a given range, angle, etc?
Tracking Can the robot track a target across several frames?
Deliberation
Robust Cooperation Does the vehicle follow the cooperation protocol and actively cooper-
ate?
Task Estimation Does the vehicle provide accurate cost estimates for task allocation?
Planning Does the vehicle generate executable, correct and approximately opti-
mal plans?
Communication
Communication Range Is the effective range of the communication sufficient?
Interoperability Does the vehicle implement and follow communications standards?
Action
Performance Does the vehicle execute tasks in an efficient manner (cost could be
time, distance, speed, fuel, etc.)?
Behavior Selection Does the vehicle select the correct behavior or action for a given state?
Avoiding Restricted Areas Does the vehicle respect boundaries and lethal cost areas?
Sense and Avoid Does the vehicle respect rules for navigation and flight safety?
Trajectory Following Does the vehicle execute appropriate control laws for trajectory follow-
ing and formation flight?
Sensor Trajectory Does the control algorithm place the sensors at the correct altitude,
velocity, orientation and angle?
Stealth Operation Does the vehicle alter the environment, generate signals or noise when
it should remain unobserved?
models to determine levels of trust. The use of a trust model allows for the robot to include
different dimensions into the trust calculation. Each dimension can be incorporated into
the model and weighted. Several examples of performance dimensions for UAVs are shown
in Table 9.
Depending on the requirements, it may be desirable to consider multiple dimensions of
trust in a team. These trust dimensions could be used to determine roles for the team that
each robot might be best suited. For instance, after an initial period of observation, the
model could reflect that a robot cannot be trusted to perform sensing tasks, but works well
as a communication relay. In addition, each dimension could also have different threshold
values for the trust and confidence levels. A robot might be more tolerant of a peer that
occasionally is late with performing a task, but is less tolerant of peers that return false
positives classification tasks.
Each trust dimension can be combined using a weighted linear combination as shown
in equation 17 below to calculate the aggregate trust, τA, across k dimensions, with each
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dimension having the weight, wn. The unweighted trust value for each dimension is τn,
and each dimension has trust threshold, θn. The weights (w1, w2...wk) could be considered
equally, they could be set by the robot designer as part of the mission requirements, or they
could be tuned through online optimization based on desired performance criterion. The





An alternative for incorporating multiple trust dimensions is to apply the Dirichlet
distribution [130]. In situations where there are multiple dimensions that exhibit high
correlation, this distribution includes a covariance formulation that has been shown to
result in improved estimates for the trust values when compared to multiple independent
beta distributions. For instance, there may be a trust dimension of time to complete a task,
in addition to a dimension of quality. The quality dimension may have a natural correlation
to the amount of time spent completing the task (searching tasks, mapping, etc.). In these
cases, the Dirichlet distribution can be applied as an extension of the beta distribution
[130].
It is also worth noting that the additional beta trust model approaches used by Teacy
et al. [154] and Jøsang and Ismail [66] for filtering inaccurate reports and reports from
dishonest agents can be applied within this framework. Jøsang and Ismail [66] consider two
approaches to inaccurate reports. In the endogenous approach, the system would consider
the statistical properties of the report in relation to the reports of others, while in the
exogenous approach, other information is used to judge the source of the reporting agent,
such as the reputation of the source. Teacy et al. [154] present and exogenous approach
that judges a reporting agent based on the accuracy of previous observations, rather than
its deviation from the opinion of others. In the experiments in this thesis, we take a basic
exogenous approach, by considering the current trust score of the information provider.
However, the framework supports these other approaches for deciding when to include
reputation reports. Related to this, Matei et al. [84] consider two views of trust: the
performance and reliability view, and the information accuracy view. If a robot becomes
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unreliable along a trust dimension that does not affect the accuracy of reporting reputation
information, then we may wish to still include those reports.
6.1.4 Role based Trust
Another consideration is the application of trust dimensions to role based task allocation.
Jones and Browning, et al. provide an approach for building dynamic robot teams by using
an auction framework, in which an auctioneer requests robots to bid on tasks that can
only be completed by a specific role or capability [63]. A role is a behavioral set of action
capabilities that can be performed only by a subset of the team. In a heterogeneous team,
robots may be able to perform some types of roles but not others. Roles might also refer
to sensor capabilities. As an example, a robot might have an optical camera while another
robot might carry an infrared camera, and this could be represented by two different roles.
In [63], the robots bid on a task if they have the ability to perform that role, and bid a
value of infinity otherwise. An algorithm for incorporating trust dimensions into the role
based task assignment for dynamic teams is shown in algorithm 2. Using this algorithm,
a robot could check whether a robot is trusted to perform well in that role by mapping
roles to trust dimensions and checking whether the trust value for that dimension is below
a given threshold.
Input: An auction, a.
Input: The set of posted bids, Ba.
Input: The role requested for the task, rolen.
1: τn ← getTrustByDimension(rolen)
2: winnerba ←Min(Ba);∀ba ∈ Ba 3 τn < θn
3: AnnounceWinner(winner, a)
Algorithm 2: Algorithm: using trust dimensions for role based task assignment.
6.1.5 Model Annotations
We have included in our model an ability to add annotations to a trust model. An annota-
tion is a special type of marking that is placed onto a trust model for a given trust dimension
that marks exceptions to a set of observations and can be used to affect the interpretation
of the trust value. The annotation can be used to explain a set of observations and the
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interpretation can be mission specific. An example of where an annotation might be useful
is to mark a situation in which a robot is performing poorly in a time based task because
it has taken additional tasks from a team member that needs assistance. The purpose is to
provide a mechanism for robots or observers to update the trust model with an explanation
that would prevent the robot from being punished for actions that benefit the team but are
detrimental to the robot’s local utility.
An annotation record includes the author of the annotation, the trust dimension that
it applies to, the current time stamp, the expiration time and the estimated variance value
from the desired performance. For scalar performance dimensions, when a robot is deliber-
ating of the trust model it can consider annotations in calculating the trust value. As an
example, if a robot picks up additional task from a teammate during the patrolling task, it
can update the reputation authority with annotations to reflect the additional time neces-
sary to perform its patrol cycle. This would variance would be added to the expected cycle
time to determine whether a robot has exceeded the performance related to that dimension.
6.2 Monitoring with Trust
At this point, we can relate how the control charts from section 5.4 are used to inform the
trust model to monitor task performance in multi-robot auctions.1 To use a control chart,
it is necessary to first define the value for the CL, which is the mean performance. On a
multi-robot auction, this value could be interpreted as the average cost factor for performing
a task. In the ideal case, the average is 1: each robot perfectly estimates the amount of
time that it will take to complete a task. However, in practice, this value could change
dynamically, based on environmental factors, the number of tasks being assigned, the path
cost heuristic being used, and other factors. We define the value for CL to be the equal to
the mean cost factor for the good performing type robots to complete tasks under normal
conditions. Initially, we define the set of good performing type robots to be the entire team.
We will define trust in this case to be directly related to performance: a trusted robot is
one that estimates and performs tasks efficiently. However, using the trust model described
1The experiments in this section appear in [119].
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in section 6.1, the set of trusted robots could change if the performance is shown to be out
of control.
The pseudocode for this algorithm is shown in Figure 40. Each robot on the team
maintains a separate trust model and control chart for each team mate. At each time step,
the robot samples the cost factor values for tasks that have completed, and maintains a
running average over a time window, R. We incorporate a running average to allow for
minor changes in the environment that would affect all robots equally (such as an increased
number of tasks.) The running average is used as the value for CL on the control chart.
To calculate the running average, we include only those averages from other trusted
robots, see Figure 41. In line 2, we check whether an agent is trusted, see Figure 42, before
including that agent in the running average. We also calculate the standard deviation of
the running average for all trusted robots, and add that to the CL line to get the value for
the UCL line, as shown in Figure 41, line 8. The LCL does not apply in this case as we are
only concerned with robots that exceed their time estimates. To smooth variations in the
performance values, we also calculate a running average for the cost factor. When the cost
factor exceeds the UCL value, an out of control condition is detected.
At this point, the trust model is updated with a β signal to reflect that the robot did
not perform well. If the robot performed close to their original estimate, the trust model
is updated with the α signal to reflect that the robot is a good performer. The trust model
provides an additional level of smoothing in the data and can prevent a single bad reading
from causing a robot to be untrusted. The parameters of the model can be adjusted to
adjust the rate at which changes affect the outcome. Additionally, the trust model allows
for the incorporation of observations from other trusted robots, as described in Section
6.1.1.
Once a robot becomes untrusted, their performance characteristics are no longer included
in the running average calculations for the process mean. Additionally, the robot can use
this information as part of the decision process for handling a poor performing team member
(such as notify an operator, provide assistance, to adjust the task allocation, etc.).
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1: tactual ← (CompleteT imeBp − StartT imeBp)
2: RewardBp ← f(tactual)
3: ActualCostBp ← (tactual)
4: CostFactorBp ← ActualCostBp/EstCostBp
5: runningAvgp ← CalculateRunningAvg(CostFactorBp)
6: UCL← CalculateUCL()
7: if runningAvgp ≥ UCL then
8: UpdateTrustModel(CostFactorBp , β)
9: else
10: if runningAvgp ≈ CL then
11: UpdateTrustModel(CostFactorBp , α)
12: end if
13: end if
Figure 40: OnTaskComplete() pseudocode. The cost factor, CostFactorBp , is the ratio of the
estimated vs. actual task completion time. The running average of the CostFactorBp is monitored
using a control chart and when the process is out of control the trust model is updated.
1: for all r in RobotTeam do
2: if CanTrust(r) then




7: stdDev ← CalcStdDev(runningAvgR)
8: UCL← CL+ stdDev
9: return UCL
Figure 41: CalculateUCL() pseudocode. The UCL value is calculated as the mean running average
value of all trusted agents, plus one standard deviation.





Figure 42: CanTrust() pseudocode. The beta trust model can be used to determine if an agent is





















All Trusted Agents (CL)
UCL
Figure 43: Detecting performance of robots that consistently underestimate the cost for performing
tasks. Here, the control chart is shown for one of the agents that is not performing well.
6.2.1 Experimental Results
A set of experiments were performed in simulation to test the cost factor learning approach
in a multi-agent auction environment. In these experiments, each robot has 50 tasks that
arrive at regular intervals and are sequentially auctioned by that robot’s auctioneer. As part
of the auction process, they also bid on their own tasks. No currency is actually exchanged
as part of the auction framework.
Rewards are given for task completion to the robot that originated the task. Each robot
submits bids that represent the time-based cost for completing a task. Specifically, the
bid represents the number of time steps until the task could be completed. Once a robot
finishes all tasks in its list, they no longer accumulate costs in the simulation. The initial
locations of the robots and the tasks are randomly chosen for each iteration.
Task Estimation
In this section, the source for estimation error is assumed to be due to poor performing
type robots having an incorrect model of their own performance capabilities. To simulate
robots that bid and execute poorly, a percentage of robots on the team are modeled as
poor performer types and a cost factor is applied to their movements to slow their progress.





















trust model of good performers
reputation model of good performers
trust model of poor performers
reputation model of poor performers
Figure 44: Trust Model. The beta trust model can be used to determine when an agent can no
longer be trusted to reliably perform a task. Negative feedback is given to the model whenever an


















All Trusted Agents (CL)
UCL
Figure 45: Detecting when the performance of team members deteriorates over time. The control
chart shown is for one of the poorly performing agents.
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Consistently Poor Performance
In this experiment, 2 out of 6 robots on the team are marked as poor performers. Their
performance is adjusted by randomly assigning a cost factor at the start of the experiment,
using a normal distribution with µ = 3 and σ = 0.1. When a poor performer bids on a
task, the unknown cost factor is drawn from this distribution and is applied to the robot’s
task performance to simulate error in estimation and execution. As a result, the robot
continually underestimates the costs for performing tasks. Each robot on the team observes
the tasks completion times for tasks that others have completed on their behalf. In this
case, the cost factor for the poor performers exceeds the upper control limit after about 10
auctions have completed. An example of the control chart for one of the poor performers
in the experiment is shown in Figure 43.
The corresponding trust model values for this experiment are shown in Figure 44. The
model shows the convergence towards trusted values (above 0.5) for the good performer type
robots and to untrusted values (below 0.5) for the poor performer robots, as the beta trust
model is updated with feedback from the process as described in Figure 40. This result also
shows that by incorporating values from other trusted agents, as described in Section 6.1.1,
the trust values are further increased for the good performer robots.
Performance decreasing over time
In this experiment, all robots start out as good performers, but in 2 out of 6 robots, the
performance deteriorates over time. To simulate deteriorating performance, the cost factor
of the 2 deteriorating robots is drawn from the same distribution as in the previous exper-
iment. However, while the initial values are µ = 1 and σ = 0.1, the µ and σ values are
increased by small values at each time step to simulate a gradual deterioration in perfor-
mance. The process monitoring algorithm is able to detect the deterioration after about
25 auctions have passed when the cost factor reaches the UCL value. An example of the
control chart for one of the poor performers in the experiment is shown in Figure 45.
The ability for robots to detect when the performance of team members begins to
deteriorate would allow for a local approach to addressing the problem. For instance, the
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robots themselves could include performance characteristics into their decision process or
choose to only assign the most important tasks to the better performers on the team.
6.2.2 Summary
The use of a trust model in combination with control charts allows for robots to reason over
the model and to share it with team members. The model can also easily be extended to
include multiple dimensions of trust. This approach incorporated the use of the trust model
in relation to the trusted peers on the team. In the next section, we will see an application
of the trust model against a single known good performer in the shadow role, as part of a
multi-UAV patrol.
6.3 Building Trust Models through Observation using a Team of UAVs
In section 5.5, we presented our previous work on the patrolling problem with mobile indoor
robots investigated the use of a monitoring approach for determining when to decide which
team members are no longer effective and to perform task re-assignment. Our experimental
results indicated that approaches that include performance monitoring perform better for
maximizing patrolling frequency than those that do not consider performance dimensions.
Many recent approaches to the patrolling task represent areas in the environment with
a topological map (a graph). The nodes in a graph represent areas of interest in the
environment, and edges in the graph represent traversable paths between two locations.
Calculating the optimal path is known to be np-hard, and this problem is closely related
to the Traveling Salesman Problem[31]. This assignment of patrol locations to multiple
UAVs can be treated as a multiple vehicle routing problem with multiple depots[152], and
on UAVs with heterogeneous flight characteristics [99].
As presented previously, in section 4.1, experiments in a multiple UAV sensing task
discussed techniques for including a Bayesian formulation of target detection likelihood into
this auction based framework for performing task allocation across multi-robot heteroge-
neous teams. However, in this section, we assume that the sensor models are not known in
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advance, and the trustworthiness of a sensor platform is therefore unknown.2
6.3.1 Monitoring
Approaches to monitoring depend on the environment, but may include human observation,
and observation using other robots, or sensors, as described in Section 5.2. In this section,
we consider an approach in which we have a dedicated robot that serves in the monitor role
by shadowing each of the robots in turn and observing their performance. In the multi-
robot patrolling task, each robot has a set of patrol locations that are visited repeatedly.
The shadower robot selects one of the team members at random, the shadowee, and follows
its trajectory while performing sensor observations. We assume that the shadower robot
carries a sensor with a high probability of detection, and is considered to be trusted . The
sensor models for each of the other team members are unknown.
The shadower robot is not given the trajectories of each of the other teammates, but we
assume that the shadower can observe the pose and velocity of the shadowee. The shadower
implements a control law to follow the position of the shadowee at a small offset. We further
assume that the teammates each report when they have visited a location and the outcome
of the sensor observation (detected, not detected), and that the shadower receives these
messages. When the shadower hears a sensor observation from the current shadowee, they
take their own sensor reading of the location and use that to verify the result . This process
is shown in pseudocode, in Algorithm 3.
1: if (r == shadowr) then
2: |Observationsr|+ = 1;
3: Ss ← GetSensorObservation(Ss);
4: v ← V erify(Sr, Ss);
5: if (v == true⊕) then
6: UpdateTrustModel(r, α);





2Experiments in this section appeared in [114].
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Periodically, the shadower will probabilistically switch to shadowing a different team
member. This is shown in Algorithm 4. It is worth noting that in this approach to monitor-
ing, there is an explicit cost associated with monitoring each team member. Intuitively, we
wish to focus monitoring resources on those team members that we have the most uncer-
tainty or the least amount of trust. The trust model provides a mechanism for confidence
and we can choose to stop shadowing a team member, once a confidence threshold has been
reached. In addition, we can weight the distribution of team members, according to the
amount that they are trusted or by the level of confidence, and sample from the weighted
probability distribution to get the next shadowee. This results in the untrusted team mem-
bers or those with least amount of trust information being shadowed more frequently.
1: loop
2: Do Every p Seconds:
3: if (|Observationsr| > k) then





We performed experiments of UAVs performing a multi-robot patrolling and sensor task,
using a high fidelity simulation of the autopilot system and autonomous behaviors. The pur-
pose of this experiment is to demonstrate the approach to monitoring the sensor capabilities
of team members while building a trust model online.
Experimental Setup
The multi-UAV simulation is motivated by our UAV research platform, described in Ap-
pendix A. In this section, we describe the setup of an experiment that demonstrates this
approach with a team of UAVs performing a multi-UAV patrol. The tasks for each UAV
are to repeatedly visit each location in their set of visit locations, shown in Figure 46, and
to report whether a target has been detected at that location. To perform this experiment,
we ran four autopilot SIL simulations. Three of the UAVs are designated as patrollers and
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Figure 46: Multi-UAV Patrol: The four UAVs in the experiment are shown in the autopilot ground
station display. The three patrolling UAVs are assigned patrolling locations in advance. The fourth
UAV, the shadower monitors by following team members and verifying sensor observations. The
experiment is performed using the high fidelity SIL simulations of the four autopilots.
are each provided with a subset of locations to visit and perform a sensor reading. The
fourth UAV is designated as a shadower and follows each of the patrollers in turn.
Each patroller UAV position is observable by the shadower, and the shadower executes
a control law [40] to intercept and follow the currently selected patroller, designated as the
shadowee. The control law is motivated by the model-free controller presented by Egerstedt
[40], with modifications to account for the minimum turning radius and velocity bounds
of the UAV airframe. For this experiment, the autonomous behaviors run within the ROS
framework on a virtual machine and communicate with the autopilot simulations over the
local network. The behaviors to command the patrollers and shadower are implemented
in Java, while the control law is implemented in C++. The shadower’s controller behavior
receives as input the position of the current shadowee and sends bank angle and airspeed
commands to the autopilot. There is also a separate central trust authority process that




In this experiment, we assume that each UAV carries a single sensor that has an unknown
value for the probability of detection (POD) of the target. There are three different sensor
types, (S1, S2, S3). These sensors return a binary detection value, (sensed target, not found).
We also assume that the probability that a target will exist at a given search location is
P (Target) = 0.25. The Sensor-Target Probabilities for P(S) vary for each of the three
sensor types, and are given in Table 7. Sensor S1 is considered reasonably accurate, S2
has the least accuracy, with a high false-positive rate, and S3 is very accurate. Given the
prior probabilities, P (T ) and P (S), Bayes’ rule can be used to find the posterior, P (T |S) as
shown in Equation 19. As one might expect, using Sensor S3 leads to a very high probability
that a target exists if the sensor returns a positive detection. We model the shadowee as
having a perfect sensor.
To simulate the sensing task, every n seconds, a sensing process samples using P (Target)
for each visit location to determine whether a target exists. This simulated ground truth
information is shared with a sensor simulation process that runs on each UAV. When a
UAV reaches a visit location, the sensor simulation process for that UAV draws from the rth
sensor’s POD distribution, shown in table 7, based on the ground truth entry for P (Target),
and the sensor returns a value in (sensed target, not found). This value is reported to the
rest of the team as a result message.
Immediately after hearing the result message, the shadower takes a sensor reading at
the same location and verifies the shadowee’s observation and updates the trust model using
an Update Trust message to the central trust authority, as shown in Algorithm 3. Note that
true negative observations are not reported to the trust authority, but that confirmations
of true positives, false positives and false negatives are reported. We ran the experiment
for approximately an hour. At the start of the experiment, each UAV begins patrolling the
visit locations that were assigned to them, as shown in the map display in Figure 46. The
shadower UAV then randomly selects a shadowee by drawing from the distribution of team




As the shadower verifies the observations for each team member, it sends the updates to
the central trust authority. The trust scores for each UAV as the experiment continues are
shown in Figure 47(b). Over time, the trust scores converge to match the ordering of the
unknown sensor models’ POD, with UAV 3 (carrying S3) being the most trusted, UAV 2
being the least trusted, and UAV 1 having an intermediate trust score.
In this experiment, the trust model is one-dimensional and the score reflects the unknown
sensor model for each UAV. Indeed, the multiple observations over time could be thought
of as a training period, in which we gather enough observations to estimate the underlying
sensor POD. However, in a more general application, trust model could contain additional
performance dimensions as dictated by mission requirements.
In this approach, the shadower draws from the weighted distribution of trust confidence
scores to select the next shadowee, with team members having unknown trust information
being weighted more heavily. Depending on the mission requirements, once the trust model
is updated with a sufficient confidence level, the task assignment and teaming structure
could be changed and the shadow resource could assist with patrolling tasks. A benefit of
this approach is that any trusted team member could serve as the monitor. Additionally,
after an initial observation period, the shadower could return to other tasks, and allow
another team member to serve as a monitor at a later time. Finally, this monitoring
approach could be combined with others to ensure robust performance of the team.
The trust model can be used to inform the task assignment function or the team forma-
tion. In other experiments, untrusted team members were removed from the team[118]. In
this case, their tasks can be reassigned to other team members by performing the task allo-
cation with one fewer team member. As presented in this section, there may be additional
metrics, such as the accuracy of the observations at each location that should be included
in the task assignment approach.
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Figure 47: Trust Based Monitoring: a) The trajectories for each UAV are shown for a sample
experiment. The shadower UAV switches between each teammate to perform observations. b) As
the shadower UAV performs multiple observations, it sends updates to the trust authority for each
UAV observed.
6.3.3 Summary
The multi-UAV patrolling problem has requirements for teams that can perform the pa-
trolling task securely and reliably. As part of this, team members need to be trusted that
they can perform the patrol objectives correctly and sense targets in the environment ef-
fectively. On dynamically formed, or ad-hoc UAV teams, the sensor characteristics of each
team member may not be trusted in advance, and team members should be able to ob-
serve each other to ensure that they are performing as expected. This section presented
several dimensions of performance that can be used to define the trustworthiness of a UAV
in the patrolling task, and presented approaches to teammate monitoring. An experiment
was performed using a multi-UAV simulation of the patrolling task in which a dedicated
shadower UAV verified the sensor observations of team members, to build a model of trust
for each team member. This model can be used to inform the task assignment strategy or
to revisit the formation of the team.
This chapter presented the trust framework and experimental results using that frame-
work for monitoring and in a patrolling task. The next chapter will apply the framework
further, with emphasis on team formation and task allocation strategies based on trust and
the reliability of partners.
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CHAPTER VII
APPLICATION OF THE TRUST FRAMEWORK
TO TEAM FORMATION AND EVOLUTION
In the previous chapter, we presented our formulation for the trust model and applied it
experimentally to demonstrate the use of the model for estimating the reliability of partners.
In this chapter, we further apply the trust model to show how the trust information can be
used to affect team formation and evolution and to provide incentives for cooperation.
As indicated by the title of this chapter, the team formation strategy can use the trust
model to decide which peers should be included as part of the team. In a multi-robot
auction, this refers to which team members are trusted to estimate tasks, complete tasks and
participate in task allocations. In a multi-robot patrolling domain, team formation refers to
which team members are trusted to complete tasks and the untrusted team members may
have one or more tasks removed from their allocation. When we discuss the evolution of
the team strategy, this relates to the ability for robots to dynamically adjust the allocation
of tasks to team members, based on the trust model which is updated online.
In section 7.1, we discuss the use of incentives for cooperation using game theory, and use
the trust model as an incentive mechanism. We further investigate the use of incentives as
part of reputation mechanism, in section 7.2. In section 7.3, we use the model to determine
which team members cannot be trusted to participate in task assignment, and to isolate
the untrusted team members in experiments on a UAV platform. Finally, in section 7.4,
we apply the use of a trust model to the multi-robot patrolling domain, and reassign tasks
away from untrusted team members based on an evolving trust model.
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7.1 Incentive Based Cooperation in Multi-Robot Auctions
This section will present a game theoretic approach for providing incentives to cooperation
in multi-robot auctions using an observation based trust model.1 This approach can be
used to select team members for auctions by selecting those agents that cooperate effec-
tively. In multi-robot auctions, typically there is an implicit assumption that agents are
willing to cooperate and can be trusted to perform assigned tasks. However, reciprocal
collaboration may not always be a valid assumption. An approach to incentive based trust
is presented, which enables detection of team members that are not contributing and for
dynamic formation of teams.
7.1.1 Motivation
The basic auction approaches to the task allocation problem assume that team members
can be trusted and have the goal of the team in mind (to reduce the overall cost) [70].
These algorithms serve as a mechanism for distributed task allocation and generally do not
need to consider incentives. As such, these methods do not explicitly account for trust
between team members, but assume that a) team members will bid on tasks that are
presented to them and b) team members will attempt to perform tasks that are assigned
to them. However, there are situations in which teams may be formed dynamically. While
the team may have the same common goal, the individual robots may have different levels
of interest in the cooperation. That is, some of the team members may place a higher
utility on successful completion of tasks, while others are obligated to participate, but wish
to conserve resources. In these situations, it is assumed that the non-cooperative agents
will not attempt to sabotage operations, but they may not fully cooperate either. Agents
should prefer to participate in teams because this will allow them to assign tasks to others
that might complete them more efficiently. However, this means that they will be required
to assist others in return.
1Experiments in this section appeared in [116].
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Dimensions of Trust
Trust and reputation (shared trust) mechanisms can be applied to auction algorithms for
determining dynamic team formation. This work investigates the use of observation based
trust and game theory mechanisms for determining when to remove a non-cooperative team
member from an auction team by ignoring its auction requests. If a robot is no longer on
a team, it loses opportunities for others to assist it with tasks when those tasks could be
done more efficiently as part of a team than alone. In the auction context, robots that do
not bid on each other’s tasks can be viewed as non-cooperative and removed from a team.
From a robot’s viewpoint, it is better to have team members that cooperate and participate
in the auction algorithm as this leads to more efficient outcomes. From a global viewpoint,
it is desirable to have an efficient team that is composed of cooperative members; each
non-cooperative member decreases the overall team performance. Therefore, it is desirable
to perform dynamic team formation by allowing team members to perform auctions only
with other cooperative team members.
In a dynamically formed auction team, agents may encounter other agents for which
they have no prior experience. The use of a trust model would allow for an agent to reason
about other agents’ trustworthiness using observation histories and reputation information.
In these settings, there are multiple dimensions that could be used to define trust, such as
auction participation and task completion. This work will consider participation in auctions
to illustrate the use of incentives for cooperation. However, additional trust dimensions
could also be applied to this framework.
7.1.2 Trust Model
This work incorporates the use of the trust model from section ?? for incorporating direct
trust and reputation into a probabilistic formulation. This mechanism provides not only a
trust belief about an agent, but also a confidence. The approach uses the beta probability
distribution function [154] and can incorporate positive (α) and negative (β) histories to
calculate the belief and confidence. Each agent maintains a set of α and β vectors that
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represent the histories of interactions with each team member. Regarding auction par-
ticipation, when a agent within range is sent an auction announcement and they do not
respond with a bid, this is counted as a β observation while a bid response is counted as an
α observation. An agent is initially trusted until sufficient β observations cause the trust
value to be low, with high confidence.
We also use this mechanism to incorporate the reputation information (indirect obser-
vations) from other trusted team members using the same approach. However, the shared
reputation information must be combined with the locally observed trust vectors. In our
auction framework, each agent regularly posts their trust model’s α and β vectors to all
other team members that are within range. In addition, agents only incorporate those
updates from other currently trusted team members. These shared, indirect observation
vectors are easily integrated into the local vectors and the scalar trust and confidence values
are recalculated, as described in section 6.1.1.
Each time that an agent receives an auction message from another agent, they can
evaluate the trust model to determine whether to participate. If the calculated trust value
is less than the trust threshold, φ, and with confidence greater than γ, it is not trusted.
However, a succession of positive observations (direct or indirect) can move an untrusted
agent back to being trusted again. Furthermore, this approach is tolerant of noise as it can
take multiple observations to move the value above or below the trust threshold.
7.1.3 Basic Auction Approach
In the basic multi-agent auction algorithm, the problem is to assign tasks to agents. In this
work, the tasks are to visit a target location and perform an observation. In the auction
framework, each robot is a bidder and the items to be auctioned are the ‘visits’. Each of
the agents in the system also participates as an auctioneer and periodically auctions new
task requests (it is assumed that the task requests are provided to the agent by an external
process, such as a human operator or other event). This approach can easily be used on
teams with different robot characteristics: each robot knows their own location and cost
function and submits cost based bids to the auctioneer. While costs and rewards use the
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same basis for calculation, no revenue is actually exchanged.
The approach followed by the auctioneer is shown in Procedure 5. The auctioneer first
handles any auctions that have already been announced and are ready to close. This step
is shown in detail in Procedure 9. In lines 1-3, the auctioneer selects the maximum bid
from all bids received by the agents within communications range (including their own) as
the winner of that auction and performs the task assignment by announcing the winning
bidder. In lines 5 and 7, the auctioneer updates the trust model (described in Section
6.1.1) for each possible bidder that was sent the auction announcement. The trust model
is referenced by the bidder in Procedure 10, when an auction announcement is received. If
the originator of the auction announcement is not trusted, using the trust model, then the
auction announcement is ignored, effectively isolating the untrusted agent from the benefits
of cooperation.
In this work, each target to be visited has a reward that is linearly decreasing with time
(for example, consider a hurricane survivor scenario or forest fire scenario in which time
to discovery is critical). The agents each maintain a current task list and locally compute
their bid to complete the proposed task. In this case, the bid consists of the surplus gain
per unit time for them to perform the task, in addition to all of their other tasks, where
surplus is defined as the total reward collected minus the total travel cost [41]. Each robot
also incurs a small bidding cost with each bid. This represents the amount of computation
and communication resources that need to be consumed to calculate and send the bid.
For each auction announcement received, the agent calculates their bid as shown in
Procedure 10. The surplus gain in unit time (sgut) is calculated as the change in surplus
for inserting the task into the current task list. The incremental travel cost is known
as the cheapest insertion heuristic: for each pair of tasks in the current task list, the
agent compares the additional Euclidian distance based cost for inserting the new task, and
selects the insertion that maximizes its surplus gain, which forms the agent’s bid. When
the winning bidder is assigned a new task, the task is inserted into the agent’s task list,
again using the insertion heuristic.
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Input: The set of open auctions, Aopen.
Input: The set of new task requests, TaskRequestsnew.




5: for all a : TaskRequestsnew do




Algorithm 5: Auctioneer :: PerformAuctions
Input: An auction, a.
Input: The set of posted bids, Ba.
Input: The set of announcement recipients, Recipientsa.
1: winner ←Max(Ba)
2: AnnounceWinner(winner, a)
3: for all a : Recipientsa do






Algorithm 6: Auctioneer :: HandleAuctionBids
Input: An set of announced auction tasks, A.
Input: The auction originator trust model, TRUSTo.
1: for all a : A do
2: if CanTrust(TRUSTo) then
3: bid← CalculateBid(a)





Algorithm 7: Bidder :: HandleAnnouncements(A)
7.1.4 Social Norm Strategy
At this point, basic concepts from game theory [103] can be introduced to show how in-
centives can be used to induce cooperation on auction teams. Consider the well known
two player game from the game theory literature, the Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD), shown in
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Input: An auction task, a.
Output: The agent’s bid.
1: [wri, dri]← CalculateSurplus(tasklist)
2: [wri′, dri′]← CalculateInsertion(tasklist, a)
3: wri′ ← wri′ −BidCost
4: sgut← (wri′ − wri)/(dri′ − dri)
5: return bid← sgut
Algorithm 8: Bidder :: CalculateBid(a)
Table 3. The payoff table reflects values of T for temptation to “defect”, R representing
the reward or for cooperation, P for punishment related to joint defections and S for sucker
related to unilateral cooperation. The payoffs satisfy the following condition:
T > R > P > S (18)
In a single round of play the rational player in PD should choose to defect. However, in
repeated games, players will meet each other multiple times and can consider the history
of their opponent’s actions in determining an action. If there is a threat of punishment,
then cooperation can be induced in repeated play. There are several strategies that can be
used to induce cooperation in repeated play, such as Tit-for-Tat, which is discussed further
below.
Cooperation on multi-agent teams can also be modeled using the PD game. In each
round of an auction, players are matched by the rules of the auction and can choose to
participate (cooperate) or not participate (defect). Here, it is assumed that players will
be repeatedly matched against each other. The global team score will be better if all
agents fully participate in auctions, not just when it suits their interests. For instance, it
is possible for agents to take advantage of the auction setting to allow others to perform
their tasks while not performing others’ tasks in return. The disincentive to cooperate could
be attributed to selfishness of uncooperative agents, agents that are overloaded with tasks
have have nothing to offer, or agents that are incapable of effective participation. Each
interaction in the auction setting can be treated as a two-player game.
The game is modeled as a prisoner’s dilemma, where each interaction represents two
separate auctions, one initiated from each player, shown in Table 5. The players cooperate
by bidding on each other’s auctions and defect by not submitting a bid or a bid that is
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valid. This game can be treated as a random matching game, because it is assumed that
if the game is played for a long enough time horizon, each player will eventually have an
opportunity to bid on the other’s auctions. The payoffs in this game are as follows:
• R = b − c : Benefit (time discounted reward) when another agent completes a task
minus the cost for performing a task for that agent.
• T = b : Benefit (time discounted reward) when another agent completes a task.
• S = −c : Cost for unilaterally performing a task on behalf of another agent.
• P = 0 : There is no additional gain if neither player cooperates.
The Tit-for-Tat strategy can be useful for inducing cooperation, but it is sensitive to
noise and does not allow for the agent that was defected against to quickly recover from
defect losses. This strategy is also dependent on repeated interactions as part of the random
matching assumption. However, there are situations in which agents interact but change
partners frequently and may not have a chance to apply timely punishment after an in-
teraction. A strategy that uses a community model for conveying trust is the social norm
strategy as given by [68]. The strategy requires that each agent is associated with a repu-
tation label which is visible to all other agents in the community. The social norm strategy
relies on a (generally centralized) reputation authority that observes pairwise interactions
between players and assigns each player’s label as either Innocent or Guilty. The social
norm strategy also allows for the defected-against agent to recoup loses. Cooperation is
sustained because the strategy allows other agents in the community to apply sanctions
when a defection occurs. When two agents meet the social norm strategy dictates the
following approach:
• If both agents are Innocent, they both cooperate.
• If both agents are Guilty, they both defect.
• If one agent is Guilty, then the Guilty player should cooperate while the Innocent
player defects. This allows for the innocent player to recoup reward. The Guilty
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player effectively “repents” through unilateral cooperation.
• Any deviation from the above strategy marks the deviator as Guilty for τ rounds.
• After τ rounds of following the above strategy, a Guilty player is forgiven and becomes
Innocent again.
7.1.5 Incentives for Cooperation
The social norm strategy for the PD game was shown by Kandori [68] to be a subgame-
perfect equilibrium, if the agents use an appropriate discount factor, δ, and set the punish-
ment period, τ , effectively. The discount factor reflects the willingness of the player in a
repeated game to continue playing the game. A value of δ = 1 reflects that the players are
infinitely patient and expect the game to continue forever, while a δ → 0 means that agents
prefer more immediate gains.
Reputation Authority
For the decentralized case, this work uses the distributed reputation authority, as described
in Section 6.1.1, as the reputation authority that provides the labels for each of the players.
Note that the distributed reputation authority relies on the combined direct and indirect
observations in calculating an agent’s label. This allows for a “sticky” reputation which is
less sensitive to noise in the observations. While the social norm approach is still sensitive
to noise (agents that do not bid can be counted as deviating from the strategy), the social
norm approach allows for the guilty agent to recover.
Voided Contract
As mentioned above, the social norm strategy allows for the defected-against agent to
recoup losses when a guilty agent follows the strategy and cooperates while an innocent
player defects. However, we provide an extension to the strategy for use in auctions by
performing additional punishment toward the deviator: any tasks in the innocent agent’s
task list that originated with the guilty (deviator) agent are dropped. In doing so, the
defected against agent effectively considers the cooperation contract ‘voided’ and is under
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Ĝuilty (1 − x) 0.90
no obligation to complete those tasks. This provides additional incentive for cooperation as
the dropped tasks will not be completed and those rewards will therefore not be returned to
the guilty agent (however, the guilty agent could elect to reclaim and execute the dropped
tasks at presumably higher cost).
Probabilistic Forgiveness
In practice, a reputation authority will likely contain a small amount of error in the clas-
sifications that it provides. If an estimate of the error probabilities for the distributed
reputation authority is known in advance, then it is possible to calculate the probability
of incorrect classifications using Bayes’ rule. For instance, consider the example probabil-
ity model for a reputation authority as shown in Table 10, and let x = 0.80. This model
reflects the probabilities that 80% of the time, an Innocent agent will be correctly labeled
as ̂Innocent by the reputation authority and that 90% of the time, a Guilty agent will be
correctly labeled as Ĝuilty.
The noise in the model could be due to multiple causes, including communication error,
noise in the observation, and error in classification. In the case that an Innocent agent is
incorrectly labeled Ĝuilty, the incentives for cooperation can breakdown. However, given a
model of the reputation authority, it is possible to calculate the probability that an agent
is actually Innocent, given that the authority labeled it Ĝuilty, as shown in Equation 19.
For instance, in this example, there is still a 34% probability that the agent is actually
Innocent. In order to tolerate noise in the system, we can periodically reset the labels of
some Guilty agents, before the end of the τ punishment period, by sampling from this
probability distribution. This allows for truly Innocent agents to return to cooperative
behavior as they will see that others are again cooperating with them.
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A set of experiments were performed in simulation to test the trust strategies in a multi-
agent auction environment. In these experiments, the robots are represented by unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) in the Mason simulation environment, described in Section A.1. Each
UAV has 50 tasks that arrive at regular intervals and are sequentially auctioned by that
UAV’s auctioneer. As part of the auction process, they also bid on their own tasks. The
UAVs in the simulation have a limited communications range and can therefore only perform
auctions or exchange reputation information with a subset of the other team members at a
given time.
In addition, each UAV periodically re-auctions the last n tasks to other agents in range.
This allows tasks to be more optimally assigned by giving other agents a chance to bid
on them if they were not in range during the initial auction. Rewards are given for task
completion to the UAV that originated the task, and rewards decrease linearly with time
until they reach 0. Each agent submits bids that represent the surplus gain per unit time
for performing the additional task. Once a UAV finishes all tasks in their list, they no
longer accumulate costs in the simulation. The initial locations of the UAVs and the tasks
are randomly chosen for each iteration. For each set of experiments, results were averaged
over 100 runs using 10 simulated UAVs.
Detecting and Punishing Defectors
In this set of experiments, a fraction of the agents on the team defect by not participating in
auctions (not bidding on others’ tasks). Each Defector agent only participates in auctions
10% of the time. As a result, naive agents (using no trust mechanism) end up doing
additional work for the defector agents and receive nothing in return. The task for the
cooperator agents is to detect those team members that regularly fail to participate in
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auctions and to isolate them from future cooperation by not bidding on the defectors’
tasks.
The agents that use the social norm (SN) strategy can quickly punish and isolate the
defectors from the team by no longer bidding on their auctions. The results of this experi-
ment, shown in Figure 48(a), reflect that the agents running the SN strategy receive better
scores than those using beta trust and reputation methods alone, even as the fraction of
defectors increases. Finally, the beta trust, reputation and SN methods all perform better
than the naive strategy which trusts all team members unconditionally.
For this same experiment, the average score for all of the defectors is shown in 48(b),
for each of the strategies employed by the cooperative agents. Clearly, the defectors do
well when the cooperators run the naive strategy. However, the cooperators running the SN
strategy provide strong incentives for the defectors to cooperate (when the cooperators run
the SN strategy, the defectors receive much lower scores than the cooperators).
Noisy Reputation Authority
In some cases, the SN strategy can cause innocent agents to be punished unfairly. This can
happen, as mentioned above, when the bid participation trust dimension is used and some
agents do not submit bids because they cannot perform the task. In other cases, there may
be noise in the reputation authority mechanism that marks some agents as defectors when
in fact they cooperated or vice-versa.
In the following experiment, a noisy, decentralized reputation authority is compared
against an accurate centralized reputation authority. The probability of incorrect label
assignments by the reputation authority is show by the model in Table 10. With small
probability, a Guilty agent will be incorrectly classified as Innocent, but most of the time
will be correctly labeled. The experiment decreases the probability x that an Innocent agent
will be correctly labeled.
The SN strategy with a centralized reputation authority provides the most favorable
incentives for cooperation, resulting in the highest scores for cooperators and very low scores

































































(b) Average Score for Defectors
Figure 48: Agents that defect by not participating can be detected and isolated using observation
based trust mechanisms. The defector fraction is plotted against the average unit score of the (a)
cooperator agents and (b) defector agents for each trust strategy run by the cooperators. The error
bars reflect one standard deviation.
may be necessary to rely on the decentralized authority. With the decentralized authority,
when Innocent agents are incorrectly labeled as Guilty, this can lead to a breakdown of
cooperation. However, the SN strategy allows for forgiveness through different settings for
the punishment period, τ . In addition, we allow for probabilistic forgiveness, to account
for incorrect labeling as described in Section 7.1.5. Here, 20% of the agents are defectors.
The results, as shown in the scores for cooperators, Figure 49(a), and Defectors, Figure
49(b), indicate that the SN methods provide sufficient incentives for cooperation, even as
the probability for an agent being incorrectly labeled is increased.
For both SN strategies, the scores for cooperation exceed the scores for defection, when
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the accuracy for correctly labeling innocent agents is above about 75%. In this case, the use
of these strategies removes any incentive to not cooperate. Additionally, as the accuracy
for correctly labeling innocent agents decreases below about 75%, the naive strategy results
in better scores for cooperators than the SN strategies. This result is due to the unfair
punishment of other cooperators because of the noise in labeling. As such, when noise levels
in the decentralized reputation authority reach this threshold, it becomes worthwhile to
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Social Norm w/ Forgiveness τ=3
Central Social Norm w/ Forgiveness
(b) Average Score for Defectors
Figure 49: The SN strategy provides strong incentives for cooperation, even as the reputation
authority mislabels Innocent team members as Guilty. (a) The average score for following the SN
strategies exceeds the average score for defection. (b) Incentives for defection are removed as the
defector scores worse by defecting when the others are using these strategies.
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7.1.7 Summary
Traditional auction algorithms for performing the robot task assignment problem assume
that robots are equally incentivized to participate in auctions. However, there are situations
in which agents may assign tasks to others on the team, without taking on a fair number
of additional tasks in return. This section presents an approach for using observation
based trust and a shared reputation mechanism in determining which agents to include
in multi-agent auctions. The experimental results show that by incorporating the use of
trust strategies into the basic auction mechanism, agents can perform better than agents
that trust unconditionally. Furthermore, the introduction of punishment through isolation
from future auctions and through dropping already assigned tasks provides incentives for
cooperation in multi-agent auctions that weren’t present in traditional approaches.
7.2 Trust and Reputation in Multi-Robot Auctions
This section describes prior work on the use of observation based trust and reputation
models to enable detection and isolation of team members that are not contributing and
completing tasks on multi-robot teams. Multiple dimensions of trust are considered and ex-
periments are performed to show that methods that consider trust can be used to effectively
select team members for continued participation in multi-agent auctions.
7.2.1 Dimensions of Trust
In a dynamically formed auction team, agents may encounter other agents for which they
have no prior experience. The use of a trust model would allow for an agent to reason
about other agent’s trustworthiness using observation histories and reputation information.
In these settings, there are multiple dimensions that could be used to define trust related
to cooperation in auctions for task assignment. Consider the following dimensions:
1. Bid Participation: An agent bid on auctions that were announced.
2. Bid Veracity : An agent submitted a valid, reasonable bid on auctions that were
announced.
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3. Task Completion: An agent (correctly) completes tasks assigned to it.
Agents that regularly violate the trust dimensions are considered to be defectors, while
agents that cooperate fully are labeled as cooperators. These dimensions of trust can be con-
sidered separately or in combination. Each agent can build models of other team members
behaviors from observation histories and use those models to determine levels of trust.
Bid Participation
The Bid Participation method is the weakest of the trust dimensions for multi-agent auc-
tions. It only considers whether an agent is participating by submitting bids as part of the
auction process, but does not evaluate the bid. In fact, there are legitimate situations in
which an agent might not wish to submit a bid, if the calculation is costly [25]. However,
in domains in which the bid calculation is easily computed and communicated, this can
be a useful gauge of auction participation. When an agent announces an auction, it keeps
track of the agents that received the auction announcement and compares this to the list of
agents that submit bids. This approach assumes that agents are uniquely identifiable and
that a protocol exists for acknowledging the receipt of an announcement. When an agent
does not bid on received auctions announcements, this negatively updates the trust model,
while the submission of a bid positively updates the model (described further in section
6.1.1.) Using the model, if an agent determines that a team member is not trusted, the
agent refuses to bid on the untrusted team member’s future auctions, effectively isolating
it from the auction team.
Bid Veracity
The next dimension, Bid Veracity, considers whether the bid was a truthful estimate by the
agent. Specifically, if an agent purposefully bids low, as compared to other bids received, to
avoid being assigned more tasks, that action would violate this trust dimension. A similar
metric is bid accuracy. If an agent bids accurately, their bid estimates for performing a task
are sent not only in good faith, but they also accurately and closely reflect the true cost
to perform the task. This dimension could be used to detect agents that bid on and win
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tasks, but are not able to perform them as cost effectively as promised. However, this work
will focus on the situation in which agents purposefully submit low bids. When an agent
submits a bid that is within a given range of the winning bid, then that is considered valid
and the trust model is updated positively. However, if the agent’s bid is considered within
a low range as compared to the winning bid, that is considered invalid and the trust model
is updated negatively. Here again, once an agent determines that a team member is not
trusted, the agent refuses to bid on the untrusted team member’s future auctions.
Task Completion
The Task Completion dimension considers whether an agent sufficiently completes tasks that
were assigned to it as part of the auction process. However, this requires the existence of a
monitoring mechanism which verifies whether a task has been completed successfully. The
monitoring mechanism could be a human operator or observer, a specialized sensor, or even
another agent [97]. This work assumes the existence of an accurate monitoring mechanism
and that any assigned task can be monitored for a fixed cost. For each monitored task, if
an agent is assigned a task and fails to complete it, then the trust model is updated with a
negative result, while a successful task completion results in a positive update. In this case,
when an agent becomes untrusted, they are no longer sent any auction announcements, to
prevent them from being assigned any future tasks.
7.2.2 Auction Approach using the Trust Model
The tasks in this case are to visit a target location and perform an observation. In the
auction framework, each robot is a bidder and the items to be auctioned are the ‘visits’.
Each of the agents in the system also participates as an auctioneer and periodically auctions
new task requests (it is assumed that the task requests are provided to the agent by an
external process, such as a human operator or other event). This approach can easily be
used on teams with different robot characteristics: each robot knows their own location and
cost function and submits cost based bids to the auctioneer. While costs and rewards use
the same basis for calculation, no revenue is actually exchanged. Rather, an agent awards
itself a utility value when one of its own tasks is completed.
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The approach followed by the auctioneer is shown in Procedure 5. The auctioneer first
handles any auctions that have already been announced and are ready to close. This step
is shown in detail in Procedure 9. In lines 1-3, the auctioneer selects the maximum bid
from all bids received by the agents within communications range (including their own) as
the winner of that auction and performs the task assignment by announcing the winning
bidder. In lines 5 and 7, the auctioneer updates the trust model (described in Section
6.1) for each possible bidder that was sent the auction announcement. The trust model is
referenced by the bidder in Procedure 10, when an auction announcement is received. If
the originator of the auction announcement is not trusted, using the trust model, then the
auction announcement is ignored, effectively isolating the untrusted agent from the benefits
of cooperation. The above procedures consider the Bid Participation dimension; however,
the other trust dimensions are implemented similarly.
In this work, each target to be visited has a reward that is linearly decreasing with time.
The agents each maintain a current task list and locally compute their bid to complete the
proposed task. In this case, the bid consists of the surplus gain per unit time for them
to perform the task, in addition to all of their other tasks, where surplus is defined as the
total reward collected minus the total travel cost, as described by [41]. Each robot also
incurs a small bidding cost with each bid. This represents the amount of computation and
communication resources that need to be consumed to calculate and send the bid.
For each auction announcement received, the agent calculates their bid as shown in
Procedure 8. The surplus gain in unit time, sgut, is calculated as the change in surplus
for inserting the task into the current task list. The incremental travel cost is known
as the cheapest insertion heuristic: for each pair of tasks in the current task list, the
agent compares the additional Euclidian distance based cost for inserting the new task, and
selects the insertion that maximizes its surplus gain, which forms the agent’s bid. When
the winning bidder is assigned a new task, the task is inserted into the agent’s task list,
again using the insertion heuristic.
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7.2.3 Experimental Results
A set of experiments were performed to test the trust strategies in simulated auctions using
the Mason simulation environment, described in Section A.1. In these experiments, the
agents are represented as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), and each UAV is assigned
tasks to perform by an external, Poisson process. Each UAV has an auctioneer and can
auction their tasks to other agents, assigning the task to the agent that submits the highest
bid. Agents also bid on their own tasks. Rewards are given for task completion to the
agent that originated the task, and rewards decrease linearly with time until they reach 0.
Each agent submits bids that represent the surplus gain per unit time for performing the
additional task. The UAVs in the simulation have a limited communications range and can
therefore only perform auctions or exchange reputation information with a subset of the
other team members at a given time.
In addition, each UAV periodically re-auctions the last n tasks to other agents in range.
This allows tasks to be more optimally assigned by giving other agents a chance to bid
on them if they were not in range during the initial auction. Once a UAV finishes all
tasks in their list, they no longer accumulate costs in the simulation. Each experiment was
performed using 10 UAVs, with results averaged over 100 iterations. Each UAV has 50
tasks that arrive at regular intervals and are sequentially auctioned. The initial locations
of the UAVs and the tasks are randomly chosen for each iteration. The results show the
average score for each of the cooperator agents as the auctions are completed and rewards
are assigned.
Bid Participation
In this experiment, a fraction of the agents on the team defect by not participating in
auctions (not bidding on others’ tasks). Each defector agent only participates in auctions
10% of the time. At this level they are occasionally participating but do not contribute
effectively. As a result, Naive agents that trust unconditionally (using no trust mechanism)
end up doing additional work for the defector agents and receive little in return. The
































Figure 50: Bid Participation: Agents that defect by not bidding can be detected and isolated using
observation based trust mechanisms. The average unit score of the cooperative agents is plotted
against the number of auctions completed for the different trust strategies. The error bars reflect
one standard deviation.
participate in auctions and to isolate them from future cooperation by not bidding on the
defectors’ tasks.
For each auction, the trust strategies update the trust model for each agent that was
sent an auction announcement. If the agent submitted a bid, the trust model is updated,
(Trusta,t = 1), and (Trusta,t = 0) otherwise. Once an agent is no longer trusted, with high
confidence, they are removed from future auction participation as the cooperators isolate
them by refusing to bid on their tasks. The results of this experiment, shown in Figure 50,
reflect that the agents running the Beta Trust and Reputation strategies receive better scores
than those that apply the Naive strategy or the No Cooperation strategy, once the agents
are able to observe which team members are participating in the auctions. In addition, the
Reputation strategy which shares trust information across team members performs better
than the Beta Trust strategy which relies on direct observations alone.
Bid Veracity
In a similar experiment, shown in Figure 51, the defectors submit untruthful bids. The
defectors show participation by responding with bids to auction announcements, but bid
arbitrarily low values to avoid being assigned others’ tasks. Again, the cooperator agents can
































Figure 51: Bid Veracity: Agents that defect by sending untruthfully low bids can be detected and
isolated using observation based trust mechanisms. The average unit score of the cooperative agents
is plotted against the number of auctions completed for the different trust strategies.
the defectors by comparing all submitted bids against the winning bid for each auction.
Here, if an agent was sent an auction announcement, and did not bid on the auction, or
submitted a bid that was lower than a threshold percentage, θ, of the winning bid, the
trust model is updated with the failure to cooperate (Trusta,t = 0), and (Trusta,t = 1)
otherwise. Again, the use of trust with the Beta Trust and Reputation strategies results
in better scores than the Naive and No Cooperation approach, once the agents learn which
team members cooperate.
Task Completion
This set of experiments simulates the case in which task completion is the trust dimension,
as described in section 7.2.1. When a defector agent does not complete the tasks assigned to
it by a cooperator, the cooperator, loses the benefit of having that task performed. Therefore,
it benefits the cooperator to identify those agents that do not complete the assigned tasks
and remove them from consideration in future assignments. When an agent assigns a task,
the agent can select whether that task should be monitored. However, the monitoring incurs
a fixed cost. Here, we revisit the cost of monitoring experiment from Section 5.3. When
the cost of monitoring is high, it may not be worthwhile for an agent to monitor each task.
At each time step, the agent can query the monitor to determine the status of the task,
which is either completed, failed or pending. When a task is completed or failed, the trust
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model for the assignee is updated (Trusta,t = 1) and (Trusta,t = 0), respectively. When
an agent’s trust value falls below 0.5, with confidence above 0.3, the agent is removed from
the team and further cooperation.
In the first experiment, the defector agents are occasionally successful in completing
tasks assigned to them, but fail to complete their tasks most of the time. Defection is
simulated by drawing from a normal distribution (with µ = 0.4, σ = 0.15) and if the value
is ≤ 0.5, the defector fails to perform the task. Additionally, the monitoring costs are high,
equaling 4% of the possible reward. Cooperators that trust unconditionally, as shown in
figure 52(a), perform worse in the later auction periods because a number of their assigned
tasks get dropped and they do not receive the rewards associated with those tasks. The
cooperators that use trust and reputation mechanisms perform better, but because of the
high monitoring costs, the average scores are similar to the scores obtained through no
cooperation.
In the next experiment, shown in Figure 52(b), cooperators selectively monitor other
agents when assigning tasks, based on how much the assignee is trusted. For instance, if an
agent is highly trusted, then it will be monitored with low probability and vice-versa. As
such, when a task is assigned, the probability that it will be monitored, given the assignee’s
trust value, x, is P (monitor) = −x+ 1. This results in the monitoring costs being applied
more to those agents that are untrusted. The agents that use the Beta Trust and Reputation
methods with probabilistic monitoring learn which team members are defectors and isolate
them from future cooperation. This allows them to perform as well as the Naive and No
Cooperation strategies in the beginning, but to also achieve higher scores near the end of
the auction periods as the defectors are isolated.
7.2.4 Summary
The above experiments showed that trust and reputation mechanisms can be effective for
detecting and isolating uncooperative and non-performing team members in auctions, when
compared to the naive approach. This may prove useful in situations in which auction



























































(b) Task Performance with Probabilistic Monitoring
Figure 52: Task performance can be monitored, and agents that regularly fail to complete tasks
can be removed from the team. (a)When monitoring costs are high, it may be better for agents to
not cooperate at all. (b) Probabilistic monitoring allows for monitoring resources to be focused on
those agents likely to defect and the trust strategies perform better than the no cooperation strategy.
equally. However, combining the trust dimensions into a single rule might be more effective
in practice, as the bid participation trust dimension alone is a weak metric. The results
show that by incorporating the use of trust strategies into the basic auction mechanism,
agents can perform better than agents that trust unconditionally.
In addition the use of monitoring task completion to evaluate peer performance was
presented. This highlights the usefulness of monitoring in situations where trust models are
employed. However, for the use of monitoring to be effective, the cost of monitoring must
be less than the additional benefits gained through cooperation.
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Auction based methods are often used to perform distributed task allocation on multi-
agent teams. Many existing approaches to auctions assume fully cooperative team members.
On in-situ and dynamically formed teams, reciprocal collaboration may not always be a valid
assumption.
This section presents an approach for dynamically selecting auction partners based on
observed team member performance and shared reputation. In addition, we present the
use of a shared reputation authority mechanism. Finally, experiments are performed in
simulation on multiple UAV platforms to highlight situations in which it is better to enforce
cooperation in auctions using this approach.
7.3 Cooperation based Dynamic Team Formation
in Multi-Robot Auctions
Auction based methods are often used to perform distributed task allocation on multi-agent
teams. Many existing approaches to auctions assume fully cooperative team members,
and team members may have cooperation explicitly built in. However, on in-situ and
dynamically formed teams, reciprocal collaboration may not always be a valid assumption.
The basic auction approaches to the task allocation problem assume that team members
can be trusted and have the goal of the team in mind (to reduce the overall cost) [70]. These
algorithms serve as a mechanism for distributed task allocation and generally do not need to
consider team members’ cooperation levels or performance characteristics. As such, these
methods do not explicitly account for trust between team members, but assume that a) team
members will participate in auctions that are presented to them and b) team members will
attempt to perform tasks that are assigned to them. However, there are situations in which
teams may be formed dynamically. While the team members may have the same common
goal, the individuals may have different levels of interest in the cooperation. That is, some
of the team members may place a higher utility on successful completion of tasks, while
others are obligated to participate, but wish to conserve resources.
This section presents an approach for dynamically forming auction partners based on
observed team member performance and shared reputation information. In addition, we
present the use of a trust and reputation mechanism in a practical setting. Each team
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member models the other individuals and these models are updated through repeated in-
teractions. Agents can use the model to detect team members that are not contributing,
and those team members can be removed from future collaboration, thereby losing the ben-
efits of cooperation. Finally, experiments are performed in simulation on a UAV platform
using this approach.2
7.3.1 Approach
The approach in this section is to use observation based trust for determining when to
remove a non-cooperative team member from an auction team by ignoring its auction re-
quests. If an agent is no longer on the team, it loses opportunities for others to assist it with
tasks when those tasks could be done more efficiently as part of a team than alone. In the
auction context, agents that do not bid on each other’s tasks or complete them successfully
can be viewed as uncooperative and removed from a team. We call this types of agent a
freeloader. From an agent’s viewpoint, it is better to have team members that cooperate
and participate in the auction algorithm as this leads to more efficient outcomes. From a
global viewpoint, it is desirable to have an efficient team that is composed of cooperative
members; each freeloader decreases the overall team performance. Finally, in this work,
we assume that a currency exchange mechanism is not available for enforcing cooperation.
In teams that are dynamically formed or consist of temporary alliances, it is reasonable to
assume that such an exchange and accounting mechanism may not be present.
In a dynamically formed auction team, agents may encounter other agents for which
they have no prior experience. The use of a trust model would allow for an agent to reason
about other agent’s trustworthiness using observation histories and reputation information.
In these settings, there are multiple dimensions that could be used to define trust, such as
whether an agent participates in the auctions of others and whether an agent successfully
completes tasks that are assigned to it. Agents that regularly violate the trust dimensions
are considered to be defectors, while agents that cooperate fully are labeled as cooperators.
These dimensions of trust can be considered separately or in combination. Each agent can
2Experiments in this section appeared in [118].
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build models of other team members behaviors from observation histories and use those
models to determine levels of trust.
Bid Participation
The Bid Participation dimension considers whether an agent is participating by submit-
ting bids as part of the auction process, but does not evaluate the bid. In fact, there are
legitimate situations in which an agent might not wish to submit a bid, if the calculation
is costly [25]. However, in domains in which the bid calculation is easily computed and
communicated, this can be a useful gauge of auction participation. When an agent an-
nounces an auction, it keeps track of the agents that received the auction announcement
and compares this to the list of agents that submitted bids. This approach assumes that
agents are uniquely identifiable and that a protocol exists for acknowledging the receipt of
an announcement. When an agent does not bid on received auctions announcements, this
negatively updates the trust model, while the submission of a bid positively updates the
model (described further in section 6.1.1.) Using the model, if an agent determines that
a team member is not trusted, the agent refuses to bid on the untrusted team member’s
future auctions, effectively isolating it from the auction team. In this section, we primarily
discuss the bid participation dimension; however, the trust model presented in the next
section could be used to combine additional dimensions into a single trust valuation.
Auction Approach using the Trust Model
In the basic multi-agent auction algorithm, the problem is to assign tasks to agents. The
tasks in this case are to visit a target location and perform an observation. In the auction
framework, each robot is a bidder and the items to be auctioned are the ‘visits’. Each of
the agents in the system also participates as an auctioneer and periodically auctions new
task requests (it is assumed that the task requests are provided to the agent by an external
process, such as a human operator or other event). This approach can easily be used on
teams with different robot characteristics: each robot knows their own location and cost
function and submits cost based bids to the auctioneer. While costs and rewards use the
same basis for calculation, no revenue is actually exchanged. Rather, an agent awards itself
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a utility value when one of its own tasks is completed.
The auctioneer first handles any auctions that have already been announced and are
ready to close. This step is shown in detail in Procedure 9. In lines 1-3, the auctioneer
selects the minimal cost bid from all bids received by the agents within communications
range (including their own) as the winner of that auction and performs the task assign-
ment by announcing the winning bidder. In lines 5 and 7, the auctioneer updates the trust
model (described in Section 6.1.1) for each possible bidder that was sent the auction an-
nouncement. The trust model is referenced by the bidder in Procedure 10, when an auction
announcement is received. If the originator of the auction announcement is not trusted,
then the auction announcement is ignored, effectively isolating the untrusted agent from
the benefits of cooperation.
Input: An auction, a.
Input: The set of posted bids, Ba.
Input: The set of announcement recipients, Recipientsa.
1: winner ←Min(Ba)
2: AnnounceWinner(winner, a)
3: for all a : Recipientsa do






Algorithm 9: Auctioneer :: HandleAuctionBids
Input: An set of announced auction tasks, A.
Input: The auction originator trust model, TRUSTo.
1: for all a : A do
2: if CanTrust(TRUSTo) then
3: bid← CalculateBid(a)









A set of experiments were performed to test the trust strategies in simulated auctions
using the Mason simulated multi-agent environment [80], and described further in Section
A.1. The Mason environment was used to a run large number of low-fidelity simulations to
demonstrate the trust model. In these experiments, the agents are represented as Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), modeled as points in a 2d plane, and each UAV is assigned tasks to
perform by an external process. Each UAV has an auctioneer and can auction their tasks to
other agents, assigning the task to the agent that submits the minimal cost bid. The UAVs
in the simulation have a limited communications range and can therefore only perform
auctions or exchange reputation information with a subset of the other team members at a
given time.
In addition, each UAV periodically re-auctions the last n tasks to other agents in range.
This allows tasks to be more optimally assigned by giving other agents a chance to bid on
them if they were not in range during the initial auction. Each experiment was performed
using 10 UAVs, with results averaged over 100 iterations. Each UAV has 50 tasks that
arrive at regular intervals and are sequentially auctioned. The initial locations of the UAVs
and the tasks are randomly chosen for each iteration. The results show the average score
for each of the cooperator agents as the auctions are completed and rewards are assigned.
In this experiment, a fraction of the agents on the team defect by not participating in
auctions (not bidding on others’ tasks). Each defector agent only participates in auctions
10% of the time. At this level they are occasionally participating but do not contribute
effectively. As a result, Naive agents that trust unconditionally (using no trust mechanism)
end up doing additional work for the defector agents and receive little in return. The
objective for the cooperator agents is to detect those team members that regularly fail to
participate in auctions and to isolate them from future cooperation by not bidding on the
defectors’ tasks.
For each auction, the trust strategies update the trust model for each agent that was
sent an auction announcement. If the agent submitted a bid, the trust model is updated,
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(Trusta,t = 1), and (Trusta,t = 0) otherwise. Once an agent is no longer trusted, with high
confidence, they are removed from future auction participation as the cooperators isolate
them by refusing to bid on their tasks. The results of this experiment, shown in Figure 50,
reflect that the agents running the Beta Trust and Reputation strategies receive better scores
than those that apply the Naive strategy or the No Cooperation strategy, once the agents
are able to observe which team members are participating in the auctions. In addition, the
Reputation strategy which shares trust information across team members performs better
than the Beta Trust strategy which relies on direct observations alone.
UAV Platform Simulation Experiments
The UAV platform experiments were performed in high-fidelity simulations, using the soft-
ware in the loop capabilities of the autopilot. The simulation setup and UAV platform are
described further in Section A.3.
Again in this set of experiments, a fraction of the UAVs do not participate in group
auctions, but exploit the others on the team by allowing them to perform tasks on behalf of
the defectors. In this case, we simulated 4 UAVs flying in different sectors of the environment
and awaiting tasks from their operators. To simulate operators, a separate process regularly
assigns a new task to a UAV that is picked at random. The location of the task varies in
the environment, over an area of 15x10 km. The simulation ends after 100 tasks have been
assigned and completed. When a UAV is assigned a task by their operator, it has the
responsibility of completing it. However, a UAV has the option of auctioning the task to
another member on the team. No currency is exchanged in this domain, but rather the
vehicles consist of a loosely formed team that can benefit from cooperation because the
tasks are distributed throughout the environment.
In one set of experiments, the cooperative team members perform a basic or naive auc-
tion strategy, and do not consider whether other UAVs have reciprocated cooperation. In
the second set, the cooperative team members apply the direct observation based trust
mechanism that was described in Section 6.1 to detect team members that do not partic-
ipate in auctions by bidding on other’s tasks. The results are shown in Table 11. The
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Figure 53: Simulating multi-UAV auctions: Multiple UAVs are simulated using the autopilot and
autonomous auction behaviors. The UAVs and assigned waypoints are shown in FalconViewTMmap
display.
average task cost represents the amount of time (in seconds) that was taken to complete
the task by the UAV that won the auction.3 The average time spent represents the amount
of time spent performing assigned and won tasks. When the naive auction strategy is used,
the cooperators are exploited by the defectors and spend a much greater amount of time
performing tasks. The tasks are performed less efficiently as a result, because the coop-
erators are doing most of the work. In contrast, when the trust model is employed, the
cooperators quickly learn to not trust the defectors, and isolate them from further partici-
pation by refusing to bid on the untrusted team members’ auctions. This results in a lower
global cost, and the cooperators have a much lower cost and time spent as well, because
they are not being exploited in this case.
3A task could be completed by a different UAV than the one it was initially assigned to, if it was
re-assigned as part of an auction.
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Table 11: Auction Participation with the Trust Model
Global Cooperators Defectors
Naive Auction
Avg. Task Cost 1282 1172 1383
Avg. Time spent 1282 1306 79
Beta Trust Model
Avg. Task Cost 1138 850 1415
Avg. Time spent 1138 850 1415
7.3.3 Summary
The above experiments showed that trust and reputation mechanisms can be effective for
detecting and isolating uncooperative team members in auctions, when compared to the
naive approach. This may prove useful in situations in which auction based teams are
dynamically formed and not all team members are likely to participate equally.
Traditional auction algorithms for performing the robot task assignment problem assume
that robots are equally incentivized to participate in auctions. However, there are situations
in which agents may assign tasks to others on the team, without taking on a fair number of
additional tasks in return. This section presents an approach for using observation based
trust and a shared reputation mechanism in determining which agents to include in multi-
agent auctions. The results show that by incorporating the use of trust strategies into the
basic auction mechanism, agents can perform better than agents that trust unconditionally.
There are legitimate situations in which a team member may not be able to participate
in auctions, such as when the agent is not capable of performing the task or is otherwise
preoccupied. However, the trust model presented is able to tolerate noise in observations
and also can incorporate forgiveness when an agent is able to participate again. Rather,
the focus is on detecting those team members that exploit the team and isolate them from
the benefits of future cooperation. In the next section, rather than explicitly isolate team
members, robots will use the trust model to determine which team members are not able to
reliably complete their patrolling tasks and use that information to decide when to assist a
neighbor.
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7.4 Applying Trust in Multi-Robot Patrolling
The multi-robot patrolling task is an example of a domain that is particularly sensitive
to reliability and performance of robots. For instance, a robot’s performance may dete-
riorate over time or a robot may not estimate tasks correctly. Robots that can identify
poorly performing team members as performance deteriorates, can dynamically adjust the
task assignment strategy. This section investigates the use of trust based approach for
determining when to decide which team members are no longer effective and to perform
task re-assignment. Experiments are performed using a team of eight indoor robots in a
patrolling task to demonstrate both centralized and decentralized approaches to task reas-
signment, and results demonstrate that approaches that include trust based performance
monitoring perform better than those that do not consider performance dimensions.
Robots can use observations of team member performance to build models of how well
others can be trusted to perform various tasks. These observations could occur during
online training or learning and through real world exploration. The multi-robot patrolling
domain in particular can have specific desiderata for reliability and security. Therefore it
is important for a team of robots to be able to dynamically adjust to the performance of
individual team members to maintain the expected operational capabilities. The patrol task
is described in more detail, in Section 4.3.1. Fully autonomous robot teams will require the
ability to evaluate performance of team members for multiple reasons: human operators
may not be able to manage large teams of robots in dynamic environments, robot teams
may form in an ad-hoc fashion, and the performance metrics may not always be human
observable.
The performance criterion considered in this section is again the refresh time, which is
the time gap between any two visits to the same location. The maximum refresh time reflects
the bounds on the effectiveness of a robot team in detecting events in the environment [112].
If a robot fails to perform its assigned tasks or visits locations too infrequently, this will
affect the performance of the team. To mitigate the performance issues with robots that are
determined to not be performing well, other robots may have to take on some of their patrol
locations, thereby decreasing the maximum refresh time. This section presents an approach
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for applying a trust model to the observation of robots in the patrolling task. This approach
can be used to more effectively perform patrol task allocation by reassigning those tasks
with the greatest refresh time to other team members using a bidding mechanism between
the better performing team members.
7.4.1 Approach
In these experiments, we consider an environment with clusters of nodes (rooms) separated
by long edges (hallways), such that it is better to partition the environment by placing a
robot in each room, rather than having them patrol in an evenly spaced cyclic route. The
patrol environment for the first set of experiments is shown in Figure 54. The properties of
this environment are discussed further in Section B.2. Graph partition approaches divide
the graph into subsets of nodes and assign these nodes to individual robots on the team.
Pasqualetti, et al. present optimality bounds for three major types of partition based patrol
graphs: cycles, trees, and chains, and remark that the selection of the roadmap may not be
unique for an environment and that the performance can vary based on the choice of the
graph structure [112]. For the purposes of this section, we convert a cyclic roadmap of the
environment into a chain partition, using the approximation algorithm described in [111].
Figure 54: The museum patrol environment, with the patrol graph partitioned optimally for 8
robots.
Performance Monitor
In this work, we assume that an external monitor is available to observe robot performance.
In practice, we allow for each robot to broadcast results messages when a node is visited,
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and assume that these are reported truthfully and also that the network reliably delivers
these messages.
Each robot in the patrol graph shown in Figure 54 can have 2-3 neighbors. We define
the set of neighbors for a robot, r, to be Nr and the set of immediate neighbor nodes to
be V rn . Regarding the features that describe the performance of the robot, the trust model
described below can incorporate multiple trust dimensions, using a mixture of weights for
each. Performance dimensions that may be considered as input to the trust model include
those related to sensors (probability of detection, tracking accuracy), actions (execution
time, distance, fuel consumed, trajectory accuracy) and deliberation (explicit cooperation,
correctness of plans generated, appropriate behavior selection, etc.).
In this section, we adopt the performance metric of maximum refresh time. That is, the
goal of the system is to minimize the maximum refresh time for all nodes in the multi-robot
patrol. When the refresh time of any robot’s assigned nodes exceeds a threshold on this
metric, we seek to re-assign some of that poorly performing team member’s nodes to others.
Each robot self reports node visits to the monitor which tracks the idle time for each node.
At each time step, the monitor can calculate the node with the maximum refresh time for
each robot. We set the amount of time in between performance monitoring periods to be
the expected maximum refresh time for the patrol partition.
The max refresh time for a robot is the maximum refresh time for all nodes assigned to
robot r. Let Irk be the set of the refresh times at the previous k node visits for a robot, r.
Let Irn denote the refresh time of a node visited by robot r and being the nth visit by r to
any node assigned to it. The running max refresh time, M rk = max(I
r
k..n), is the observed
maximum refresh time for a robot over the window (n, n− 1, . . . , n− k), where n > k > 0.
The leave-one-out running max refresh average is the average running max refresh time over
all other trusted robots, M
T−r
k . The threshold for the max refresh time, θMr , is defined as
the leave-one-out running max refresh average, plus ρ standard deviations (here, ρ = 3).
θMr = M
T−r
k + ρ ∗ σ; (20)
We define a patrol period as the expected amount of time to perform a patrol of the
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maximum partition plus a constant factor. This factor is included to capture the additional
time needed to navigate due to the non-holonomic motion of the robot and related to time
spent navigating around obstacles. At the end of each patrol period, the monitor checks
whether M rk > θmaxidle for each robot. In that case, a robot is considered to be performing
poorly and the trust model is updated with a negative observation.
In addition to the max refresh time, we can consider the metric of average refresh time.
The average node refresh time for a robot, Ark, is the average refresh time per node for a
robot in the last patrol period. The threshold for the average refresh time, θAr , is defined
as the average node refresh time for all trusted robots, plus ρ standard deviations.
θAr = A
T
k + ρ ∗ σ; (21)
7.4.2 Task Reassignment Methods
We considered two types of task reassignment methods, for the centralized and localized
task reassignment case. These approaches are described further below.
Central Observation and Assignment
In this approach, the centralized monitor records the node visit frequency for each robot
and updates the trust model with positive and negative performance observations when a
robot is within or exceeds the performance thresholds, respectively. This algorithm is shown
in Figure 55.
When a robot’s max refresh time is observed to exceed the threshold, and this is not
due to the robot assisting others, then the trust model is updated with a negative instance.
In the other case, we do not automatically update the trust model with a positive result
because the max refresh time could be low for a poor performer, if other robots have come
to assist it, but the average for the remaining nodes could still be high. In this case, we also
consider the average refresh time metric, and if it is below the threshold, the trust model
is then updated with a positive signal.
If a robot moves from the trusted set to the untrusted set, T → U , the central monitor
reassigns one of the nodes from the untrusted robot to a neighboring robot in T . Similarly,
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1: loop
2: Do Every P Seconds:
3: for all r : Robots do
4: if (M rk > θMr)and(r /∈ Assistors) then
5: UpdateTrustModel(r, β);
6: else





12: for all r : Robots do
13: if r ∈ T → r ∈ U then
14: g ← select ∈ T ∩Nr;
15: SendReassignTaskMessage(r, g);
16: end if





Figure 55: The Central Observation and Assignment pseudocode: the central monitor observes
node visits, updates the trust model and reassign tasks when a robot becomes untrusted.
if a robot moves from U → T , the central monitor returns all of its original tasks. Once
a robot assists another robot by taking a new node, it is added to the set of Assistors, so
that it will not have its trust score penalized for the resulting increased refresh time.
Local Observation and Assignment
In this approach, each robot locally cooperates, but without coordination. This algorithm
is shown in Figure 56. Here, each robot locally reports the performance observed for each
of their neighbors, by observing the visit frequencies of the nodes in neighboring partitions,
and sending positive and negative performance observations to the central trust authority
when the average running refresh time for a node, Avk, exceeds the expected max cycle
time. The expected max cycle time is defined as the expected time for a good performer
to complete a full cycle, times a factor to allow for a small amount of motion error. In
addition, robots periodically query the central trust authority to get the trust score for
their neighbors. From all of the untrusted neighboring robots, the robot will select the
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1: loop
2: Do Every P Seconds:
3: for all v : V rn do












Figure 56: The Local Observation and Assignment pseudocode: the local monitor on each robot
observes neighboring node refresh times, updates the central trust model and reassign neighbor
nodes to itself when a neighboring robot becomes untrusted.
most untrusted neighbor. If one is found, the robot will add the closest neighboring node
from the most untrusted neighbor to its own patrol list, and send the task reassign message
to the untrusted neighbor for that node. To prevent an assisting robot from itself becoming
untrusted, a robot sends a assisting neighbor message to the trust authority. Upon receipt
of this message, the trust authority enters an annotation to the trust record for that robot
which it uses to allow for decreased performance in the assisting robot.
7.4.3 Experimental Results
Robot Platform
A set of experiments was performed using the TurtleBot indoor mobile robot platform,
which is described in the Appendix section A.2. Each robot runs a custom Patrol behavior
which implements the graph chain partition algorithm, and repeatedly navigates to the
nodes in the robot’s patrol path. The experimental setup also includes a central monitor
node which listens for task completion messages and includes the performance monitoring
and task reassignment components. Robots communicated with the central monitor by
sending messages using UDP broadcast over the local wireless network.
In each experiment, one of the robots is explicitly marked as a poor performer. The
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performance for this type of robot is affected by randomly adjusting the maximum forward
velocity of the robot after each visit to a patrol node. The robots that perform normally have
a maximum speed of 0.25ms−1 and the maximum speed of the poor performer is determined
by sampling from a normal distribution with µ = 0.15ms−1 and σ = 0.10ms−1. This results
in increased max refresh times for the patrol nodes assigned to the poor performer.
Figure 57: Multiple TurtleBots are shown patrolling in the experimental environment, setup to
resemble an art museum with multiple rooms.
Patrol Graph
Each robot, r, was provided with a copy of the environmental map and patrol graph,
shown in Figure 24, as well as the ith graph partition assigned to the rth robot, which also
corresponded to a single room. This graph has properties that make it easy to analyze the
optimality for performing partitions. In the initial case, when it is assumed that all robots
are performing equally well, it is easy to see that the optimal partition for 8 robots is to
assign one robot to each room. In this environment, the partition approach results in better
performance than the cyclic approach when the edge between the rooms is long. Referring
again to Figure in Figure 24, this occurs when the length of the diagonal edge, h, is greater
than the corridor distance, l, between the clusters of nodes in each room.
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Experimental Setup
The experimental environment was designed to resemble an art museum with 8 equally
sized rooms, as shown in Figure 57. The environment was approximately 10m x 30m in
size. Upon startup, each robot began patrolling the nodes located in their partition. The
setup also consisted of a centralized monitor node that recorded the frequency of visits to
each node by robots. Upon completion of each node visit, robots broadcast a node visited
message, using a UDP network broadcast, and this was recorded by the monitor. These
messages were also available to the robots.
Two different types of experiments were performed, to compare the use of trust monitor-
ing with centralized and local observation and task assignment approaches. Each experiment
ran for over 30 minutes, with all 8 robots patrolling continuously during that time.
Results
In the centralized task assignment approach, robot 3 was explicitly set as a poor performer,
after several minutes of normal performance. The central monitor observed each robot’s
performance and updated the trust model with positve or negative observations, based on
the robot’s performance. The trust model scores for each robot in this experiment are
shown in Figure 58. It is worth noting that the trust score for robot 3 and also robot 6
dipped briefly during the experiment due to localization errors. However, the model allows
for noise tolerance, and the trust scores recovered when the robot’s localization recovered.
After the robot 3 was observed performing poorly, its trust score decreased until it
reached the low threshold (0.5) for trust and became untrusted. At this point, the central
monitor dynamically reassigned one of the poor performer’s tasks to the trusted robot
1, as shown in Figure 59. The robot trajectories during the experiment reflect this task
reassignment, with robot 1 picking up a patrol node from robot 3, as shown in Figure 60.
The refresh times for robot 3 and robot 1 are shown in Figure 61. The values for robot
1 are typical for all good performers. The refresh time for robot 1 increased after the task
reassignment, because of the additional time to cover the reassigned node. However, the
max refresh time across the team was improved as a result. We also plot the expected
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max refresh time. However, the actual max refresh time for the good performers is slightly
























Figure 58: The trust scores for each robot are plotted during the experiment. The trust score for
robot 3 decreases as the robot begins to perform poorly. The rest of the robot’s trust scores increase
monotonically, with the exception of robot 4, whose score briefly dips due to temporary localization
errors.
Figure 59: The tasks assignments are shown on the task monitor’s display. The centralized
approach reassigned a task from poorly performing robot 3 to the trusted, neighboring robot, 1.
In the local assignment approach, each robot reported the trust of their neighbors to the
central authority, which maintained the trust scores. Here, we again explicitly designated
robot 3 as a poor performer, this time from the beginning of the experiment. Over time,
this caused its trust score to drop below the threshold. Each of the 3 neighbors to robot 3
observed this and each took over a task, leaving robot 3 with only 1 node to patrol. The
neighbors each reassigned a task to themselves and sent a reassign task message to robot
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Figure 60: The trajectories of each of the robots are shown for the entire central trust strategy
experiment.




























Figure 61: Central Strategy: The refresh time for a good performer and a poor performer is shown
during the period before and after the initial task reassignment. The refresh time increases due to
the poor performer robot 3, but decreases after a task reassignment. Note that the refresh time
during a patrol cycle exceeds the expected max refresh time, due to the non-holonomic motion of
the robot.
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3. As shown in Figure 62, the experimental monitor updated the display to reflect the task
reassignment after receiving these messages, but it is not necessary to the experiment. The
robot trajectories during the experiment reflect this task reassignment, with robots 1, 5, and
2 picking up a patrol node from robot 3, as shown in Figure 63. An additional observation
was that robot 6 performed poorly, perhaps because there were additional obstacles in its
environment and this caused neighboring robots 4 and 7 to come over and assist it as well.
A photo from the viewpoint of Robot 1 is shown in Figure 64, reflecting robots 1 and 2 in
the partition of robot 3 to pick up tasks.
The refresh times for robot 3 and robot 1 are shown in Figure 65. The refresh time for
robot 3 drops to almost zero after it is left with only 1 node to cover. The max refresh time
for robot 1 (and the other assisting robots) are similar to those for the previous experiments,
in this case multiple robots are performing assistance. A benefit of this approach is that
multiple robots can affect the trust score, rather than relying on a centralized observer. A
possible extension would be to allow the trust reporting for a robot to be weighted by the
trust level of the robot reporting the score.
Figure 62: The three neighbors of the poorly performing robot 3 each pick up a task. Robot 6
also performed poorly due to localization errors and also had tasks picked up by its neighbors.
For both the central and local assignment approaches presented here, the use of a trust
model allows for more tolerance for noise in the system and for exploitation of performance
history. With a threshold only approach, a single noisy observation could cause a robot
to become untrusted, resulting in task reassignments. However, the use of a trust model
incorporates multiple observations and in the local case, can incorporate observations from
multiple observers.
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Figure 63: The trajectories of each of the robots are shown for the entire local trust strategy
experiment.
Figure 64: Multiple robots are shown patrolling the environment from the viewpoint of a camera
placed on robot 1. In this experiment, after robot 3 is observed performing poorly, its neighbors
each pick up one of robot 3’s tasks and send it a task reassignment message.
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Figure 65: Local Strategy: The refresh time for a good performer and a poor performer is shown
during the period before and after the initial task reassignment. The refresh time increases due to






























Figure 66: Results are shown from experiments performed in simulation in the museum world envi-
ronment. Each experiment was run five times, and the error bars represent one standard deviation.
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While both approaches result in an improved max refresh time, the central approach can
more efficiently allocate robots, but requires a central mechanism which may not always be
possible. On the other hand the local approach performed a decentralized task allocation
with no negotiation between robots or a central node, excluding the reassign task message.
However, this still required a central trust authority. In practice, the trust authority could
also be distributed or available as a subscription service to the robots with periodic updates,
but would not require the same communication bandwidth and state updates needed by a
centralized optimization.
It is also worth noting that the design of the environment may affect the ability for a
robot to assist a teammate, because there is a cost associated with traversing the corridor
between patrol partitions. If it is expected that robots will need to frequently assist each
other, it may be worthwhile to redesign the placement of the nodes and the size of the team
Finally, it might be useful to reallocate all tasks belonging to a poorly performing robot
and re-partition the tasks among the remaining (n− 1) robots if this would result in better
max refresh times. The use of a trust model can be used to handle situations where the
observation model can be noisy, because it takes multiple negative observations for a robot
to become untrusted. In addition, the model can be initialized with a priori information,
from past experiments or domain knowledge.
Experiments in Simulation
In this section, we present the results of experiments performed in simulation in two en-
vironments, the museum world and pod world. In each environment, several experiments
were performed in each environment using the same ROS behaviors that ran on the robots
and the same monitor and reputation authority.
The results from the simulations in the museum world are shown in Figure 66, with the
running max refresh time, MRk , shown for each of the strategies. The simulation results
are consistent with the experiments in the real environment. Both the central trust and
local trust strategies resulted in an improved max refresh time over the naive approach,
when a poor performer was present. In these experiments, the local trust approach used
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a coordination mechanism between neighboring robots to prevent multiple robots from
assisting the same poor performer. While the trust model approaches resulted in improved
max refresh times, there is still room for improvement. In both trust model cases, task
assignment approach only reassigned a single side node to a neighboring robot, reducing
the patrol distance from the poor performer by a distance of h, from 2d+2h to 2d+h, while
adding a distance of 2l to the assisting robot. Assignments from multiple neighboring nodes
could reduce the max refresh time further, but with an additional resource expenditure for
the assisting robots.
Addition experiment were performed in simulation, using the podworld environment,
shown in Figure 67. For ease of analysis in this environment, we set the number of robots
to be equal to the number of intersections or pods in the environment. This environment
was selected because each robot can have up to three neighbors, and this arrangement
illustrates neighbor coordination and communication aspects for multi-robot patrolling.
The properties of this environment are described further in section B.3. The results from
the simulations in the pod world are shown in Figure 68, with the running max refresh
time, MRk , shown for each of the strategies. The simulation results are consistent with
the experiments in the museum world environment. Both the central trust and local trust
strategies resulted in an improved max refresh time over the naive approach, when a poor
performer was present.
We also performed additional experiments in the pod world environment to further
highlight the communication and coordination overhead from using a centralized vs. dis-
tributed task allocation mechanism and also a centralized vs. distributed trust authority.
The characteristics of these different approaches are summarized in table 12. We assume
that the monitoring mechanism is not constrained for any of these approaches, and the
robots honestly self report task completion to the trust authority. Each experiment begins
with an optimal task allocation as shown in Figure 67.
In the centralized task allocation (CTA) with central trust authority (CA) approach, a
central coordination and optimization mechanism monitors the performance of each robot
and will optimally reassign tasks to a single neighbor of a poorly performing robot. This
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Figure 68: Results are shown from experiments performed in simulation in the pod world environ-
ment. Each experiment was run five times, and the error bars represent one standard deviation.
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Table 12: Comparison of the trust model approaches for central and distributed task allocation
(CTA vs. DTA) and trust authority (CA vs DA).
Trust Model Strategy Comms Overhead Optimal Complete
CTA, CA full comms high X X
DTA, CA
trust only med - -
coordination med - -
annotations med X X
DTA, DA
no coordination low - -
coordination med - -
annotations med - X
verification med+ X X
approach has a higher communications overhead, as the central node must have the ability
to communicate with each of the robots in the environment. The central monitor is able to
perform an optimal allocation of task and can ensure that the allocation is complete in that
tasks are not over-allocated to multiple robots. Each robot starts with an optimal partition
and responds to messages from the central monitor to accept new tasks or to remove tasks.
In the distributed task allocation (DTA) with central trust authority (CA) approach, the
robots can locally decide to assist neighbors based on their observations and the centralized
trust model. The robots can query the trust model to determine whether a neighbor is
trusted. If a neighbor becomes untrusted, the robot selects the closest neighboring node
and adds that node to its own patrol list and sends a message to the untrusted neighbor
that it is taking that task (although the neighbor may choose to not remove that task from
their list.)
In the distributed task allocation (DTA) with distributed trust authority (DA) approach,
the robots can locally decide to assist neighbors based on their observations and local trust
models. The robots begin with an initial optimal partition and monitor the task completion
of their neighbors and build a trust model for each neighbor. Here again, if a neighbor
becomes untrusted, the robot selects the closest neighboring node and adds that node to its
own patrol list and sends a message to the untrusted neighbor that it is taking that task.
The distributed task allocation approaches have lower communication overhead because
a central node is not needed to perform task allocation and optimization. However, the
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DTA,CA approach requires periodic queries or updates from a centralized trust authority.
The distributed allocation approach also has the tradeoff that multiple robots may assist a
poorly performing neighbor when only one is required, as shown in Figure 69(a), if there is
no coordination between neighbors. If a coordination mechanism is used, then with more
communications overhead, a single robot at a time can be used to pick up tasks from an
untrusted neighbor, preventing assignment of multiple robots to the same task, as shown
in Figure 69(b).
When an assisting robot picks up tasks from untrusted neighbors, it will require addi-
tional time to visit all of the nodes in its list. Without further coordination with neighbors,
it might be viewed as a poor performer because the neighbors may not be aware that it is
assisting a team member. This results in the problem of cascading task re-assignment, as
shown in Figure 70(a). With the use of trust annotations, the assisting robots broadcasts
to its neighbors an annotation that the robot is assisting a neighbor and that its trust
model should not be penalized by a trust authority. When an exterior node notices poor
performance by the assisting robot, it is not penalized because it now has knowledge of the
assistance, as shown in Figure 70(b).
The annotation mechanism has thus far assumed honest reporting of annotations to
the trust authority that the robot is providing assistance to a neighbor and should not be
penalized. The trust values over time for this approach are shown in Figure 71. In the
first experiment, a dishonest robot reports that it is assisting a neighbor and starts out
doing so, but after a defection phase begins, it only does so with small probability. The
reputation authority without verification does not penalize the dishonest assisting robot.
In the second experiment, when verification is added, the reputation authority queries the
monitor to determine if the assisting robot is regularly providing assistance as reported in
the annotation. When the reputation authority (on each robot) discovers that the assisting




The experimental results using the robot team showed that a monitoring approach with trust
modeling can be effective for detecting poorly-performing team members. The centralized
assignment approach has the advantage of being able to optimally reallocate tasks; however,
it may not always be possible or desirable to use a central task allocation, based on mission
requirements. A distributed approach to task allocation and trust modeling can also be used,
however, this could result in multiple neighbors assisting the same robot, and cascading
assistance from neighbors, unless coordination and trust annotations are used.
Additional experiments in simulation using a local trust model and local reassignment
showed that with more coordination between robots a local reassignment can be used with-
out over subscribing the assisting robots. In practice, the decision for where to place the
trust authority and task reassignment mechanism is dependent on several factors of the
environment, including communication, the state model, the trust monitoring approach
to observation and task reassignment approach. Regarding the tradeoff between a central
assignment strategy and a fully local strategy, we suggest that a hybrid approach could
combine the local approach with local negotiation, using coordination between neighbors.
This section presented a method for recognizing which robots are performing poorly in
a multi-robot patrolling task, along with robot and simulation based experimental results
using this approach. The results showed that a monitoring approach with trust modeling
can be effective for detecting poorly-performing team members. In addition, a task reas-
signment mechanism can be effective for more efficiently re-assigning patrol tasks, when
compared to the naive approach which doesn’t monitor individual robot performance or
adjust task assignments. This may prove useful in situations in which multi-robot teams
are dynamically formed or when not all team members are likely to perform effectively over
time.
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(a) Multiple interior neighbors assist robot 0.
(b) Local Trust with Neighbor Coordination.
Figure 69: Local Trust without coordination. (a) The local trust model strategy with no neighbor
coordination results in suboptimal allocation of interior robots to assist the poor performer. (b) The




(b) Local Trust with Coordination and Annotations.
Figure 70: Local trust with annotations. (a) An interior node assisting an untreated neighbor can
result in cascading assistance by exterior neighbors. (b) With trust annotations, the exterior node















Robot 0 Trust -> Robot 1
Robot 7 Trust -> Robot 1















Robot 0 Trust -> Robot 1
Robot 7 Trust -> Robot 1
Robot 8 Trust -> Robot 1
(b) With Verification
Figure 71: Local trust with annotation verification. The trust scores are shown for robot 1, from
each neighbor of robot 1. (a) Robot 1 falsely claims to be assisting a neighbor and is given additional
time for task completion, resulting in improved trust scores. (b) With trust annotation verification,
the trust score for robot 1 decreases after detecting that assistance was not performed.
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CHAPTER VIII
A RECIPE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
TRUST FRAMEWORK ON MULTI-ROBOT TEAMS
In previous chapters, we have considered methods for adjusting task assignment and team
formation strategies based on performance, methods for monitoring performance and mod-
eling trust, and experiments which applied the trust framework in multiple experimental
domains. In this chapter, we review the important considerations for applying a trust frame-
work to a multi-robot team and present the practical steps for implementing this framework
in a new domain. Our objective is that robot system designers can adopt this methodology
to apply this framework in other real world environments. The following aspects must be
taken into account.
1. Consider the performance metrics for the robot action space.
2. Determine where to locate the reputation authority.
3. Interpret trust and adjust the control strategy.
These steps are presented graphically in a conceptual flow diagram, shown in Figure
72. The robot actions will result in a set of observable actions, corresponding to control
data generated by the robot. A monitoring process will collect the set of actions and apply
performance metrics to determine positive and negative observations that are relevant to
trust dimensions. These observations are used to update trust models, which can be housed
centrally, distributed or locally in a reputation authority. The reputation authority provides
a value for trust for robot teammates which the control strategy can reason over and use
to inform task allocation, team formation and incentive strategies as part of the robot
controller.
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Figure 72: The conceptual flow diagram for implementing the trust framework.
8.1 Steps for Implementing the Trust Framework
8.1.1 Consider the Performance Metrics for the Robot Action Space
The first step is to consider the performance metrics for the robot action space that are
relevant to the mission and environment. Here, the system designer should consider which
dimensions of performance are important to characterize the correct actions or behaviors
for individual robot team members. If we were given perfectly observable robots, we could
monitor and capture all of the actions over time for each robot. However, this data set
would be quickly become large, and unmanageable. Therefore, we require an approach
for monitoring the salient performance dimensions, applying a performance metric to these
dimensions and generating a set of discrete observations that can be used to inform a trust
model.
Determine the Appropriate Metrics
Perhaps the most important part of this step is to consider the appropriate performance
metrics that can be used to combine the observable control actions into a measure of per-
formance. In the performance view, a robot that is not within the defined threshold for
the metric is exceeding the performance bounds. It is important to consider metrics that
can be evaluated by the monitoring approach. This implies that there is some observable
characteristic of the system that can be measured.
The performance metric should include one or more thresholds that could be used to
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determine when a robot’s process is out of control. In this dissertation, we applied control
charts from Section 5.4 as a tool to determine the performance thresholds in relation to
team mates. However, the thresholds could be statically defined (consider a threshold on
probability of detection.) It is also reasonable to consider metrics in terms of fault tolerance
[69].
In the game theoretic view, to exceed the metric is to defect against a partner in a two
player game. Therefore, it is possible for the metric to be action based, and dependent on
the actions of multiple robots. In addition, if the state is hidden then an estimate mechanism
can be applied to discover the hidden state, such as in [97] to discover a behavioral state.
Several example trust dimensions are presented in Table 9. In Section 6.3 the dimension
was sensor quality (probability of detection), in Section 7.3 we considered participation as
the trust dimension, and in Section 7.4 the performance dimension of max refresh time was
applied to the multi-robot patrolling domain.
If there are multiple trust dimensions, then each dimension can be represented using a
separate trust model, as described in Section 6.1.3. Each model’s trust value can be consid-
ered independently, and an overall trust score can be calculated using a linear combination
for the trust value, τ , and the confidence value, γ. Alternatively, the Dirichlet distribution
can be used if there is a strong correlation between trust dimensions.
Consider the Monitoring Approach
The monitor will be used to collect performance observations and send them to the repu-
tation authority. The monitor should be able to collect the observations that are necessary
for analysis using the performance metric. A generalized summary of various approaches to
monitoring are shown in Table 13 below. Note that the monitoring characteristics are gen-
eral and may vary depending on the mission requirements and environment. For instance
in remote environments, it may be difficult to place sensors or human observers throughout
the environment and therefore it may become necessary to rely on the robot team mates
to monitor each other. Similarly, in Section 6.3 we presented experiments using a single,
trusted UAV with known sensor characteristics, that was used to selectively monitor its
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team mates to collect observations.
Table 13: Comparing General Characteristics of Monitoring Approaches
Observations Dynamic Environment? Large, Remote Environment? Cost Structure
Self Reporting assumed honest yes yes minimal
Human Observation subjective yes no low
Robot Observation objective yes yes medium
Sensor Network (i.e. cameras) objective no no high initial
Positive and Negative Observations
Recall from Section 6.1, the probability of trust is modeled as a beta distribution where






Therefore, the system designer should consider how an observed violation of the metric
should affect the trust score. The observation should also be amenable to a binary repre-
sentation. If positive and negative observations are equally likely, then we can weight α and
β equally. It is also important to consider how often the positive observations are counted.
While it might be straightforward to determine a negative observation (i.e. a robot did
not complete a task, or performance exceeded a threshold), a positive observation might
not be as clearly defined. Yet, it is important to have a series of positive observations to
increase the trust score and trust confidence values for robots that are performing well.
In the participation dimensions, robots were credited positively when they participated in
task allocations. In task completion scenarios, robots might be rewarded for task comple-
tion. Depending on the problem domain, the system designer may wish to weigh positive
observations more or less than negative observations.
Dealing with Environmental Variation
In some environments, poor performance of a robot may be due to environmental variation,
rather than performance variation. For example, muddy patches on a path might cause
wheel slippage, or the presence of obstacles could slow a robot down. In these cases, we
would like to allow for environmental variation in the performance expectation for tasks
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located in those areas. If an environment is likely to have such variation, an initial period
could be used to test robots in different areas of the environment before adjusting the trust
model. One approach to detect environmental variation is to periodically move robots to
different robots of the environment and then perform statistical analysis of the results to
determine if particular areas are difficult for multiple robots. Another approach is to use a
known well performing robot to survey different sections of the environment. For example,
in Section 6.3, a UAV with a known good sensor performed verification of targets in the
environment that were sensed by others.
8.1.2 Determine Where to Locate the Reputation Authority
For the next step, it is important to consider where the trust model is housed, and how
the reputation information is shared with other team members. This architecture will be
dependent on the communications capabilities of the multi-robot system. If the robots are
able to communicate effectively across the entire environment, having persistent communi-
cation links, then it is reasonable to consider housing the reputation authority in a central
location. This may be possible in smaller environments or in those without communication
constraints. This is the simplest approach, in that all robots can simply provide updates
to the centrally housed reputation authority and receive updates. The centrally housed
reputation authority will have the most accurate information, but robots will have to query
it or wait for periodic updates.
In the distributed case, each robot can locally maintain a reputation authority and
keep it updated based on local observations of teammates. As the robot encounters other
trusted teammates, it can share its direct positive and negative interactions as reputation
information. This approach allows for fast querying of the reputation authority, because
it is locally housed, but it takes more resources and time to keep each repository updated
with the latest information.
In the local case, each robot maintains a trust model based on direct observations,
but does not share reputation information with neighbors. Therefore, each robot needs
to directly experience interactions with each teammate and does not benefit from indirect
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observations via reputation information. In this case, the repository does not have complete
information.
In a hybrid approach, each robot maintains the local reputation authority but also
sends updates to a central node when a communication link can be established. For ex-
ample, consider robots that are operating in a real world environment and communicating
over a cellular network. When the robots are not within range of a cell tower, they can
maintain their local trust authority until they can connect to a nearby tower and send the
updates to the central trust authority. Because the towers are all networked, the central
authority can consist of a single repository. As the time in between updates decreases, this
solution converges to the centrally located, full communications case. These approaches are
summarized below.
Central Location - with a centrally located reputation authority, the robots in the system
have relatively persistent communications capabilities and can communicate through-
out the environment.
Distributed - with a distributed reputation authority, each robot maintains a local repu-
tation authority and sends out updates to neighbors that are within communication
range.
Local - with the local approach, each robot maintains a local reputation authority and
does not share information with neighbors.
Hybrid - with the hybrid approach, each robot maintains a local reputation authority
as in the distributed case, but periodically sends updates to the central reputation
authority when it is within range or able to establish a communications link.
The placement of the reputation authority and the mechanism for incorporating indirect
observations and direct observations into a single trust model is discussed in more detail in
section 6.1.
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8.1.3 Interpret Trust and Adjust the Control Strategy
The last step is to consider how to interpret the trust model and apply it to the control
strategy for a multi-robot team. As part of this, we may wish to incorporate prior robot
performance knowledge into the model.
Apply Prior Knowledge
The use of a probabilistic trust model also allows the ability to incorporate prior knowledge
into the system. For instance reliability information about robots from a particular agency
or from a particular manufacturer could be used. In addition, observation histories from
past interactions could also be used to inform the model for interaction in new scenarios
and environments. Each trust dimension could be initialized using the α and β histories to
generate the initial trust model.
The trust experiments in this dissertation assume that there was no prior information
available about the trust dimensions for the individual robots. In this case, we initialized
α = β = 1. This is a special case of the beta distribution, which results in a uniform
distribution over all of the values for the trust probability, τ , see Figure 73. The confidence,
γ in this model is low, because of the low number of observations. When we obtain more
observations, but we still have α = β, the density will remain symmetric about 0.5, but
with more of the distribution weighted in that region, resulting in an increased γ for this
distribution. When α > β, the distribution becomes skewed to the right and τ increases.
Conversely, τ decreases when β < α.
If we have an prior expectation for how a particular model of robot or a specific robot
instance might perform, then we can initialize α and β to reflect the initial performance
distribution and confidence levels. In this case, it would require more observations to
significantly shift the value for τ and similarly, would prevent a series of noisy observations
for shifting the model significantly.
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α = β = 1, τ=0.5, γ=0.2
α = β = 4, τ=0.5, γ=0.42
α = 20, β = 4, τ=0.83, γ=0.86
Figure 73: Initializing the Beta Trust Model. To initialize the model with no prior information,
we set α = β = 1, resulting in the uniform distribution, with low confidence, γ. If we have prior
information, we can initialize the distribution by setting α and β to achieve the desired initial
distribution and confidence.
Interpret the Trust Model
A this point we can consider how to interpret the trust model. This raises the following two
questions: 1) How should we use the model to determine when a robot is untrusted?, and
2) How should we treat a robot that is untrusted? To answer the first question requires a
subjective interpretation of the trust model. The answer to the second question is dependent
on the mission requirements and the dynamic nature of the environment.
First, we consider how to interpret the trust model to determine whether a robot can
be trusted. The trust value, τ has a clear interpretation related to trust: it is the belief
in the probability of another robot successfully performing in the trust dimension. To
consider this belief as a binary decision, whether a robot is trusted, untrusted, we must
define a sufficient probability condition for trust in that dimension. To do so, we define two
thresholds for each trust dimension: θτ , the value above which a robot is trusted based on
the trust value, τ , and θγ , the threshold for which we have sufficient confidence in the belief,
based on the confidence value, γ. These thresholds should be set by the system designer,
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as the appropriate value may be affected by the amount of variation in the system and
environment.
Therefore, after performing a series of observations, the decision to trust by checking
whether a robot is trusted or untrusted with sufficient confidence, as shown in Algorithm
11, CanTrust. This represents an optimistic view, wherein all robots begin in a trusted
state, until after a series of observations they become untrusted with sufficient confidence.
Another approach is to consider all robots as being initially untrusted. Depending on the
mission requirements, it might also be reasonable to consider three states trusted, untrusted,
unknown and to introduce a lower threshold value on the trust score.
1: CanTrust← True;




The system designer should also consider whether the trust model should allow for for-
giveness, which allows for a robot to become trusted again after a period of being untrusted.
In some cases, a robot may be repaired externally or may respond to incentives and adjust
its behavior. To allow for forgiveness, the trust model can provide positive observations for
an untrusted robots, when the robot is performing well based on the unit performance of the
tasks that it still has assigned to it. For instance, in the patrolling experiments in Section
7.4.2, the trust model for an untrusted robot can be updated with positive observations if
it begins to perform well. Once it becomes trusted again, it can be given more tasks.
Another possible interpretation for the trust model is to select the best performers for
inclusion on a team, after a period of observation. If a task requires fewer robots than the
number available, then for a given trust dimension, the top n robots could be selected using
the trust model for each, by selecting those with the highest n trust values above a given
confidence threshold.
This brings us to the second question, which determines how to deal with a robot that
is determined to be untrusted. We have presented two basic approaches in this dissertation:
1) Evolve the control strategies for the team by changing the task allocation or expectation,
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or 2) Adjust the formation of the team, by removing a team member. We discuss each
option below. In both cases, we can apply the use of incentives to encourage cooperation.
Evolve the Task Allocation Strategy
In some domains, it may be desirable to keep the team intact, and modify the task allocation
or control strategy to assist poor performing team members or to only assign them lower
priority tasks. This may be desirable when the team is more static in nature, when poorly
performing robots might still be useful, or when the robots can not easily be replaced. We
performed experiments that adjusted the task allocation strategy based on the trust model
in Section 7.4. Other experiments considered mechanisms for altering the task allocation
strategy using an expected utility formulation (Section 4.1), task estimation (Section 4.2),
and bucket brigades (Section 4.3). The expected utility formulation allows for a mixing
of performance characteristics, using an expectation of utility. This allows for less reliable
robots to still participate on the team, when there are lower cost (or lower priority) tasks
available for them to perform. In these situations, rather than a robot being completely
remove from the team, they can still be utilized on tasks that have lower cost or importance.
Adjust the Team Formation
In other situations, if a robot team mate becomes untrusted, we may desire to remove them
from the team. If there are benefits to cooperation, then removing them from the team will
serve as a form of punishment for the non-cooperative or poorly performing team member,
while serving to protect the rest of the team from the unreliable partners. We demonstrated
examples of using the trust model to perform team formation in Sections 7.1 and 7.2.
This may be a good option in situations where the entire team is not needed to perform
a task, or when the formation of the team is dynamic in nature, and new robots can be
added or robots might be repaired and replaced.
Apply Incentives
Incentives can serve as an enforcement mechanism for robots that do not cooperate effec-
tively or perform as expected. With robots that fully cooperate or perform as expected, the
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use of incentives may not be necessary. However, on dynamically formed teams, they can be
useful to encourage desired behavior, as described in Sections 3.4 and 7.1. In game theoretic
approaches, agents can punish other agents that defect against them by not cooperating.
In repeated play, agents can do well by following tit-for-tat strategies to encourage cooper-
ation. On multi-robot teams, the meaning of defect can be more subtle. In addition, the
presence of noisy observation mechanisms could result in a breakdown of cooperation. In
this research, we have presented the use of a trust model as a mechanism to determine which
robots are trustworthy and to use that to inform team formation strategies. For robots that
become untrusted, removing them from the team or reassigning tasks may provide sufficient
incentives for them to cooperate in the future. Therefore, the use of a reputation authority
also provides benefits as an incentive mechanism.
8.2 Summary
This chapter provided a review of the trust framework applied to multi-robot teams, and
a step by step approach for applying this framework to new domains. The system designer
should consider the performance metrics that can be applied to observable control data
and used to generate observations for a trust model which forms the basis for a reputation
authority. The trust model is then used to inform the robot control strategy for performing
task allocation, dynamic team formation, and applying incentives. In the next chapter, we
summarize our results and review the contributions of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION AND FINAL WORDS
In this dissertation, we have introduced a framework for building models of trust on multi-
robot teams and for using the resulting models to perform dynamic team formation, and
to inform task allocation mechanisms. In this closing chapter, we review the contributions
made by the dissertation, discuss how these contributions address the research questions
presented in Chapter 1, and outline related areas for future research.
9.1 Contributions
There are several contributions that have resulted from this dissertation. They include:
• Algorithms and methods for learning and applying performance character-
istics of individual robots to task allocation (Chapter 4). We demonstrated
that task allocation mechanisms can incorporate robot sensor characteristics (Sec-
tion 4.1). We have conducted an experiment in simulation with robots having three
different sensor characteristics, and applied an expected utility formulation to the
task allocation mechanism. We have shown that considering individual sensor char-
acteristics on a robot team can result in better detection performance than if sensors
performance is not considered. We have also shown that even robots having poor
sensor detection rates can still be useful if the tasks to be performed by the poorly
performing sensor are low cost, even if this results in multiple sensor tasks by different
robots to achieve the desired result. In addition, we demonstrated an approach for
learning which robot team members accurately estimate costs for task allocation (Sec-
tion 4.2). We also presented the bucket brigade algorithm, for robots with different
known performance characteristics to dynamically adjust the task allocation approach
in a multi-robot patrolling domain (Section 4.3).
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• Algorithms and methods for robots to monitor performance of team mem-
bers (Chapter 5). We presented an approach based on statistical methods from
operations research for detecting when a robot was performing poorly on a task in
relation to its team members (Section 5.4). We also demonstrated this approach us-
ing a central monitor for observing robot performance in a multi-robot patrolling task
(Section 5.5).
• A framework for modeling trust of robot team members (Chapter 6). We
presented an approach for modeling multiple dimensions of trust for individual robots,
based on observation histories. We included mechanisms for sharing reputation with
other team members. We also demonstrated this approach using a team of UAVs
performing a patrolling task, with a single UAV performing observation and trust
modeling (Section 6.3).
• Demonstrations that using the trust model can improve performance on
multi-robot teams in the patrolling task (Chapter 7). We presented game-
theoretic foundation for the application of the trust model and demonstrated that the
use of a trust model can help to sustain cooperation on multi-robot teams (Sections
7.1, 7.2 and 7.3). We also demonstrated the use of the trust model on a team of eight
robots performing a multi-robot patrolling task, and showed that the use of the trust
model allowed for the robot team to dynamically reallocate tasks away from poorly
performing robots (Section 7.4).
9.2 Research Questions Revisited
How should the heterogeneous characteristics of each team member be included
into the task assignment approach? We have developed different approaches for
including various robot performance characteristics, including sensor characteristics (Section
4.1), cost estimates (Section 4.2) and patrol performance (Section 4.3), into task assignment
approaches. In each case, we demonstrated that accounting for these characteristics can
result in better performance than a naive approach.
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How can incentives be used to enable rational team members to cooper-
ate? In tasks where robots can benefit from cooperation, we applied results from Game
Theory, to show that trust and reputation can be used as part of an incentive based frame-
work to enforce cooperation (Section 7.1). When robots are uniquely identifiable, repeated
interactions occur, punishment options are available and a shared reputation mechanism
exists, cooperation by individual robots will result in a higher utility than non cooperative
behaviors.
How can team members use trust and reputation as a basis for selecting
a cooperation and team formation strategy? We applied the incentive results
above to an auction based framework for task allocation and demonstrated that when robot
freeloaders exist, incentive mechanisms can be used to punish freeloaders by removing them
from the team (Section 7.3).
How can a team member monitor performance of other team members in
an online fashion to update the models for trust and reputation? We presented
an approach to monitoring robot performance using statistical methods from operations
research (Chapter 5). We applied this approach in a demonstration of centralized moni-
toring (Section 7.4) and local monitoring (Section 6.3) as well as to approaches for sharing
reputation information across team members (Section 7.4).
How should the heterogeneous characteristics of each team member be
included into the task assignment approach? We demonstrated that task allocation
mechanisms can incorporate robot sensor characteristics (Section 4.1). In addition, we
demonstrated an approach for learning which robot team members accurately estimate
costs for task allocation (Section 4.2). We also presented the bucket brigade algorithm,
for robots with different known performance characteristics to dynamically adjust the task
allocation approach in a multi-robot patrolling domain (Section 4.3).
Primary Research Question
How can trust and reputation in dynamically formed, heterogeneous, multi-
robot teams be used to improve task performance? We have considered cooperation
not only in relation to the intent of a robot to work with others, but also as an effect of
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performance. For robots to cooperate with others to complete tasks, they must be able to
complete the tasks at a performance level that is consistent with expectations. Therefore,
if a robot is found to be a poor performer, then it is not able to cooperate effectively and
should not be trusted. We have presented a framework for trust and reputation to model
the performance and cooperation of robot team members and to share these models with
other team members. Robots that use this framework can deliberate over the models to
adjust the mechanism for interacting with poorly performing team members. We have
demonstrated that robots that isolate non-cooperative robots from future interaction can
perform task assignment more effectively than when this framework is not applied (Section
5.5). In addition, we have also demonstrated that robots can also improve the performance
in the patrolling domain by providing assistance to poorly performing team members when
poor performers are present (Section 7.4).
9.3 Open Questions
We now present future areas for research, related to the research questions above and
motivated by the work presented in this dissertation. Interesting areas include the ability
to form initial impressions about potential partners, to recruit human partners on a robot
team and to deliberate over agency level trust.
9.3.1 Pre-communicative Impressions
For much of this dissertation, we have considered domains in which the robots have been
initialized with a set of potential partners, a behavioral domain and a communication mech-
anism, and can dynamically adjust their partner selection and interaction strategies after
a set of initial interactions or observations. It would be interesting to remove these initial
conditions and investigate mechanisms in which robots can form initial impressions about
team members before interaction or communication occurs. A key aspect of this direction
is that robots would seek to discover behavioral capabilities, rather than interact in pre-
defined behavioral spaces. For example, in a search and rescue domain, several federate,
heterogeneous robots may operate simultaneously in a large disaster area, without prior
knowledge of each other’s existence, ownership or capabilities. Through observation alone,
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robots can learn about behavioral diversity [9] and predict behavioral states [98]. In this
approach, prior to interaction or communication, robots could observe each other’s behav-
iors and build models of capabilities and intent. After a period of observation, a subset
of the observed robots could be selected for interaction and partner selection by querying
the relationship graph, similar to the recent work on forming synergistic teams [78]. This
information could be used to inform the trust model used to perform interaction in this dis-
sertation, as well as to define the trust dimensions, aligned with the role based capabilities
of the observed robots.
9.3.2 Recruiting Human Partners
While this dissertation has presented approaches for performing partner selection on multi-
robot teams, we have not considered a separate mechanism for including human partners
and teams as part of the team formation process. In one example application, there is
active interest and research in using UAVs as part of a manned/unmanned team and to
allow unmanned aircraft to integrate with human piloted aircraft [47].
Robots that can learn which situations require trust can be used as part of a general
social framework and for learning stereotypes of human capabilities [161]. For instance, a
robot may learn the capabilities and characteristics of humans in particular roles, such as
that of a fire-fighter, policeman or surgeon, and use these stereotypes to deliberate about
cooperative human-robot interactions.
An interesting direction for this work would be to extend the human trust framework
to investigate the ability for mixed heterogeneous robot-human teams, wherein robots can
recruit trusted human partners who fulfill a particular role.
9.3.3 Agency Level Trust Models
Similar to stereotype based approaches, an agency level trust model would reason about
higher level categories of robots, as opposed to building trust models at an individual
level. An agency based model would consider the manufacturer of the robot as well as
the individual sensors and actuators, the organization that owns the robot, and other gen-
eral characteristics such as the socio-political environment in which the robot is operating.
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Agency level information could be used to generate a priori information for use in trust
models as well as to relate individual robot capabilities. This information could also be
based on stereotypes of robot capabilities, similar to the trust stereotypes for human in-
teraction [161]. For instance, a particular robot model from a known manufacturer may
be capable of performing very specific tasks, and this information could be included into a
robot’s domain knowledge. In other, more dynamic situations, the country or organization
of ownership could be used to inform the trust model of the likelihood that a robot would
be cooperative or competitive.
9.4 Final Words
Future robot systems will need capabilities to dynamically form themselves into cooperative
teams without being explicitly programmed and designed to do so. While there is a rich
body of work on trust in multi-agent systems, the application of trust to multi-robot teams
presents additional challenges. In addition, traditional research into multi-robot teams does
not fully address the problem of allowing for team structures to be dynamically formed and
to evolve based on trust and incentives. As robots become more autonomous and actively
deployed in real world environments, it will also become more difficult to manage agency
relations. It may not be possible to centrally manage large teams of robots or to statically
create partnership agreements. Therefore, these robots will need to learn to dynamically
form partnerships with trusted peers. To do so, they will observe online the characteristics
of their peers to build models of trust and reputation, and deliberate over those models.
This dissertation presented an approach for monitoring robot peers and applying trust
models to decide which peers are suitable for cooperation, as well as to provide incentives
for cooperation. In addition, multiple dimensions of trust can be modeled with robots that
perform well at one task perhaps performing poorly on others. These models can be used to
inform future interactions and task allocation strategies, as well as to isolate non-cooperative




A.1 MASON Multi-Agent Simulator
The MASON multi-agent simulator [80] was used to perform experiments with several sim-
ulated robots operating in a simulated environment. MASON is a discrete-event simulation
engine that allows for rapid prototyping of agent behaviors. MASON simulations can be run
with a GUI, as shown in Figure 74, or in batch mode which allows for very large numbers
of experiments.
This tool is used to perform experiments in multi-agent cooperation, without regard to
individual robot dynamics. In the simulations, each robot is represented as a point object
and the vehicle dynamics are very simple. Rather, the focus is on the high-level interactions
between agents and on cooperation and incentive algorithms. Also, each robot can have a
simulated communications range, as shown in Figure 74.
A.2 Turtlebot Mobile Robot Platform
The Turtlebot indoor mobile robot platform, shown in Figure 75 was also used to perform
several experiments. The Turtlebot is an open robot platform, using the Create develop-
ment platform from iRobot Corporation as a base. The base platform includes a bumper
sensor and a single axis gyroscope. The turtlebot carries a netbook laptop that contains an
Intel R© Atom
TM
processor and runs the Linux operating system and the open-source ROS
(Robot Operating System) libraries [127]. The laptop is used to send control commands to
the Create base platform through the serial port connection, as well as to perform sensor
processing and run autonomous behaviors. The ROS libraries include basic components for
inter-process communication, logging, visualization, and simulation; as well as higher level
components for performing simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), navigation and
obstacle avoidance.
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Figure 74: The Mason multi-agent simulator was used to perform experiments of multiple agents
performing distributed task assignment. In this figure, Multiple UAVs with limited communications
range are shown in a simulation of low-fidelity multi-agent auctions.
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Figure 75: The Turtlebot experimental platform.
The Turtlebot platform also includes a Kinect sensor, which can be used to generate
three-dimensional point clouds. The sensor includes an infrared laser projector and cor-
responding infrared camera which are used to generate range data of the scene for indoor
distances up to 6 meters. In addition, the sensor includes an RGB camera. The ROS
framework also includes an open source library for interfacing with the Kinect sensor.
To support multi-agent communication, the Turtlebots also include an XBee radio for
robot-to-robot communications. The XBee radios support dynamic mesh networks and are
used by the robots to exchange negotiation and status messages.
The ROS libraries and autonomous behaviors can also be tested experimentally in the
ROS Stage simulation [160] environment, shown in Figure 77.
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Figure 76: Multiple Turtlebots are shown patrolling in an imitation art museum.
A.3 UAV Platform Simulation
The multi-UAV simulation based experiments are motivated by GTRI’s Collaborative UAV
research platform, [121]. The UAV platform leverages off-the-shelf, readily available compo-
nents, and is based on a quarter-scale Piper Cub airframe with a base model Piccolo avionics
and autopilot system from Cloud Cap Technology [158]. The airframe has a wingspan of
104 inches, and carries a mission computer and sensor payloads, see Figure 78(a). The au-
tonomous behaviors that implement the navigation commands, and autonomous behaviors
(such as auction based negotiation, shadowing control and trust monitoring) are imple-
mented using the open-source Robot Operating System (ROS) architecture [127]. The
ROS libraries also include libraries for performing inter-process messaging.
The platform can also be tested in high-fidelity simulations, as shown in the simula-
tion architecture diagram in Figure 78(b). The flight dynamics of each UAV are simulated
using the software in the loop (SIL) capabilities of the autopilot. In addition the auction
algorithms that run on the mission computer are executed within a separate Linux virtual
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Figure 77: The same autonomous behaviors that run on the real Turtlebots can be tested in
simulation. Multiple Turtlebots are shown patrolling in the ROS Stage simulation environment.
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machine (VM) for each aircraft to be simulated. Messages are sent to the FalconViewTMmap
display using simulated radio messages. Vehicle positions and assigned waypoints are dis-
played over the FalconViewTMmap as shown in Figure 53. In addition, the UAVs in simu-
lated flight are displayed in the MetaVRTMvisualization as shown in Figure 79.
In simulation experiments, the platform’s autopilot control laws can be simulated using
software in the loop (SIL) or hardware in the loop (HIL) capabilities, and the autonomous
behaviors can be executed on the mission computer hardware or using virtual machines.
The SIL simulation allows for the autonomous behaviors to interact with a simulated au-
topilot system. In a SIL simulation, the autopilot system’s control laws are implemented in
a software executable, provided by the manufacturer, and the simulated autopilot is stimu-
lated with environmental input and the motion model of the simulated aircraft. With this
architecture, the same autonomous behaviors that were used in simulation experiments can














Figure 78: The UAV Simulation Architecture. (a) The UAV platform carries an autonomy payload,
consisting of the autopilot and mission computer. (b) The architecture can support the autonomous
behaviors in real flight or simulation.
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B.1 GTRI Office World
The GTRI office world environment is show in Figure 80. This map was generated using
the ROS gmapping software running on a Turtlebot as it was manually driven around the
office space at the GTRI headquarters building. A Voroni graph was then generated from
the map [14] and preprocessing was performed to eliminate unnecessary nodes.
Figure 80: The GTRI office world environment.
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Figure 81: The museum world environment, with 8 rooms. This map was generated using Matlab
and was used for experiments in simulation and in real environments at the GTRI headquarters
building and the GT Technology Research Square building conference rooms.
Figure 82: The experimental museum world environment was based on the real world Metropolitan
Museum of Art. The American wing, second floor is shown.
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B.2 Museum World
The museum world environment is shown in Figure 81, and was inspired by a map of the
real world Metropolitan Museum of Art, shown in Figure 82. This environment has the
property that each robot can have 2 or 3 neighbors. When the doors to the rooms are open,
the environment can be covered using a cyclic patrol with evenly spaced robots. However,
for long edges between rooms, it is better to partition the robots, one to each room.
The optimal partition for this environment is shown in Figure 83. For a robot traveling
with velocity, vr, with a team of 8 evenly spaced robots, the cyclic partition results in a
max refresh time of




(2d+ h) + l
vr
. (24)








Figure 83: The patrol graph is shown on the map of the museum world environment. The graph can
be optimally partitioned for 8 robots by excluding the long edges, l, between rooms. The partition
approach results in a lower max refresh time compared to the cyclic approach when l > h.
For the case when a single robot is performing poorly, it is better to remove it from the
team and return to an evenly spaced cycle in the case when the doors are open. However,
there may be security situations in which it is not desirable perform a cyclic patrol, which by
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definition is predictable. The cyclic approach is better when the distances between rooms
is small, such that the following equation is true.







The podworld environment is shown in Figure 84. This environment has the property
that each robot can have up to 3 neighbors. We can construct the environment, such that
each intersection or pod is evenly spaced and this allows us to easily calculate the optimal
allocation when the number of robots equals the number of pods. While this construct
represents an ideal environment that we can use for experiments, some similar real world
environments are shown in Figure 86.
(a) 4 pods (b) 10 pods
Figure 84: The Pod world multi-robot patrol environment, used in simulation.
A graph of the podworld environment is created with visit node locations in the inter-
sections, and with long edges between pods. The graph is shown in Figure 85. For this
environment, in the patrolling task, it is always better to partition the environment rather
than to perform a cycle with evenly spaced nodes. We label the distance between node
locations within each intersection as d, and the longer edge between pods as having length
l. The graph partition for each robot is a tree. Therefore, in the partition case, for a robot





time for a robot to patrol their pod nodes and to pick up a single task from a neighboring
robot is (6d+2l)vr . For the cyclic case, with evenly spaced robots, the maximum refresh time





, and if one of the cyclic robots performs poorly, then the robots would
need to divide the patrol tour over the remaining (n − 1) robots, resulting in a max re-
fresh time of (8d+2l)vr . Therefore, with this environment, the partition approach to assigning
the robots to nodes will result in a better refresh time, both when the robots perform as
expected and when one or more performs poorly and tasks must be redistributed.
Figure 85: The podworld environment with the patrol graph shown. A partition based patrol is
more optimal than a cyclic based patrol when the long edges have length > 0.
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(a) a high school (b) EWR airport
(c) ORD airport (d) SFO airport
Figure 86: Examples of real world environments with properties similar to the pod world. (Images
courtesy of (a) Google Maps, (b) EWR airport, (c) ORD airport, and (d) SFO airport.)
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